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' Lieut. Totten thinks Mars may be the site of 
heaven. A contemporary remarks: If that is true 
we can all say we've been within at least 35,tied,000 
miles of the promised land, no matter what may be
come of us after death.”

All Europe is quarantined against cholera. Pro
fessor Virchow, the noted specialist of Berlin, re
cently in response to a question as to the probability 
of the disease visiting America, replied that no one 
can tell anythingabout that, “(’tear away all accu
mulated dust and dirt,” Jie added, “and you will be 
all right.” This is certainly advice that ought to be 
heeded.

Rev. J. T. Sunderland in the Unitarian says 
“that, if the World's Fair is closed on Sunday, it 
will be the work of the unprogressive ministers and 
members of the orthodox churches of the country, 
and their allies, the keepers of Chicago saloons, gam
bling dens, bad houses, and low theatres, all of whieh 
places will fatten if they can only get the Fair closed 
so that they can have the hundreds of thousands of 
visitors in the city left unemployed on Sunday for 
them to prey upon.” How much religious zeal is 
misdirected ! How often is immorality promoted un- 
witingly by those who in the name of religion claim, 
to bo its special guardians!

The JouKNALhas aimed to be fair and equitable in- 
the treatment of labor difficulties. It must now con
demn without qualification the arson and destruction 
of property at Buffalo. Its perpetrators arc the ene
mies of labor and of social order. Labor has the 
greatest interest in- upholding individual freedom 
and protecting every man in the free and lawful use 
of that which he owns. The incendiary is the great
est enemy of labor, and as an enemy of labor and so
ciety he must be crushed whenever he dares, by overt 
act, to menace or endanger those rights for whieh 
Americans have made so many and memorable sacri
fices.

The right of the single individual who is not a 
member of a labor union to sell his labor, as openly 
and as free from violence as the union workman, must 
be maintained, and cannot be disputed without subver
sion of every principle of a free government, says 
the Springfield Republican. And when it comes to 
the point that the State cannot maintain this right, 
then the organized state will cease to exist and it will 
be every man for himself—the Carnegies protected by 
hired mercenaries and the rest of us nobody knows 
how. That is the height and depth of this question. 
It behooves labor organizations, such as that which 
controls the action of the Buffalo switchmen, to rec
ognize it.

“Died from the visitation of God,” was the verdict 
passed upon the poor woman who was killed by light
ning recently, says the Two Worlds. She had a lit

tle girl with her, who escaped* with a severe shock. 
Just prior to the fatal occurrence the girl had re
marked to the deceased that she did not like the 
ightning, and Gowen had replied, “Oh never mind, 

God has sent it for some good purpose.” If the vic
tim had been a Spiritualist we should have heard a 
deal about the judgments of God, etc.; but probably 
the comment in this case will be. “absent twin the 
body, present with the Lord.” Circumstances alter

Some of the distinctions of rank which prevail in 
the European countries seem variously absurd. A 
son of the groat violinist Joachim, a lieutenant in an 
infantry regiment quartered at Frankfort, was 
recently removed from the roll of officers at the 
request of his colonel because his father took part in 
a concert at Frankfort. This performance, in the 
opinion of the colonel, “was incompatible with tho 
dignity of the German uniform.” German notions 
about this subject are somewhat different from those 
held in the United States, where a violinist's son 
may become the son-in law of the highest state official 
and be honored for his talents and his parentage 
alike.

During the Crimean war. a captain in the army had 
a younger brother in the Seventh Royal Fusiliers be
fore Sebastopol, to whom he was much attached, says 
the Better Way. One night he suddenly awoke in 
bed and saw the figure of his brother kneeling in the 
roopi. looking anxiously and lovingly at him, through 
a light sort of phosphorescent mist. He noticed with 
a horror a wound on the right temple of the head of 
the recumbent figure, ffom which a red st ream flowed. 
“The face was of a waxy hue. but transparent look
ing, and so was the reddish-mark.” The narrator 
got up, went into the next room, called the mem
bers of his family, and told them what he had seen. On 
the Monday following, news . was received of the 
storming ®f the Redan, and a fortnight later a friend 
brought the intelligence of the brother's death, he 
having been killed in the attacks. The narrator adds 
that “both the colonel of the regiment and one or 
two officers, who saw the body, confirmed the fact 
that the appearance was much according to my de
scription, and tho death wound was exactly where I 
had seen it.” The precise time, of the poor officer's 
death is uncertain, for the body was not found for 
thirty-six hours afterward. The brother's presenti
ment of what had happened was. however, on the 
night of the day on which,Redan was stormed.

Within the last year or two the discovery has been 
made that a beam of light produces sound. A beam 
of sunlight is thrown through a lens on a glass ves
sel that contains lampblack, colored silk or worsted, 
or other substances. A disk having slits or openings 
cut in it is made to revolve swiftly in- this beam of 
light so as to cut it up, thus making alternate flashes 
of light and shadow. On putting the ear to the glass 
.vessel strange sounds arc heard so long as the flash
ing beam is falling on the vessel. Recently a more 
wonderful discovery has been made. A beam of sun
light is caused to pass through a prism, so as to pro
duce what is called the solar spectrum, or rainbow.
The disk is turned, and the colored light of the rain

bow is made to break through it. Now place the 
ear to the vessel containing the silk, wood, or other 
material. . As the colored lights of the spectrum fall 
upon it sounds will be given .by different parts of the 
spectrum, and there will bo silence in other parts. 
For instance, if the vessel contains red worsted, and 
three green-lights flashes upon it, loud sounds will 
be given. Only feeble sounds will be heard if the 
red and blue parts of the rainbow fall upon the ves
sel, and other colors make no sound at all. Green 
silk gives sounds best in a red light. Every kind of 
materia! gives more or less sound in different colors, 
and utters no sound in others. These facts are ex- 
tremely interesting.

A writer in the English Illustrated describing the z 
privileges of the workingmen on the Great Eastern 
Railway, says: There is an accident fund, to.which 
each of the 5,260 workmen subscribes, a pension 
fund and a savings* bank, optional, and a contagious 
diseases fund. The institution of the three former is 
due to the present well-beloved chairman; the latter 
is a workmen’s movement entirely, and an excellent 
one, not only preventing the members’ means of sup
port when most needed, but by removing the risk in
volved in coming to work when disease is in their 
homes preventing the spread of infection among their 
shopmates. The company covers every subscription 
to the accident fund and pension fund with an equal
amount, £ives four per cent, interest on savings-bank 
investments, ami supports a science and art institute 
and technical institute near the works, which hag a 
library of nearly 7 J am volumes. Last, but by no 
means least, every person in the company’s employ 
has the right to travel once a week, with any mem
bers of his family residing with and dependent upon 
him, to any point on the system at a fare of a farth
ing a mile.

It appears from the report of the committee on 
church work made at the Massachusetts State Asso
ciation of Congregational Churches, whose meetings 
were recently held in Springfield, that two-fifth* of 
the population of the State are not church-goers. 
The reason why thia two-fifths of the people do not 
go to church amount to this: People do not go to 
church because they can use their Sundays in ways 
they like better. There are some who would go if 
they could, but these seem to be few. There are 
others who are antagonistic, for owe reason or 
another, to the church. Some workingmen express 
this antagonism, and the members of one union are 
said to be so depressed by their hard lot as to “have 
given up faith in the church and in Jesus too.” Add 
to these reasons intellectual dissent from creeds, and 
positive beliefs which forbid their acceptance, and 
the list of reasons so far as this Committee recites 
them is complete. leaving out this latter class, the 
disbelievers, the others can be generally classified 
under the head of indifferents. A large class of non- 
shurchgoerii are those to whom it seems that they 
can make a better use of their tin^e. They have no 
prejudice against churches, and on the whole a pre
dilection in their favor, with something of a tradi
tional or latent faith awaiting development. These 
stay at home because they feel that church-going 

I does not pay, intellectually, morally or spiritually.
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ANNOUNCEMEHT.
In answer to the earmsst solicitations of many friends 

of The Journal it seems necessary that the state
ment made last week be repeated that the pub
lication of The Journal will he continued on the 
same basis and along the same lines on which it has 
been conducted in the past.

Mrs. Bundy has been for years a co-wo^cr with 
Mr. Bundy on The Journal, and is deeply, inter
ested in the paper and the cause it represents, fn 
continuing it she feels that she is carrying out the 
wishes of her husband and that iu this work 
she will have encouragement and aid, such as his 
strong spirit can give, to the cause which is dear to 
him and to her.

Mr. Underwood. Mr. Bundy’s intimate friend and 
collaborator, Mrs, Underwood, whose rema'rkable ex
periences have attracted wide attention, and Prof. 
Elliott Cones, among other strong writers, will con
tinue their valuable work on the paper. All the old 
contributors, G. B. Stebbins, Wm. Emmette Coleman. 

» Mrs. E. L. Watson, M. C. C. Church and others, may 
be relied upon to help make The Journal in the 
future what it has been in the past.

Mrs. Bundy's name appears this week on The 
Journal, which in the future will be. under her man
agement. She asks for a continuance of the support 
of the paper by all its subscribers and friynds, 
promising that no effort shall be spared to keep it 
up to the high standard which it has heretofore 
maintained. With the aid of her friends she hopes 
to make it all that its original founder and all that 
its longtime conductor could themselves wish to see 
realized.

ment, if he had not formed the plan of establishing for 
himself on this material foundation a nursery-school 
for a world of spirits. So he is now continually active, 
among higher natures to attract the lower ones."

READJUSTMENT OF THOUGHT.
'Pho work of revising creeds ami readjusting thought 

to changed mental condition isouc of importance. The. 
age is one of unexampled intellectual activity, and 
evolution is going on along the line of creeds and 
theories of systems and institutions with a rapidity 
that appeal's at times startling, and to many minds, is 
actually bewildering. 'Hie most advanced ideas and 
the best systems, philosophical, moral, social and re
ligious, which now' exist, arc far from being perfect

to] lies prostrate, in the dust for me; and the most 
urgent intellectual need, which I feel at present is 
that science be built-up again in a form in which such 
facts shall have a positive place. Science, like life, 
feeds ort its own decay. Newfaets hitrstoldrul.es: 
then newly divined conceptions bind old and new to
gether into a reconciling law." This a statement of 
an important truth. The mind of the. truly srientilie 
man is always open to light and possesses the ilcxi- 
bility to modify its conceptions ami reconstruct its 
theories to make them harmonize with newly discov
ered as well as with the long and well known fuels.

j

GOETHE’S VIEWS OF IMMORTALITY.
In the August number, of Sphinx, Ralph Koeber 

has an article'with this title giving many quotations 
from the writings of this “many-sided” man. Was 
Goethe a pantheist? He answers “yes and no.” He 
was a pantheist as Lessing was a pantheist and indi
vidualist, a disciple of Spinoza and of Leibnitz. Deny
ing the existence of a personal God, while admitting 
the existence of an impersonal—“uberpersonliehen” 
—immanent Godhood, he still denies the subjection— 
the absorption of the real, independent individual ex
istence into the “All-One.”

Of individuality he says: “So self-sustaining is it, 
that, in peculiar circumstances its threads of feeling 
may reach out over its corporeal existence and fore
feeling-presentiment,—nay more,u real gaze into the 
immediate future, be vouchsafed it.” Koeber there
fore says that Goethe would have been the last one to 
explain his vision related in Wahrheit und Dichtung, 
as a bare deception of the senses, a hallucina
tion, which accident (!) had verified eight years after
wards.

“The conception of our continued existence,” says 
Goethe, “springs out of the conception of activity; 
for if I work without rest to the end of life, nature is 
under obligation to furnish me another form of exist
ence, .for the present one can no further hold out for 
my spirit.” I have no doubt of our continued exist
ence, for nature cannot spare the “entelichie”... the 
“monad,” the soul—but we are not mortal in.the same 
degree or fashion, and, in order to manifest one’s-self 
as a great “entelichie'’ —soul, one must also be one.”

He seemed to believe in reincarnation as a law of 
nature, the metamorphosis of the individuality as a 
means ordered by a right and wise Providence to en
able the same individuality to aecomplisji various 
tasks and gradually become spiritualized, livery ex

traordinary man has a certain mission to fulfill. If 
he has accomplished it on earth in this form he is of 
no further use and Providence devotes him anew to 
something else. *

Eleven days before his death in conversation with 
Eckermann Goethen, said: “God did not after the re
puted six days of creation betake himself to rest by 
any means, rather is he still as active as on the first 
day. To put this solid earth together out of simple 
elements and set it rolling year in, year out under the 
rays of the sun, would have afforded him little enjoy-

of complete.
change.

They are all subject to the. law of
None of them hi Ha ir special elements, will

escape modification as man moves on to higher intel
lectual and social conditions. Progressive, minds gen
erally, will concur in these statements.

Intelligent Spiritualists see that their own philoso
phy can form no exception to the. tide. Confident 
that: it includes important truths, with tin* abiding 
convict ion that among them is the doctrine of contin
ued conscious existence after physical death, and of 
communication between the people of earth and those 
who, disembodied, have..passed to an invisible realm, 
yet Spiritualists know’ that the various contradictory 
ideas which are found presented in their literature and 
from their platforms, will require a vast amount of re
vision and modification before they ran satisfy even 
careful thinkers of to-day, not to speak iif those who, 
in the future, with larger knowledge and a broader 
view of man und his relations will be more competent 
to judge as to the truth of theories respecting spirits' 
mode of life and methods of manifesting themselves to 
those in the flesh.

Accepting all in the past and present of Spiritual
ism that is genuine and authentic, recognizing the 
essential truth of its fundamental affirmations and the 
value of the services of those who, through evil, and 
through good report, have proclaimed its grand truths 
to e world, the Spiritualist of the. progressive typo, 
with his face toward the east, looks for more light 
and hew revelations of truth. He expects that from 
tl higher altitude, and with a clearer and larger vision 
Ihan has been possible hitherto, spiritual discoveries 
fill be made which while they shall strengthen the 

claims of spirit existence und spirit communion may, 
at the same time, show that many of the conceptions 
of Spiritualists to-day respertingthe Spirit-world, the 
nature of spirit, the modes of spirit existence and the 
methods of spirit activity without bodily organs, are 
very crude, and wide of the truth.

Present conceptions, however inadequate, in addi
tion to their meeting present requirements, both of the 
head and the heart, bridge the way to and make possi
ble the higher conceptions of the future. Their value 
therefore is great. It is only when they arc stated 
as finalities, or are. supposed, by reason of the long 
time they have been believed or the frequency with 
which they ai^ repeated, to he invested with a, kind of 
sanctity, or authoritative character, that they become, 
obstructive to progress. The progressive mind can
not be enslaved by tim authority of names or creeds, 
cannot wear any sectarian label, cannot go “back” 
to anybody, except for instruction, cannot consent to 
be stretched upon any Proscrusteun bedstead, and will 
not be deterred from seeking for new truth by any 
taunt of being “wise above what is written.” “Up
ward and onward” is the watchword of to-day's think
ers and workers. Fortunate arc they who have prof
ited by the wisdom of the past, but are. untrammeled 
by its dogmas and creeds, and who from the serene 
heights of unbiased, philosophic thought, see the 
dawn of the coming day when the truths of all systems 
shall be united in a grand synthetic philosophy which 
will include the visible and invisible world, and satisfy 
the minds and hearts of men.

Professor James says that his investigations have 
“broken down” for his mind th 9 limits of the ad
mitted order of nature. “Science,” he says, “so far 
as science denies such exceptional facts [as he refers

TERESA URREA.
Tur. wonderful Mexican medium, Teresa. Urrea, 

lately reported to have been condemned to be slud a* 
a witch, is an illustration of tin-, facility with which 
persons possessed of wonderful power of nraijumshi p 
or magnetism are transformed into saints, demons, 
or witches, according to the point of view. La llus- 
trauhm Espiritu of Mexico, in its July number, has 
the following: A paper of Sonora has an Hem which 
we copy entire: “The Saint of (’abora The, news to 
the effort that Teresa. Urrea, called by the common 
people. ‘Saint of Unborn’ (Santa tie (’nbora) had 
been put in prison ami conducted to this place, circu
lated with ns much rapidity ns, if it, had been a, report 
of a rise in silver. The interest of the peaceful in
habitants of Guyamas to know her who for such a. 
long time has been the subjet,t of conversation and 
newspaper sensational articles, was immense as may 
he supposed. Yesterday from a very early Lour an 
immense crowd, composed in most part of unlives 
Indians went to Aurora with the object ofprvsc.il- 
ing their homages to Sanin Urrea: some went upon 
the hills to see the coach containing her from a dis
tance. At last the carriage reached Aurora, and the 
Indians knelt down on both sides of the roue praying. 
The‘passage of the “inspired" girl through the streets 
waH-a real triumphal march. At all the .streel-cor- 
mn’.-^A&onsiilerahle groups of people of all sorts 
craned their necks to see the saint. The carriage 
containing her was followed by the Indians, who had 
gone to Aurora. Owing to the intervention of the 
police,1 the house of Senor Gaxiokt, where. Scnorita
Urreu was uguest, was not invaded by the 
El Esnmo. a. paper in Jlermodllo, has 
lowing: “The Saint of Unborn On the 2nd, 
Teresa Urrea, accompanied by her father

crowd.”. 
the, fol- 
Smorita 
left this

city going in the direction of Nogales. During her 
stay Imre a great crowd w:is always about Ilm house 
in which she wa- received as a guest. Tim Governor 
was compelled to take, energetic measures io retrain 
the curiosity of the fanatics within proper hounds.”

A WORD FROM REV. M. J. SAVAGE.
The letter printed below was received loo late to 

insert in Ihe last number of The Journal. Mr. 
Bundy was strongly attached to Mr. Savage person
ally and greatly admired his public work ns a repre
sentative. of liberal religious thought.

Isles of Shoals, off Portsmouth, N. II., i
August IS. IS‘32. ।

My Deyr Mr. Underwood: Your letter, telling 
me of (’ol. Bundy's death, found mt' traveling; anil 
this is my first opportunity for writing you a word. 
Even now I am so situated that 1 cannot write freely 
or fully as I would. I will, however, m» longer de
lay some expression of my grief and sympathy.

Afte^ what you wrote me, tho news was not a sur-
prise, but it was a severe shock, 
aspect to my sorrow.

1. Col. Bundy was my friend.

There is a two-fold

i have known and
esteemed him for many years. lie was bright, cheery, 
frank, brave, loyal- possessing those personal quali
ties that win quick favor and also hold lasting regard.

2. But, as much as 1 prizedJij^ii for his personal 
qualities, this grief is swallowed up in my sorrow 
that a great cause hrs lost a competent and fearless 
champion.

Under his management The Relkho-Rhilosoi'hi- 
ual Journal has been, far and away, the best paper 
of Its class in this country

J

hitrstoldrul.es
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Psychical research has become a. problem of so much 

importance that it will nev<$r be permitted to sink out 
of sight until the great questions raised are practically 
settled. One branch of it is so mixed up with folly 
and fraud as to make it difficult for honest nlen to de
fend even the truth that is so disguised by association 
with charlatanry. Here was the field and here the 
work of Col. Bundy. He knew the hitdory, and he 
knew the men and women. And no influence of 
promised, reward or threatened injury had power to 
either fool him or Intimidate him. The work will go 
on. But we shall sadly miss his route of leadership.

As one among her great army of friends, I wish to 
oiler to Mrs. Bundy my hand-clasp of truest sympathy.

Most sincerely,
M. J. Savage.

’ FROM REV. H. W. THOMAS.
Gable, Wis, Aug. IS, l«V2.

My Dear Friend Mrs. Bindy: Our views of the 
change called death are so at one, that there is noth
ing new that I can say.in the great hours of sorrow’ 
that have come to your happy home. But I du desire 
to express something of the high admiration and the 
warm affection that I have long cherished for your 
noble husband, and the earnest and untiring work 
that he has done for the cause of truth and goodness 
in the world. 1 admired his ability and devotion, 
his open-hearted candor, and I loved him for his 
warm-hearted friendship and unobtrusive goodness.

My whole soul goes out in sympathy for you and 
your dear daughter in your tender loss and grief. I 
had not heard of his illness when I' left home, and 
the news of his death was wholly unexpected. The 
last time I met him on the street he seemed so well 
and happy, and that is the picture that I shall carry 
in my mind. Up here, almost alone in these wild 
woods, I think of him; think that he and dear Mr. 
Wilkie have ( met in the land, so far and yet so near. 
I pray that the Father in Heaven may give you rest 
and peace, and I know that he will; but I know' also 
from experience that with all our assurances of the 

' better life beyond, how hard it is to part with those 
we love, and how lonely and long are the days and 
weeks when they go away. So many are gone ths/t 
the world seems lonesome: and so many are. the 
voices trailing us away that it will not be hard to go 
when our time shall come.

Peace ami blessings be with you. Mrs. Thomas is 
at Battle Creek for treatment. She writes me. of her 
sorrow and sympathy. Affectionately,

IL W. Thomas.

PSYCHICAL SCIENCE CONGRESS NOTES.
We must print in full -an interesting letter from 

Professor Aksakof, of St. Petersburg, a veteran au
thority on spiritualistic phenomena, whose recent 
work. “Animismus and Spirtismus," received marked 
attention from the London Society for Psychical Re- 
search. Some points of his letter are discussed on 
another page of this number of The Journal by 
Professor Coues.

Repkhka, Penza, Rissia. / 
2HTH Jl NE- -2ND Jl LY, ISP2, i

Prof. Elliott Cove*—Much Esteemed Sir: It has 
been a great pleasure to me to receive some lines 
from you, dated April 2Gth, as you are one.of those 
few men of science who are not ashamed, to investi
gate psychical phenomena, and to proclaim publicly 
the truth of their existence.

I am happy to see that these matters will be dis
cussed at the proposed Psychical Congress to be held 
next yean at Chicago. I thank the Committee for 
the honor they are, conferring upon me in appointing 
me a member of the Advisory Council of the Con® 
gross, though indeed I do not see in what way I can 
help your Committee respecting the best methods of 
conducting the Congress—especially from here. 
Your program is excellent—just as I would like to 
have it for such a grand and difficult purpose!

Are some experiments to be held during the Con
gress? This of course would depend, before all, upon 

“the amount of time which will be assigned to it.

Most probably many would like to have this oppor
tunity for making some experiments. I do not speak 
of personal experiments which those who attend the 
Congress could have with mediums present in Chi
cago at the time; but of an Experimental Committee 
of men acquainted with the subject, who could experi
ment according to given suggestions and report to the 
Congress. The project is tempting, but must be well 
pondered, because the Issue may be dubious. It de
pends most upon the quality of the mediumistie 
forces at your disposition.

I think that experiments in thought-transfer (tele* 
pathy) ar" to be made especially with writing and 
trance mediums, or with recognized good sensitives^ 
and not with the first anybody who is ready to try. 
as is done very often.

A propos, where and how is now Miss Fancher, of 
New York I think (of Brooklyn), a most extraordinary 
sensitive? I do not know that her rrmarkab^^psy- 
chic faculties have been utilized for scientific inves
tigation.

Now telepathy is almost a recognized fact; but it is 
nut complete without tch'pastio ami telekinetic phen
omena -all produced by the latent energies of liv
ing human organisms.

The force of telepathic phenomena is that they can 
be proved experimentally.

The same is to be done with kleplastw and tele
kinetic phenomena, 1 gave a hint of this in my 
^ork, Animismns. p. xxxvL, saying tbat.it could be 
aeheivvd by hypnotic suggestion, but giving no par
ticulars. Permit me now to explain my idea.

A medium for psychical phenomena, or materiali
zations, must be hypnotized. He must not know of 
the experiment in view. When asleep (hypnotizra^ 
us hands, must be tied, and then he. must be ordered 
to move some object near him, within reach of his 
hands were these at liberty. Then, according to my 
lypothesis. he would move the object with his astral, 

psychic, or spirit hand. You would have then a tele
kinetic phenomenon. A plastic (materialization) im
pression could be obtained in the same way. You 
would then have ,a tcluphetie phenonemon. A pho
tograph taken nt the instant might detect and show 
the modus operand!.

If you could induce some hypnotic to try the ex
periment with a good medium, and if yon could sne- 
ceed, it would be an important step toward the recog
nition of these facts.

Once that tho. existence of these psychic-* or, as I 
cull them, animistic phenomena (i. e., phenomena 
produced hy living persons) is proved, the possibility 
of admitting, in some eases, t he spiritistic explana
tion, is made easy, as I tried to prove in my work 
“Artimism and Spiritism.”

I beg to remain, with the most hearty wishes for 
the conduct of the Congress to a successful issue.

Yours very truly,
A. Aksakof,

Our eminent Russian conneilor’s suggestions are 
extremely interesting, and will receive the most re* 
sportful consideration of the Executive Committee. 
Professor Aksakof is quite right in depreciating any 
crude experiments on the spur of the moment, as 
such would be almost certain to miscarry and com
promise the scientific character of the Congress. 
Such experiments as may be carried on by the Com
mittee must be very carefully guarded, not only from 
possible failure, but also from any possible misunder
standing of their purport or misinterpretation of 
their result. The Committee has already weighed 
this matter very sedulously, as a part of their vigor
ous plans for defending their position from the as
saults of cranks of every description, and for fortify
ing in the eye of the public the stand they have taken 
in regard to the scientific method of experimentation. 
It is not probable that they can display processes to 
any extent in public, but they fully expect to be able 
to command entire confidence in the results they an 
nounce.

Miss Mollie Fancher’s ease, on whieh Prof. Aksakof 
touches, may very possibly be made the subject of a 
communication to theCongresH by some one appointed 
by the Committee for that purpose. Through, the

personal attentions of Miss Frances E. Willard, Dr. 
Cones had a letter of introduction to Miss Fancher, 
and rereived from the latter a polite invitation to 
visit her.

Science is knowledge classified. All the facta of 
Spiritualism cognizable by the. human mind belong 
to the domain of science, and by collecting, classify
ing and co-ordinating these facts the scientific, inves
tigator will, according to the canons of science, fur
nish the data for an irreversible scientific judgment 
ns to the principle which underlies all these genuine 
phenomena. The infrequency or the apparent irreg
ularity and capriehmsness of phenomena do not 
exclude, them from the domain to whi^h tlm scientific 
method is applicable, though the fact, of course, 
makes their study more difficult than that of a more 
simple and more obviously uniform class of phe
nomena. The sudden appearance and the sudden 
disappearance of a “phantasm,” the phantasm itself, 
and every fact and condition pertaining to the phe
nomenon. not simply in one but in thousands of eases, 
arc the data needed to make the knowledge of “phan
tasms” of the same kind as any other scion title knowl
edge. He who from bis own personal investigations 
has^eeome satisfied of the truth of Spiritualism 
Should welcome tho only method of investigating 
spiritual phenomena that can secure for them the 
recognition of the scientific world. The efforts,, 
therefore, of the Society for Psychical Research 
should receive the heartiest co-operation from all 
who believe, in spirit existence and communion. It 
U not surprising that the Society has done so little, 
pjjt rather that it has ^1 the circumstances consid
ered. done so much.

The South Berni (Ind.) Weekly Tribune of August 
20th relates the circumstances of the drowning of 
Will Troub, a lad fourteen years old, live miles north 
of that city in the St. Joseph river, and states in the 
following language that the mother of the boy 
dreamed the. night before that she saw him drown: 
The saddest and strangest feature connected with the 
affair was thr fact that Mrs. Troub. the mother of 
thr boy, who has been sick and bed fast for more 
than a year, had a dream the night before in whieh 
she saw Willie fall into the river and drown before 
her eyes and she was unable to give him any assist
ance. The dream made a deep impression upon her 
mind, and when she learned that her children con
templated a visit to the river Sunday afternoon she 
tried to dissuade them, but they only laughed 
and joked over the matter, considering it only an 
invalid** vagary, and hade their mother good bye in 
high glee. The tragic, denouement of the trip and 
reulizirtion of the dream has had the effect of render
ing Mrs. Traub's condition extremely critical, indeed.

Referring to phenomena of Spiritualism, Professor 
W. D. Gunning said: They occur in many a household, 
high as well as low. They form the staple of much 
talk, of some romancing, but, so far, of little philos- . 
ophy. They have tinged the fancy of the poet and 
the novelist, hut men of science have, as a class, re
fused to investigate them. But the question is on 
many lips, “Are the reports of these mysterious phe
nomena true? And are the phenomena so out of rela
tions with nature that science can take no note of 
them?” Phenomena for which science has no expla
nation will be soil for the growth of superstitions. 
The writer, in common with many others, has felt 
that Ihe lime has come for more rigid scientific meth
ods in the treatment of the strange phenomena which 
underlie what is railed “Spiritualism.”

The methods of science require proof, and the 
scientific spirit is dominant over every field of in
quiry. says a thinker. If it is true, then, that the 
thinkers who have felt most deeply the impulse from 
physical science, question most the old. faith in a con
tinued, conscious life after death, such thinkers will 
return to the old faith only through the door of 
science.
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TELEPATHY AND KINDRED WORDS DESCRIP
TIVE OF TELEPHENOMENA.

By Professor Coues.

A very suggestive letter from Prof. Aksakof,*  
makes use of some words with which all our readers 
may hot be familiar, and respecting which some ob
servations may bo timely.

* Printed elsewhere in this number of Thk Journal.—Ki).

Teleplastie and telekinetic are words Which first 
came under my observation in reading Mr. F. W. IL 
Myer's masterly review, in the proceedings of the 
London Society for Psychical Research, of Prof. 
Aksakofs work, 4 ‘Animismus and Spiritismus.” As 
good luck would have it, I found the words just be
fore the Century Dictionary reached the letter T, and 
was therefore able to formally introduce them both 
into the English language, together with the corres
ponding abstract nouns of quality, teleplasty and 
telekinesis. We have therefore the highest possible 
lexicographical authority for the use of the terms. 
They are good ones, and I have no doubt will take 
root in English, because they are useful and needed, 
iis well as sanctioned by that great dictionary, which 
has set the standard of our language for our genera
tion.

I wish to explain these^terms, and incidentally to 
coin some other words that I think we need and 
ought to have.

Telepathy is already fully established by usage, and 
familiar enough to all students of Psychics. It means, 
as we all know, “thought-transfer,” or the commu
nication of intelligence from one person to another 
through any other than the ordinarily recognized 
channels of the senses. “Mind-reading” and “men
tal telegraphy” are other names for the same thing. 
It is excellently well formed,, upon the model, for the 

'first half of the word, of such words as tele-graph, 
tele-phone, tele-scope, and the like; and for its second 
half, upon such models as sym-pathy, anti-pathy, 
homceo-pathy, p,pd the like. The first half, tele-, is 
from a Greek word meaning 4‘far,” “afar," or “far 
off;” so the telegraph is a means of writing far, the 
telephone a machine for hearing afar., and the tele
scope an instrument for seeing far off. The second 
half of the word, -pathy' is also from a Greek root, 
and indicates suffering, feeling, being impressed, un
dergoing a certain treatment, being affected in a cer
tain way, etc.; just as sym-pathy indicates being af
fected alike, antipathy indicates''being affected dif
ferently, and homceo-pathy is a treatment by simi
lars. So telepathy means the act or the fact of being 
affected in some way from afar, with the express im
plication that such affection is produced outside of or 
beyond any ordinary means of acting upon the bodily 
senses. Telepathy might be translated in one English 
word—“far-feeling;” its meaning “thought-transfer” 
being of course the sense in which it is taken, not the 
actual turning of the Greek into English; for the 
translation of the term “thought-transfer” into its 
literal Greek equivalent would give us “noumeno- 
phory”— or something of that sort.

The noun telepathy of course yields us by English 
analogy the objective telepathic or telepathetic, and 
the adverb telepathically or telepathetically; Also, it 
as easily gives us the noun of agent,, telepathist (like 
homeopathist, etc.,) meaning either “one who prac
tices telepathy,” or “one who believes in and theory 
of telepathy.” I do not remember to have ever seen 
a verb telepathize (formed like sympathize, etc.,) 
but it would be easy to make such a verb, meaning, 
intransitively, “to practice telepathy;” any, transi
tively, “to affect (a person) telepathically.”

Now teleplastic is readily intelligible. This adjec
tive is half from the element tele-, as already ex
plained, and half from the familiar English word 
plastic (itself from the Greek). Plastic means
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“formed,” “shaped,” “figured,” “molded,” “mod
eled," or the like; also, ‘capable of being’shaped,” 
“formable,” etc; also, “permining to mold or form,” 
“relating to the act or fact of shaping," and the like. 
Thus we speak of a plastic substance (one that can 
be molded into any shape, like clay); and of the plas
tic art (that is, the art of modeling, or statuary). 
So teleplastie means simply “far-forming,” or “far- 
formed;” “shaped at or from a distance;” with the 
special implication, however, that such molding or 
modeling of a figure is outside of or beyond the ordi
narily recognized means of shaping things by physi
cal contact. Thus a teleplastie phenomenon is ex- 
aetly what Spiritualists call a,' materialization: with 
only this qualification, that they presuppose a tele
plastic manifestation to be produced by the action of 
a disembodied spirit—to be, in fact, the materialized 
spirit of a deceased person; while a psychical re
searcher presupposes nothing of that sort, nothing 
of any sort, by way of interpretation,—but simply 
alleges the fact, without explanation. For the. latter, 
any apparition or phantom -any phantasm of a liv
ing person- any astral projection—-any immaterial 
object which ean be visualized or perceived by the 
eye—is a teleplastie phenomenon.

I think wc need this word, and hope it will take 
root in our language. I shall myself adopt it, with
out any prejudice for or against either the spiritual
istic or the materialistic explanation of teleplastie 
phenomena. In fact, we actually need the word. For 
by what adjective, if not by this one, may we char
acterize a materialization? We cannot call it a “ma
terial” or “materialistic” phenomenon, for both these 
words are fixed in other senses, exactly the contrary 
of what we mean; we might say a “materializational” 
performance, somewhat as we speak of a “material
izing” seance; but a word of eight syllables is always 
awkward to use, Teleplastie is just half as long, and 
twice as easy, a word. It is also of excellent Greek 
formation, as all our technical terms of science ought 
to be; moreover, It yields the desired derivatives as 
readily as telepathic does. Thus, we have the obvi
ous adverb teleplastically. If we wish an abstract 
noun, there is teleplasty to our tongues. If we de
sire a concrete noun, wc have a choice of teleplasm 
or teleplast. Then, if we wish to distinguish be
tween the formative substance of which a teleplastie 
apparition may be supposed to consist, and the ob
ject thus formed of such substance, we could speak 
of the substance as tdeplusm, and the object itself 
as a teleplast. This would be quite agreeable with 
established usage; for^e*ample  the formative mate
rial of our physical Hodips is known to science as 
protoplasm; and our ‘-first parents” Adam and Eve, 
used to be called the protoplasts by the theologians 
and other pseudo-philosophers of a' nearly extinct 
tribe of nonsense-mongers.

Telekinetic is the third word of this useful class. 
The first two-lifths of this word is the same as before, 
tele-. The rest of the word is the regular scientific 
term kinetic, which means 4‘moving,” or “being 
moved,” or “pertaining to motion” in any way, 
whether to any object in motion or to the movement 
of any object—just as static, the opposite of kinetic, 
relates to the stand-still of anything, or to anything 
at rest. We also have what is called kinetics,'or the 
science of motion, which treats of things in move
ment, or action. The abstract noun in this case is 
kinesis, or motion itself. So telekinetic is a word 
which describes the moving of objects from or at a 
distance—that is, any movement caused in or im
pressed upon a material object without actual physi
cal contact of any kind recognized by orthodox ma
terialistic science. Levitation, a well-established 
fact in psychic .science, comes under the head of tele
kinesis; when a pencil writes without being touched 
by anybody, that is a telekinetic phenomena; when 
one projects his astral form and makes it do some
thing, that is a case of telekinesis. The correspond
ing adverb is telekinetically; .as, for example, if we 
should speak of motion telekinetically effected.

The three foregoing sets of words furnish ready
made models for several others that I shall coin and 
wish to use. Having already telepathic phenomena,

teleplastie phenomena, and telekinetic phenomena, 
nevertheless we have not yet exhausted the series of 
psychic manifestations which affect our senses as ob
jective realities. To complete our classification of 
telephenomena--as I shall call the whole series col- 
leetively—wc need the words tuloptie, telacoustlc, and 
telosmie, which I here coin to express those three 
kinds of telephenomena which address themselves to 
our senses of sight, of hearing, and of smell, res
pectively; that is to say, which arc made known to 
us by means of our visual, our auditory, and our 
olfactory faculties, respectively.

But before explaining what I mean by these terms. 
— teloptic, telacoustic and telosmie, 1 must say some
thing about “clairvoyance” and “elairaudienee.”

Clairvoyance is a French word adopted as- English. 
Sometimes it 4s translated “dear-seeing,” “clear- 
sight,” or “clear-sightedness;” but the ordinary scuse 
of these supposed English equivalents does not con
vey the meaning of clairvoyance, and the word itself 
has been so vaguely employed that its true sense has 
become anything but “clear.” For when we say a 
person is “clear-sighted,” we mean sharp-eyed, and. 
understand that he has acute vision, or good eyes, 
whether for large objects at a distance, or for small 
objects at short range—that is, he sees clearly at any 
focal point. Our nearest equivalent of the French 
clairvoyance is second-sight, as the Scotch say: by 
which we mean the act, fact, or faculty of “seeing” 
things which are actually out of eye-shot; as when 
a person senses, as it were by sight, a visual image 
of something happening at the moment on the other 
side of the globe, or in another room with the door 
shut. This is what I like to call seeing with ‘ ‘the 
eye back of the eye,” as when one has a vision in 
trance or ecstasy, in a state of what I presume my 
friend Mr. Myers would call “subliminal conscious
ness,” when certain psychical faculties ordinarily 
inactive, come into play. This faculty is now well 
known to psychical science, and it is not so rare as it 
was formerly supposed to be. It is another fact in 
psychics, that clairvoyance may be exercised in re
gard to time as well as space—that is, a person may 
“see,” or externalize a visual image or symbol of, 
something that is going to happen in the future, as 
well as have the same sort of image of something 
that is happening or has happened at a distance. 
With so much by way of explaining what is the thing 
denoted by the word clairvoyance, we may observe 
further, of the word itself, that it is usable either in 
the abstract or in the concrete, with corresponding 
formal distinction of meanings; for it signifies alike 
the abstract state, quality or condition of second-sight 
as above explained; or the faculty of such sight; or 
the exercise of that faculty; or a case of such ex
ercise. Furthermore we note, that one whois second- 
sighted is called by a Gallicism a clairvoyant, or, if 
of the feminine gender, a clairvoyante (also, alueide). 
This noun of agent is also used attributively, as an 
adjective; thus, we speak of a clairvoyant person; a 
clairvoyant process; clairvoyant means; and so on. 
The regular English adverb is of course clairvoyantly.

I deem it desirable to subject these Gallicisms to 
a clarifying process of analysis, and to replace one of 
their meanings by Greek-formed terms of scientific 
precision, on the tele-models above discussed. For 
the trouble with “clairvoyant” und its derivatives is 
not so much that they are French, as that they cover 
too much ground, and are indiscriminately used for 
several different things that need to be scientifically 
discriminated. The words in question have acquired 
too^distinctively the connotation of subjectivity, and 
do not sufficiently connote that objectivity which is an 
essential feature of what I shall call teloptic phenom
ena. “Clairvoyance” has covered at least three dif
ferent things, namely:

1. Certain hallucinations or aberrations of the sense 
of sight, purely subjective; having nothing objective 
to correspond, taking the form of -visible unrealities. 
The figures and scenes witnessed in delirium and 
other kinds of mania are of this sort.

2. The visual imagery of any trance, d'estasy or 
hypnosis, in which the psychic sense of sight is ex
cited to action by external agency, and gives the per-
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cipient a veridical view of actual things invisible to 
his normal eye-sight. This is clairvoyance most prop
erly. so called, and something to which the term 
might properly be restricted.

3. Tcloptic phenomena proper, or the seeing with 
the natural eye of certain objective realities ordinarily 
invisible, as when one sees an actual ghost or sub
stantial phantasm of any kind. Perhaps no infre- 
quent or irregular occurrence is a fact in nature bet
ter attested than some of these tcloptic incidents; and 
in recognizing the accepted fact, I simply give it a 
good name. '

Probably (2) and (3) shade into each other and may 
be mixed or obscured in varying degrees. But typi
cal cases of clairvoyance proper and of true teloptic 
phenomena are widely different. Cases.of mere hal
lucination aside, the subjectivity of a clairvoyant in 
the act of lucidity is to be carefully distinguished 
from any external agent which gives rise to that sub
jective state, or which that state itself renders visi
ble. When a person sees an actual teleplast of any 
kind, that telcplastie phenomenon does not result 
from any process of mere visual externalizing of a 
subjective condition or “state of mind.” For that 
would be exactly a hallucination, and a real phantom 
is not hallucinatory, whether it be verdical or falsid- 
ical. Ghosts of. this kind cannot be thus laid: and 
certainly, when one sees a material object levitated, 
or witnesses any other telekinetic phenomenon, he 
sees it with his natural eye, as he does any other ob
ject on which his eye rests.

But I must not be led into any theorizing on the 
real nature of visualization of any kind; for that 
would soon lead u§ nowhere, in the present blindness 
bf orthodox science on the subject. If I have clearly 
stated what ‘•clairvoyance” is commonly taken to 
mean, and in what strict sense it should be taken 
properly, and have thus made a way for my new 
word, we may proceed to distinguish and designate 
as teloptic the whole range of actual supernormal 
phenomena which present themselves to the sense of 
sight. Such a visual image is the one constant and 
therefore diagnostic character of every teloptic phe
nomenon, whether it be veridical or falsidical, so long 

’as it has actual objective existence—whether the. ap
parition that appears to be A’s ghost is really the 
ghost of A, or something that merely represents that 
ghost.

The word teloptic itself needs no explanation, after 
what has preceded, as the efeents of which it is com
pounded are obvious. The corresponding noun may 
be either telopsis (like telekinesis), or the more 
English-looking word telopsy (for which we have a 
model in autopsy and the like). The other form of 
the adjective would be teloptieal: whence the obvious 
adverb teloptically.

Telopsis or telopsy in fact embraces a wide range 
of so-called spiritualistic manifestations which address 
themselves to the eye as ghosts, phantoms or other 
apparitions whose objectivity is an unquestionable 
fact in nature. The interpretation of such things is 
another matter, upon which I have only to remark 
here, that the science of teloptivs is as yet in its in
fancy.

Precisely parallel statements apply to the class of 
phenomena which address themselves to the ear, and 
which I therefore call telacoustie. The formation of 
this should be obvious from what has been said 
above. Every one knows‘that “acoustic” means “au
ditory, ” and that there is a science of acoustics as 
well as a science of optics. A telacoustie phenome
non is the hearing of any sound that is produced by 
no known or ordinarily recognized means of making 
a noise. Not’ ng in the whole range of psychical ex
periences or spiritualistic manifestations is commoner 
than telacoustie occurrences; one kind of which, the 
longest and best known, is familiar to us under the 
name of “spirit-rapping.” The fact is unquestion
able that such sounds perpetually proceed from some 
agency outside the hearer, by some unexplained 
means; they are therefore objective realities, not sub
jective hallucinations; any one may hear them with 
his normal ears (if these natural appendages be not 
of one particularly lengthy kind). In so" far as these

sounds are mechanically produced, and consist in 
ordinary vibrations of the air conveyed to the ear, 
they come within the range of ordinary acoustics; but 
in so far as no known mechanical agency originates 
tl|em, they are telacoustie: their happening to be 
heard is telacuusw: and their consideration constitutes 
the science of telaeousties. The regular adverbial 
form of the word is telaeousticaHy.

A remark is needed here on the difference between 
clairaudience and telaeousis. It is exactly the same 
as that between clairvoyance aud tdoptics, as above 
explained; for clairaudience is an equally vague term, 
which has been forced to cover auditory impressions 
quite unlike one another. Many eases of so-called 
clairaudience are purely subjective aud hallucinatory, 
having no objective counterpart whatever. Nothing 
is commoner than “noises in the cars” as they are 
called, which nobody supposes to have any psychical 
significance. -A dose of quinine will set them up; but 
we should hardly call this a telacoustie affair. Such 
ringing or buzzing in the ears is a pathological state 
of the patient, known in medicine as tinnitus aurium, 
and this state of things is also called entotic, as being 
altogether inside the ear; just as the flashes of light 
one sees from a blow on the eye are called entoptir, 
as being within the eye. Words and sentences, even 
strains of music, may be distinctly heard as entotic 
affections, having no origination ab extra, and being 
therefore not truly telHmubtm. hut simply hallucina
tory. Then again, in certain trance states, or under 
hypnosis, one may hear by the psychic sense sounds 
actually conveyed to his ear which are ordinarily in
audible. This is true vlairundience, as the word 
ought tu be used. The third set. of cases, which I 
term telacoustie. is different from either of the fore
going. and corresponds exactly with felupth* phenom
ena, as above explained.

It is not very well-known, perhaps, that in con
ducting some psychical experiments, or taking part’ 
in certain spiritualistic manifestation*, we perceive 
peculiar odors, for which we are at a loss to account. 
Sometimes they arc fragrant, sometimes very offen
sive. Professional hypnotists or mesmerizers are 
doubtless best aware of the fact, that" the establish
ment of the magnetic rapport between operator and 
subject is frequently indicated by this phenomenon, 
which has hitherto, I think, received little attention. 
The subject is still very obscure. Such telusmosis, as 
I shall call it, may consist, in nothing more than the, 
sharpening of our own noses under such circum
stances, enabling us to perceive by the sense of smell 
those effluvia. or odoriferous emanations from persons 
or things to which we are ordinarily insensible. It 
may be. also, that persons intrance.or under so-called 
mediumistic inductees, exhale peculiar odors. For 
instance, I doubt thut the phrase “odor of seanetity” 
would have acquired its wide currency among pro
fessional theologians, without some basis of natural 
fact. Though we know that theology docs very well 
on no facts whatever, there seems to he some scien
tific reason for many of the canonizations that are 
made official in the church. A geniune saint is nec
essarily a paranoiac whose monomania takes a par- 
ticular phase;and if his mediumistir development is ad
equate to levitation, somnambulism, catalepsy, epilepti
form, hysteria and other so-called miracles, it might 
easily be imagined equal to the emanation of pecul
iar smells. Once more.it is quite conceivable,and prob
ably true, that some odors may be wafted to us from 
entirely unknown or unrecognized sources, and it is 
not to be dismissed as a priori impossible that we may 
be sometimes in the company of immaterial yet sub
stantial intelligences which may indicate their pres
ence to the nose as well as to the eye or ear. In fact, 
what we know of the power of a grain of musk to 
scent a room for years without any appreciable dimi
nution in weight by such diffusion of its odoriferous 
particles, might make us imagine this means of com
munication with ghosts to be the easiest of all. A 
ghost is supposedly of an extremely subtle substance, 
favoring such dissemination of its essential being. ,

Any odors which reach us by unrecognized means 
or from unknown sources, may be termed telosmic. 
The new word conforms with the rest, and is not far

fetched, in spite of the first element: for we already 
have in English “osmie acid,” a chemical substance, 
and “osmium,”ono of the chemical elements,both so- 
called from their olfaetive quality,and by a Greek der- 
Hvadon of their names.

'Finally, we might group all tclephenomena, in so 

far/ as their respective impressions upon us ar© con
cerned.—that is, to their sensible qualities,—under 
the general headof tehesthesia. This is compounded 
of tele- as before, and another Greek word mean
ing “to feel,” “to sense,” “to perceive by the senses;” 
and it is conformed to the model of such familiar 
words as anaesthesia and hypera-sthesia. Psychical 
research seems to me to deal largely or mainly with 
tekvsthetic phenomena: it is to be hoped that we may 
some day push our researches “far” enough to find 
the real fons et origo whence flow the facts upon 
which rests the science of Psychics—whether that 
fountainhead be really “afar,” or much nearer home, 
—if not in the very place where, it is said, is the 
kingdom of God.

Cranberry, North Carolina.

PRESIDENT HALL ON RELIGIOUS TEACHING.
, By Mrs. < ’. Van D. Chenoweth.

A finely representative body of teachers, men and 
women, gathered at (’lark University, to enjoy the 
privileges offered in the broad and comprehensive 
midsummer courses in Advanced Pedagogy. Philoso
phy and Psychology, by Doctors Hall, Burnham and 
Sanford.

This would seem a weary season of the year for 
undertaking severe scholastic labor, by those whose 
routine of duty had just ended, but no trace of fa
tigue was apparent in the enthusiastic company who 
met daily in the airy rooms of the main building, in 
pursuit of new light upon their engrossing work.

They constituted an inspiring body of students. A 
score of them were the responsible heads of import
ant institutions of learning in the United States and 
Canada. There were professors from various and 
widely separated colleges and universities; from. Le 
land Stanford University to Yale,—some of whom ‘ 
arc already known along their lines of special work. 
There were many also who have made valuable con
tribution to educational literature; while the great 
system of public instruction of the country was 
worthily represented by city and state superintend
ents, and by directors and instructors in various state 
normal schools. n

President Hall has long been distinguished ait a 
teacher of teachers. His method is earnest, positive, 
constructive, vital: and he possesses to a wonderful 
degree that most winning charm of all in profound 
scholarship: absolute simplicity. His meaning is un
mistakable. He cannot be misapprehended nqrmis- 
eon^trued. But what inexhaustible store of patience 
is requisite in a man of Dr. Hall’s depth of culture, to 
bear with any degree of equanimity the blunders daily 
made' by intrepid ignorance upon that part of the 
educational field which has to do primarily with the 
purity and strength of our national life; the moral 
and religious training of the young! And surely Pres
ident Hall is heard at his best when he lays his mas
ter hand upon this subject.

Perhaps no other scholar of to-day recognizes so 
clearly, or declares so forcibly, the reprehensibleness 
of any system of education which makes mere in
tellect the field for work, leaving practically uncul- 
tivated'those vaster, more mysterious, and. more im
portant regions of mind, will, and the natural 
tendencies of man.

His lecture on the last Wednesday morning of the 
course was deeply suggestive, and was calculated to 
make each listener ponder seriously upon the proba
ble aspect of our own flower of national religion, 
when the supreme day of its unfolding comes; as he 
dealt with the methods of religious teaching at pres
ent pursued by different countries of the world, se
lecting with philosophical candor the praiseworthy or 
adaptable features of each, and showing how they 

.may bo made to render service in the training of 
American men and. women.
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There was a line, new world conjunction of Church Would anyone care to hold land for a rise, when he knew of improvements can add lo the rental value of land, 
and State suggested by the earnest attention of those I that he could never derive any advantage from the rise? But increased population can and does and would do 
heads of Normal schools, representing a score of these Is it not evident that such a tax system would kill spec- so, just the same whether the improvements were 
United States, which have placed in their hands the ulation in land, simply hy making it unprofitable? made before or after its coming.
training of thousands of teachers, who in turn are to Would it not practically “annul 'the titles hy which p0 sayS( ./pcp me that aftf>1, SpentRn<r the extra 
train their youth; and a broad, National system of re- monopolist privUoge is held" and open “the seques- force <»f\ny best hirty yi-ars in bringing "land up to 
ligious education, distinctly, and vividly our own, tered land to useful occupation hy settlors?” - high and easy p^ia^ity, it ^ un Tp^ foP mc t0
seemed no distant nor improbable thing, aS Dr. Hall | As to his claim that certain laud he spoke of in a be repaid in my old age by those who desire to profit by
made so divinely plain to them what may and should I previous article would not be free of lax, because it is I this so capitalized labor of miner Why should 1 when 
be done. In closing his discourse he said, substanti- I above the qualify of “poorest in use.”' I will only [ don’t think so? The single tax would not take from
ally, this: Every one interested in edwalitm is in- Uy ^ of wursc j cannot say in advance whether him one cent of his labor products hut would l-avu him.
terested in the education of clergymen. A great I u/^ particular tract would hr. free of tax or not and secure iu the possession of them and all interest on 
change is now going on in our theological seminaries. I neither can he. For while it may, to-day, be better them. It would take from him only that which be 
How beneficent the movement to establish a ^‘inin-I than the “poorest in use/'after the single, tax has had nut produced, but which the whole community 
ary where all denominations may enter! How salu- abolished land speculation and brought into use large had produced, the rental value of the land he held, 
tary the course in philosophy and psychology; the I tracts of good land now held idle and thus thrown out I irrespective of all improvements.
“T i," ,tl“1!'U"' !"'’k'”'. "nd "Vr1' rMT" n W "“ to l”'1' “""“ '“'' 1“>l "”’ m!iy te '” »' u“'n »« "» 1” s;e '«'>H«-, Ilk", hiring and 
political life. .Special trainw in theology should Mow that Une. But wlwth,.r it. would ho ta.^^ hired. iti h often, eiir-
grour out of suel, ~. I tli.nk the Umo » coming nlll makes „„ difference. fw the 1Jtx „lld rfmply (aMy ^^ wUWn ^^,. ( .^ ,)f ^ ^^ 
when changes in the education of the clergy will make | measure the urcuniarv adv:into're to the user and I । n i ■ i • i . . ., . >weJ1Sv Landlordry is abusive when it fads to renderthe teaching of all religions more potent ta U>- otU In bu ^ Momo „ htnl,.„ k, him. |t wnld * Mr fw ^ ^ ft ^.j^ „ ^
day. see lit Germany and .»,« e^ulij. much only „llrdcn „„ wb„ ,«„.,( „, holll his laml ull, „r <lw I;ul()1( ^ Jm |ntal. A
to inspire _thls hope. Aho reks^ mind wan novar to U8O it, 1CT8 proBtaWy lta ,„, mWlt_ Bnt the. 1BI1 wh(1 iBsMs 1)KMiTO.„)ra 1>y hu thowh hl!
so susceptible, to so wide it range of philosophic truth who!o ^ hav„ „ riKht Ulw „„ Iim<1> stall!d ^ lM(1 fe ^ ^ ^ ^ * lluu|1>wnw< ,„ „ h,.„;il.K111.kul. 
as now. I ft?i w hat it is best Jilted, and no one has a right to I and anything he earns bv such work is wages and not

It was an instinct at bottom religious that gave make a profit or gratify his “sentiments'' at the pub- vcuU Ws owner&bip of '{and wouId h;lvc nothing to ' 
birth tcr philosophy, and which now inclines most I lie expense, no matter how agreeable it might he to ja wbb j^ 
young men to it in our colleges, and it can and must I him to do so. „, , , . , , „ .
, , „ I Edgeworth entirely misunderstands the sense in
do for tho sanity and tho npenmg of their instinct to And right. hero i wllI w whifc. it „ ,m,llmN. wllWl ^ ^ w<! mb| „,IumMnltv. .„ 
full manly maturity what nothing else in the way of H1|y M.j. Wml m,.| in m^,^ t„ |,1„. fc B<>( ^ „ , u M to>(1 ^ „kg „Mks
intellectual culture can ever do. part of his land at the xervice of landless men, it । i i 1 r'• * a। hum av ol. ^bakf!.^ but) slnjpiy the peupb* living together on

The new psychology which brings simply a new | would be far better for all ronrerned if we hud a land a certain part of the land.
method and .a new standpoint to philosophy is, I he- system which would enable all men to get what land . , , . „ , ,
heve, Christian to its root and centre, and its final I they wished, without depending on the generosity of , , f

. . 4 v f ■ I aggravation and site, are but factors tm-el^ with,mission in the world is not merely to trace petty bar- kind-hearted men like Edgeworth. Again he says: । ■ ....................„ . , , ’ . , 1 ... , . n | the farmers labor, skill ami judgment. Ies, formonies, and small adjustments between science and I “Single tax would be worthless, from the fact of . ,v i f 1 agricultural values, but not for land values. Thatreligion, but to Hood and transpose the new and vaster I its reliance upon a general government for nd- I , . . , , , . , . . , , .
b ‘ . 4 4 . , 1 part of agricultural values which is the product ofconceptions of the universe and of mans place in it. I justments to which local autonomies only can be coin- , , , . , ,„ \ । x- the farmer’s labor and skill is improvementvalue and /A psychology which is now slowly taking form, giv-1 potent, whether for appraisements, for the apportion- . .. r,„ , ‘ ( . _. , • would not be taxable. That part due to population,ing to reason a new cosmos, involving momentous I ment of areas, or for the expenditure of taxes, from . . , . , „„ , . ,
, , , . x- I n I V 1 1 4 being produced by all the people justly belongs toand far-reaching practical and social consequences, his remark about “the apportionment of areas ’ I in- I , ,, . n I k 1 the whole, people and single taxes would have tho 'and beneath and above all, the old scriptural sense of for ho thinks single taxers want the general govern-| ,4 ■ 1 People take it in taxation and use it to pay all ex-unity, nationality and love, with all their wide con- ment to assign .certain land to certain people. «e J , , , , , , ,4-1

™ , , , , . > n 1 ., , , J penses of government, local, state and national,sequences. The Bible is being slowly re-revealed as want nothing of the kind. Eichman would he free . , n- , , , L . As to the ridiculous claim that “Progress and Pov-man s great text-book of psychology,—dealing with t to assign himself what land he chose, which no one , . ,* I • - 4 -I . erty is a plugerisin I will simply refer those whohim as a whole, his body, mind and will, in all the { else was holding, simply paying in taxes its annual , . . , ,, , . ’ , ‘ , care to investigate the subject to Henry George s replylarger relations to nature and society,—the book, rental value. We would leave land titles in form I ... . ( n .. , 4-4141. , . . . . , , . f bulhvan printed in the Standard of October IV,which has been so misappreciated, simply because it I exactly as they are now. hi answer to his idea that , . , . 4 t, . n iHhfh which completely refutes the charge.is so deeply , divine. That [something may be done | the general government is to assess and collect the „. • 41 1 . . 1, . 4 S . , - ; . . J Edgeworth claims that “land within a homesteadhere to aid this development is\ny hope and belief. I single tax I will quote a part of the platform adopted I ..„,, , , . , . 4,4 1 <1 ‘ ' „ I limit, should pay no tax, hut does not state what-------------- l by the Single Lax Conference hold at Beading, Pa., I , ,
I 1 1 that limit is. Who IS to deride?I on Aug. 6 th. “ hc would therefore abolish all local, f t g , ,SINGLE TAX. , . , I 1 * a Is it not perfectly clcarthat every human being has8tate and national taxation, except a tax upon the , , J, . , „

n i . an equal right to life and that land is essential to life?tn h. I value of land exclusive of improvement. This tax | ‘ f
. m i j w t i a 4 i i t i i > If this is true does it nut follow that all have equalIn The Journal of July 16th and 23rd, Edgeworth | should be collected by the local government and a I , „ , . , , , ,, . , . . 4- , g x rights to the use of the earth and therefore that notries to reply to my criticism of one of his articles on I certain proportion be paid to the state government.

4.- 1 m v • 4 j g m i 4 WK! should monopolize anyportionof the commonthe Single Lax, but anyone at all acquainted with the National revenues should be raised by a direct tax . . . , . . „ ,, ... .. i x x „ I heritage without paying into the public treasury tomovement can plainly see that his ideas on the sub- I upon the several states. , ,, , , , / ,I be used for common expenses the annual value of such
jeot are so tatorted as to dep.™ Ms remarks of al Many ot Edgea-orlh's obj^n, to U,o single tax Jmrtiun as hc „,,,,„!„ , Whon oao th„a oWns 
value. Indeed it aould almost seem as if the old (and ho b notaiono ln lhlB) 8B,„, b;lscd on fears that thc aX(.lllsivo fi ,ht U1 a pIwe ,)(toti aIl he ,Mmilto 
proverb -none are no blind a. those who ml not see ’ it wiu injm Wm. „ol he s)1„ul(1 lMr ;„ mlnd ^ ^ ^ u ^ ^ ^ hc ^ ^^ T„ 
applied to his ease. But while it would be idle to what ho- fears w not tho Hin|,|u tHX, lnrt a gro- tak(. it tan hIm wiOl„ut hl>1 „„„, is „,1)tK.Py, 
hope to convert him and needless to expose his errors ta,m perversion ol it which has no existence outside ^^ ^ ,„.. „c ^ , a„ ^.^ w mtt(m> 
to those acquainted with the single tax, there may be of his mind. But since hc seems unable or unwilling lhrou h ku,a} f s m. oUlerwiso# 
honest inquirers among the readers of The Journal I ^ understand the doctrine of the single tax the only
who would be misled by his grotesque misrepresent- way I see to allay his fears is to assure him that his ~ " ' ‘ ‘
tions; therefore I will try once more to expose his I advanced age renders it highly improbable that he! BETWEEN TWO LIVES,
errors. \ , I wm hvo jong enough to sec tho system established, | The following is a translation of an article fixim La

He says: “It might seem to the natural mind, to glad as 1 should be if he could, for then in the enjoy- Revue Spirito. by Commandant DulilhuT.
unhypnotized common sense, that its aim must be to J ment of tho blessings of the real single tax, the spec- | When the last heart beat has marked the end of 
annul the titles by which monopolist privilege is I trehe had been dreading under that name would van- organic life, our immortal it is the opinion of some 
held, thus opening the sequestrated land to useful oc- 1 ish away. spiritists--disengaged from its planetary envelope
cupation by settlors.” This is exactly in substance. I Again Edgeworth says, “Nominally it (tho single | passes from time to eternity, vibrating with an inde
whatsingle taxes propose to do. We propose to re- I tax) respects improvements, but these constitute all I scribable joy at tho refound splendors which the bc- 
quire everyone who wishes to monopolize any land I the same the motives that fix the would-be tenant’s I yond reveals to it. Already Leibnitz had thought 
(be it much or little) to pay in taxes the full annual I choice and impart rental value to the ground on which I that education, the sciences and the arts, in concert, 
value of that land so that its mere ownership would I they stand/’ Nothing could be further from the I should spread abroad among men the conviction of 
be of no value to him. We would require this because I truth. Improvements cannot “impart rental I the beauty of the. future life, corollary of the love of 
all men have an equal right to the use of the earth | value to the ground on which they stand,” for their I God and of the harmony of nature of which that 
and we know of no better way to secure this right I value is improvement value and not rental value and j luminioussoul hud an intuition in so high a degree, 
than to require each to pay to alb the value all give if the land on which they stand has no other value The Spiritualists please themselves with repeating
to each. than what they impart, it has no rental value at all that at death tho soul casts aside its body as wo do

Does Edgeworth, or anyone else, imagine that spec- and would be free of tax. Land values are produced worn-out clothing; a com mon place and very imper- 
ulation in land could co-exist with such a system? by population and by population alone. No*amount | feet comparison; a singular dress this physical form
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incorporated molecule by molecule in tho perisprit, 
which’does not. die* and of which anon reflection we 
will comprehend, it- would be so easy to rid one’s self. 
What in reality, does the human bring afford us on a 
summary analysis? A very considerable number of 
cells, with their own energy grouped in molecules, 
then in organs by tin' specific vital force; the whole 
closely connected with, the perisprit and maintained 

, in its orbit by the centripetal psychic force. From 
the equilibrium of thes<* forces results the fart of our 
earthly life, while its rupture brings what is called 
death. Dot's it appear probable that, in a center of 
such complexity, the disintegration could nptwate so 
promptly, distinctly, thoroughly, us certain persons 
imagine?

Does the deli nite, stoppage of the eireulutiun of the 
liquids in the animal economy coincide with the death 
of the cells, ami do all the cell; die at the same time?

There are decisive proofs to the contrary. Claude 
Bernard has shown that, a long time after the separa
tion of the liver from the body, the hepatic cell con
tinues to secret*' sugar; large pieces of skin taken 
from the cadaver several hours after death, affixed or 
sewed on the. living body develop on it. -proof that 
their epithelial cells still Hyed. in the cadaver then 
the eellular life persists in part at IvusWor a more or 
less long time.

Finally, Dr. Gilm-r has obtained multiplication and 
development in a suitable milieu ■ of rolls once be
longing to the human body, the death of which oc
curred some hours before. We cite this savant- the 
more willingly as lie researches on the phenomena 
of death show death leaving the cells one by one. and 
the aminic force, force animique. spread through the 
cells, rejoining the spirit to rerun-dilute in its new 
life ils integral individuality, which fully confirms 
the teaching of the spirits.

Under the deceptive mark of R> icy immobility, the 
cadaver is the field of the action and reaction of 
forces whose affinities human life had turned to its 
account.

Hence currents, shocks, disturbances, almost in
numerable. in which the perispirital organic atoms 
not- as yet disengaged arc concerned. Those are those 
which maintainfrommunieation between the spirit and 
the bodily remains and resist directly in them the 
effects of decomposition.

Contrary to the materialists opinion that the spirit 
or mind remains closed to every sensation whil^i does 
not pass through the nervous system, the transcen
dental phenomena of hypno-magnetism authorize us 
fully to affirm that “sensation is independent of the 
special sen>e by which it is normally transmitted;" 
that when the disengagement of soul and body is 
pushed to a high degree...especially at the moment 
of death—the spirit enters into relation with tho ex
terior world not excepting its body, directly through 
the vibrations of its perisprital fluid whence it results 
that, delivered over to itself, It could not remain a 
stranger to what is produced in its cadaver.

Every time wc are brought to dissect a cadaver in 
a period very near decease, the muscles contract and 
withdraw under the.scalpel exactly as they do in a 
surgical operation on the living subject. Now we ask 
those who not being materialist, admit that like causes 
produce the like effects, is there not here an unequiv- 
ical indication of a bond with tho renter of individ
ual sensibility which has relaxed, but not broken, its 
relations with its physical organism?

Let one read the dramatic recital of the furious at
tack which Dr. Gibier had to submit to in a dissection
room, through the intermediary of an entranced me
dium, “on the part of the scapegrace of a spirit,” 
who, according- to him, had no other motive than to
make him desist from his researches. It required all 
the energy and coolness of the d wtor to prevent his 
falling a victim to his invisible enemy.

A striking explanation of mediumistie farts of this 
class - many of which are never divulged--is fur
nished us by a remarkable communication from the 
Spirit Rochester --(From yessiRo spiritistic): “What 
is horrible and intolerable, for inferior and suffering 
spirits espcially, is dissection. It is performed habit
ually too soon after death; the feeling of relation is 
||||||||O^

still so lively that the unhappy ones believe they feel 
in themselves every incision made on the body which 
had belonged to them and which they see ent in 
pieces. It is a second death. Fortunately tlm sur
geons and students of halls of anatomy cannot dis
cover the enraged and profoundly hostile crowd (of 
spirits) which surround them."

But, it may he objected, during life it suffices with 
chloroform or magnetization for the spirit to bear un
moved the gravest surgical operations performed on 
its body. Certainly, it is rt^y worthy of remark that 
especially under magnetic influence it cun follow all 
the details of the operation, with a perfect indiffer- i 
envc.and without suffering! So little in fact does our 
body belong to tis! We cite the more willingly these 
facts of current experience, that they are an argu
ment in favor of our thesis. What in fact, is the 
death agony but a supreme operation whore nature 
holds the place uf surgeon, ami our duly is not to 
spare the. patient,-in the lad case as in the other 
sufferings frequently cruel, with which the attendants 
at the bedside of the dying are too familiar?

It is with this view we have recommended recourse 
to magnetism,convinced that, during the death agony, 
as during the course of an amputation, it is a duty to 
neutralize the pain. There is no good reason to be 
opposed to it. Leave to materialists the powerless
ness, the indifference, the cold selfishness during the 
last moments of relations. Different ought to he the 
practices and aims of spiritists anxious to put their 
convictions and practn^In harmony.

It would be a mistune to suppose that already many 
attempts have not been made in this direction. Un
fortunately they have occurred in the intimate family 
circle, and do not give th*’ beneficial impulse which 
would result from their being made generally known.

Here is an example which we owe to the obliging 
kindness of M. L. Moulin (dirccteur of the Revue des 
Sciences Fsycbologiqm s illustrcs) pupil of Baron 
Deputet, who, by the judicious employment of his 
magnetic powers, has relieved many sufferings. He 
says: “In what tenches the notion of magnetism on 
the dying, I could cite- several eases, the following* is 
one of the most convincing:

“I hud put in a -somnambulic rendition a youngcon- 
sumptive, Madame Edward de Mair, (Vmmdusc). 
She announced to her family three months in advance, 
the day and hour of her death which was to happen 
May -ilh at II in the evening ■ the event took place, 
in IW. The siek woman had requested she might 
be put to sleep an hour before her death saying that, 
in this condition, she would disengage herself (sr 
de doublemit) • this is her own expression without 
pain. The affair occurred in every point as she had 
predicted. Ah! I was forgetting an important fact. 
About ten minutes before her death," her husband 
gently called her by name, she opened her eyes a 
momentund said: ,'Ah! Edward, why did you wake 
me. I was having Mich a beautiful dream.’ These 
were her last words; she came out of her last sleep 
without any shock, with calmness painted on her face.

I can affirm that, in like occurrences. 1 have always 
obtained the same result; in place of those spasms, of 
those violent contractions which are generally no
ticed every time it has been given me to exercise my 
action at The critical moment, 1 have ) reduced a 
characteristic culm; und have been able to read 
in the eyes of the dying a feeling of gratitude and 
profound comfort.

The young patient had been, we have seen, magne
tized several months before, her death. In the state 
of somanbulism. she bad been able to acquire a suffic
iently clear view of her physical organism and of her 
psychic condition to determine the precise moment of 
her release. Here is a fact which the preliminary 
magnetic force can produce when the temperament of 
the sick person und the nature of the disease admit;

Will things always succeed as well? Wc And our
selves here in presence of a being already far ad vanced 
on the way dematerialization of through her life, her 
disease, her practices of somnambulic disengagement. 
With others more materialistic, on whose perisprit 
the passions have made their deep imprint, magnetic 
sloop, serving as an introduction to death might be

more than once haunted by troubling dreams, painful 
visions, fatal auto-suggestions. To dissipate these 
painful conditions in their subjects the magnetizors 
employ suggestion which brings them calmness. The 
example of this young woman, who, some minutes 
before her death, answers to the least appeal, author- 
izes us at least nut to renounce the use of such means 
on the dying, and permits the hope of obtaining sim
ilar results. , In every case humanity advises its 
trial."

Commandant Dniillui in closing tin-above article 
in La Revue Spiritc for July, ^ays he awaits results 
of further experiments by Messrs, L. Muntin and B. 
Tournon. SeeJor kn\l of March Huh. page 075.

SONNETS IN SHADOW.

I.
If it should be we are watched unaware

By those, who have gone from us: if our sighs 
King in their oar>; if tears that >oiM our eyes

They sec and long to stanch; if our despair

Fills them with anguish; w»* must learn to bear
In strength of silence. Though doubt still de

nies,
It cannot give assurance which defies

AH preadventure; and. if anywhere

Onr loved grieve with our grieving, cruel we
To cherish sehishness of woe. The chance 

Should keep us steadfast. Tortured utterly, 
This hope alone in all the world's expanse

We hold forlornly: how deep love can be, 
Grief's silence proving more than utterance.

IL

When two souls have been truly blent in one. 
It could not chance that one should cease to be 
And one remain alive. ’Twere falsity

To all that has been to count union done

Because death blinds the sight. Such threads are 
spun

By dear communion, even the dread Three 
Cannot cut or disentangle. Sea

From shore the moon may draw; but two drops run
Together what can separate? What thought

Touched but one brain? What pulse-beat, faint 
or high.

Did not both hearts share duly? There is naught

In all we do or dream, from lightest sigh
To weightiest, deed, by 'which we are not taught 

We live together or together die.

Ill.

Wc must he, nobler for our dead, “be sure.
Than for tho quick. We might , their living 

eyes
Deceive, with gloss of seeming, but all lies 

Were vain to cheat a prescience spirit pure.

Our soul's Inw worth and aim, however poor.
They see who watch us from sonic deathless 

skies
-* With glance death-quickcncd. That no sad sur

prise
Sting them in seeing, be ours to secure.

Living, our loved ones make us what they dream;
Dead, if they see, they know us as we are. 

Henceforward we must be. not merely seen.

Bitterer woe than death it were by far
To fail their hopes who love us to redeem.

Loss were thrice loss which thus their faith could 
mar I

—Anto Bates.

To carry thought how weak
Are words - mere idle signs.

Heart-deeps to heart-deeps .-peak 
Between the lines.

—Alice Williams Brotherton.

T
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SAPPHO.
Sappho} The antique muse who breathed 

On th# sweet air of Mytilene
Her song# of Love, while Genius wreathed

Her brow as Poesy's dowered Queen;
Wha* can wa tell of her to-day— 

She whom all lovers deified!
What history weave into this lay, 

Save that she lived, and loved, and died.
Au4 shall we speak of Sappho dead, 

Who sang in that’far Grecian Isle?
Or deem “the soul of music” fled

While Love still lives in womans smiie?
Or ere the Nazareut* walked the earth,

Fame’s Oracle had wreathed her lyre,
Aad hailed the island of her birth 

The cradle of Celestial fire.
When from the beetling cliff she sprung 

Im far Laueadia, in her hand
Was grasped the lyre whose chords had rung 

With lore-strains of that classic land.
In the faint evening light, the gold

Of waving tresses softly gleamed;
While from her snowy throat the fold

01 azure, silken kerchief streamed.
Ker lyre with faded myrtle wreathed

The last love-token Phaon gave;
His name- -one prayer to Heaven breathed. 

And Sappho plunged beneath the wave.
But do *otspeak of Sappho dead!

That were Indeed as idle tale.
For Sappho lives, tho’ once she fled

From Phaon’s coldness wan and pale.
For him who oso» had power to save. 

She sweeps her wild harp's quivering strings*.
While to the sad sea’s murmuring wave

The Muse’s phanton music clings.
Then deem it not an idle tale, 

This legend of the Lesbian isle.
For thus, to-day, do lovers fail

And Phaons o’er our worship ,smil».
But oh 1 not death, for every heart

Thus rent by cold incertitude;
Yet better thus from hope to part 

Than o’er a fallen idol brood.
Aye, better thus to turn and flee, 

And sink beneath the madd'ning waw.
Forthen its strange, wild melody

Would bear an echo from our grave—
An echo of each plaintive strain

That trembled o’er the broken strings
Of Love’s wild harp, that voice of pain

Which thro’ the ocean’s murmur sings.
Butohl till woman’s life is o'ex. 

And from her lip the rose has fled;
Till woman, living, loves no more, 

We may not speak of Sappho dead:

Hjbrjc are some expressions from men of 
letters concerning woman:

Remember woman is most perfect when 
most womanly.—GUdstone,

Earth has nothing more tender than a 
pious woman’s heart.—Luther.

All I am, or can be, I owe to my angel 
mother.—Abraham Lincoln.

Disguise or bondage as we will ’us
-woman, woman rule us still.—Moore.

The society of ladies is the school of 
politeness.—Mountfort.

Heaven will be no heaven to me if I 
do not meet my wife there.—Andrew Jack- 
son.

Even in the darkest hour of earthly ill 
woman’s fond affection glows.—Sand.

No man can either live piously or die 
righteously without a wife.—Richter.

Eternal joy and everlasting love there’s 
in you, woman, lovely woman.—Otway.

Women need not look at those dear to 
them to know their moods.—Howells.

Yes, woman’s love is free from guile, 
and pure as bright Aurora’s ray.—Morris.

Kindness in ^omen. not their beauteous 
looks, shall win my love.—Shakespeare.

He that would have fine guests, let 
him have a fine wife.—Ben Johnson.

A woman’s strength is most potent when 
robed in gentleness.—Lamartine.

Lovely woman that caused our cares, 
can every care beguile.—Beresford.

Decision, however suicidal, has more 
eharm for a woman than the most une
quivocal Fabian success.—Hardy.

The charges brought against the higher 
education of young women by some En
glish and American physicians have en
countered strong opposition from the 
friends of the Woman’s University, says 
the Phrenological Journal. Some have 
gone to much trouble in canvassing among 
the graduates of colleges to ascertain their 
physical and mental condition in married 
life or “single blessedness, ”, According to

a report given of the results of such a can
vass among the married, there were found 
one hundred and thirty college, graduates 
who have children, and the exceptional 
record of good health among these children, 
and their low death ran*, are strung evi- 
deuces that the {lowers of motherhood have 
not suffered from college work, hi addi
tion, the reporter’s testimony may be of
fered. In the schools which she has al- 
tendvd, the majority of earnest students 
were in uniformly good health; a minority 
were delicate before beginning study. The 
must frequent examples of ill health were 
found among those who made a pretense 
of study and eagerly pursued social ex- 
citemeins. Subsequent effect upon the. 
health may be judged when it is found 
that twelve years after graduation one 
young woman, ranking at the head of her 
class, is the mother of six vigorous chil
dren: two others, earnest students, have 
each a family of five, and a number of 
others have four children. No correspond
ence has been held with married class
mates living at a distance These men
tioned are personally known to be mothers 
in the fullest senseAmd constitute strik
ing contradictions^to the claim that educa
tion has an injurious effect upon woman. 
“But,” it may be obhcied. “these are ex
ceptionally healthy women.” Undoubted
ly, but if tlm training has any influence 
at alj, it should make them fall slightly 
below the standard of the preceding gen
eration, whereas, in several instances, they 
improved upon the record of their moth
ers, not only in general health, but in the 
condition and size of their families.

Readers already know of the recent 
action in favor of the higher education of 
women at Yale and at the University of 
Virginia, says the New York Press. It-is 
not so generally known on this side of the 
Atlantic that the University of St. An
drews in Scotland, admits women to every
thing to which ma] * students are entitled, 
or that the most urgent petition that the 
English University of Cambridge has re
ceived asking that degrees bo conferred on 
women came from faraway New Zealand. 
It is remained for little Switzerland, h«w- 
ever. which upheld the banner of republi
canism alone for centuries, to he an incar
nate prophecy of the future in another 
respect. While we of America, as well as 
our cousins in England, are still pluming 
ourselves oh the fact that, our progressive 
universities are gradually admitting 
women as students side by side with mm, 
Switzerland has begun to admit them as 
professors to teach men. The University 
of Zurich admitted women so long ago as 
1864, and has Conferred on 1 hem sixty - 
seven degrees since; that time: but. lately 
this institution has elected the learned 
Mrs. Kempin to the post of privat-docmt 

'or universit}’ teacher. Some philosopher 
has said that if you have made up your 
mind to be something in this world*you 
will probably have to choose between’be* 
ing a leader of men and being a leader of 
thought. It is given only to “those far 
stars that come into sight once in a centu
ry" to be both. The traditional objection 
of conservatism to the advancement of 
women into active competition with men 
is that feminine delicacy tends to disappear 
and the. fine fiber of woman’s nature grows 
coarser under the strain, if it does notsnap 
from overstrain. It docs not necessarily 
follow that such will be Um case. Every 
business man, almost every professional in 
the cities and towns, knows women who 
have to battle for a living, without losing 
their womanly refinement. But even if it 
be true that women may not become the 
commercial and professional leaders of 
men without paying for their triumph in 
a certain loss of their power to charm, they 
can become leaders of thought loan indef
inite extent and variety, without losing, 
but rather gaining, in that refinement of 
culture which is present when they an* 
supremely attractive.

Frances Jane Crosky, or. as she is bet
ter known, Fanny Crosby, has written 
more Sunday School hymns than any 
other ten living writers. Thousands- of 
children who sing her beautiful words 
every Sunday do not know that the author 
of them is an old woman who has been 
blind from her childhood, and that she is 
now sixty-one years of age. Her method 
of work is rather peculiar even for a blind 
person. While composing' she always 
holds closely over her eyes a small opened 
copy of some book, “Golden Hymns” being 
her choice if that is available. When the 
piece is finished to her satisfaction she dic
tates it to some one who writes it out as 
“copy*” Generally the music is composed

after the stanzas are written, though some
times she is required to write verses for 
tunes, new or well known. Another of 
her specialties is the composition uf all the 
hymns and recitations required for an
nuals used by Sunday Schools on Christ
mas, Easter. Children’s Day and like occa
sions, and sometimes she* performs this 
service for the celebration of any special 
date in a single, church. Miss Urosby was 
married in 1861 to Alexander Van All- 
styne, and a few years later began to com
pose h<*r most famous songs in connection 
with William B. Bradbury, the well known 
musical composer. The hymn by which 
she is most widely known, “Safe in the. 
Arms of Jesus/’ was composed in 1868, 
and is also in her opinion the best of all 
she has written. She has written many 
others scarcely less popular. Miss Urosby 
is of a cheerful and contented nature and 
has had, in spite of her blindness, such a 
peaceful and useful career that she says 
she has never mourned her loss of sight, 
but, on the contrary, has regarded it in the 
light of a blessing.

JOHN C. BUNDY.
In the death of Mr. Bundy this country 

has lost a distinguished man., for his rep
utation was international in his field of 
work and thought. Tlm whole scientific 
world owes him a lasting debt of gratitude 
for hisumwearying labors in weeding out. 
the fraudulent from the genuine in the 
realm of the psychic. Every form and 
species of fraud, cunningly and subtly dis
guised, met the scientific investigator at 
every turn, until thismosi fruitful field for 
the manifestations of the living principle 
in man was about to be turned over en
tirely to charlatans and Bwntebunks who 
were prowling about like hyenas among 
the »b*ad, that they might, attract the liv
ing through their sorrows only to deceive 
and rob them. Just when a great scientific 
truth was least honored because of these 
prelenders. Uol. Bundv stepped into the 
arena to defend it. No man ever entered 
upon a nobler course of conduct, nor more 
gallantly defended the mistress of his 
heart and life. The entire hoard of 
reivers, quacks, and traffickers turned 
upon him. but only to he routed singly and 
in droves until he was in full possession of 
the field, and he stood at its entrance gate 
like an angel with a flaming sword, a ter
ror lo the cunningest and subtlest of those 

"who would deceive, the unwary. We can
not honor his memory too much, ami the 
only way to do it is by living the truth he 
has so bravely defended for twenty-five 
years. It is now an easy and honorable 
task to make research in the field of psychic 
science, but when Uol. Bundy began his 
labors the investigator was beset on one 
hand by every tiescript ion of bold and cun
ning charlatanism, and on the other by 
every form of doubt, and hardened, big
oted materialism.

The church and science united in deny
ing the reality of the communion of the 
saints, and the sorrowing children of this 
planet mourned as those without hope and 
without God in the world. A faraway 
God then* is somewhere, said the church, 
but failed to make clear where; a God them 
may be said science, but he cannot be 
found by either bdescoia* or microscope; 
there is no God, said the deceiver, but there 
are spirits and we can put you into com
munication with them, and those in grief 
because of the death of loved ones became 
an easy prey to these traffickers.

Uol. Bundy had strong convictions as to 
the continuity not only of the life but of 
the intelligence of the human spirit. To 
him there is no death, no cessation of in- 
telligence, no diminution of power because 
of the transition from this plane of mortal 
consciousness to another. He defended the 
genuine phenomena of Spiritualism as nat
ural and as in scientific accord with a na
tural and revealed religion. He has done 

'more through his paper, The Religio- 
PinLosoPiiicAL Journal, to advance the 
cause of the true scientific research than 
all other investigators combined. Ke was 
a powerful individuality through his love 
of truth, and he was willing to be put to 
any test in its defense. It is the mind that 
makes the body, and when itcan no longer 
use it to advantage it drops it, and out of 
its disintegration another and more perfect 
instrument is formed, which serves the 
ever unfolding intelligence for a higher 
purpose. The defender of truth is not 
dead, nor does he sleep. He has passed to 
a higher plane of action, and the good 
work that he did on this plane is the liv
ing monument to his memory.
# Peace to his ashes and honor to his name.

The Parthenon, Chicago, August IL

A WORD FROM A. J. KING.
Hammonton, N. J., Aug. 14. 1802.

Mrs. John C. Bundv— Dear Madam: 
The Journal brings to me the startling 
and most painful intelligence that the 
valued friend, the brave defender of truth, 
the dauntless exposer of fraud, the tal
ented writer, the honorable, man, the de
voted husband and tender father—your 
late- husband—has gone to try the realities 
of that world we confidently believe is far* 
better than this. His gain; but we can 
not feel otherwise now but that it is our 
great loss. Please accept my sincerest 
sympathy in this, th** severest of all trials 
and afflictions of your lift*.

Most truly yours, 
A. J. King.

THE ILLINOIS WOMEN PRESS AS
SOCIATION.

Whereas, our friend and associate, Mrs. 
Mary E. Bundy, has been bereaved by the 
removal from earth of her beloved hus
band; we, the members of the Illinois 
Woman’s Press Association, tender to her 
our sympathy and fellowship,

Eliza W. Bowman, ' 
Frances E. Owens, 
Emily A. Kellogg,

Committee.

FROM J. J. MORSE.
36, Monmouth Road, Bayswater, 1 

London, W. Aug. 13, ISP?, 1 
Dear Mrs. Bundy: Just a line to say 

how deeply sorry wc are to leant that your 
good husband, our excellent friend, the 
cause's great worker, has been called from 
us. His loss will be great to our work. 
His ascension will doubtless be to him 
gain. His inspiration remains and his 
work he will continue. Very sincerely 
yours, in fraternal sympathy from us all.

J. J. Morse.

RESOLUTION OF QUEEN CITY PARK 
ASSOCIATION.

Queen City Park Association, i 
Burlington, Vt., Aug. 17, 1892. f

Mrs. J. C, Bundy—My Dear Madam: 
Please find inclosed copy of resolutions 
passed by the Stockholders of Queen City 
Park Association at their annual meeting 
Holden to-day,

Though presenting the resolutions 
which were feelingly and unanimously 
adopted. 1 beg to convey to you person
ally, my heartfelt sympathy for you in 
this your hour of grim, and tn express my 
admiration of your honored husband’s he
roic efforts to make The Journal a pure 
and faithful exponent of a holy cause.

Very respectfully,
A. E. Stanley, Sec'y., 

Q. C. P. A.
Queen (.-ity Park Association. 1 

Burlington, Vt., Aug. 17. 1892. I
Learning with profound sorrow of the 

late transition of Uol. John C. Bundy, it is 
hereby resolved that it is the sense of this 
Association that the cause of Spiritualism 
has sustained a great loss in his early 
demise: that his faithful efforts to advance 
the cause only on the lint*, of irrefutable- 
facts entitle him to the grateful remem
brance of all lovers of truth: that the deep 
sympathy of Queen City Park Association 
is hereby tendered to the family of the 
able journalist, the truth-loving, truth
seeking man. And the Secretary is hereby 
directed to engross upon the records of the 
Association these resolutions and to trans
mit a copy of the same to the family of the. 
deceased.

E. A. Stanley, 
Secretary.

Mr. L. K. Washburn, editor of the In 
vestigator, concludes a notice of Mr. 
Bundy thus: We were not personally ac
quainted with Col. Bundy, but we had 
the greatest admiration for his fearless 
honesty, and respect for his noble pur
poses, and we most sincerely regret his 
untimely death. He was loved by those 
who love the truth, and feared by those 
who live upon fraud and falsehood.
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WITHOUT k BODY?
To the Editor: The Psychical Review 

gives the address of M. J. Savage at the 
annual meeting of the American Psychical 
Society last December, in which a‘ sentence 
calls up a question in my mind. Reading 
Mr. Savage on “The Perils of Investiga 
lion,” in your issue of August Oth, makes 
me hesitate to raise the question, lest it 
might add to the annoyances which he 
mentions, and which my own experience 
leads me to appreciate. But the joys of 
investigation overbalances its perils and I 
will quote the sentence, putting my com
ments in such shape as to avoid annoyance 
yepring before the reader an important 
matter. Mr. Savage says:

“When I see the human mind possessed 
of such powers as are manifested by hyp
notism, clairvoyance and telepathy; able 
to see without eyes, to hear without ears, 
to transcend by thousands of miles the or
dinary reach of the ordinary means of com-* 
munication, able to get along to such an 
extent without the body, I wonder wheth
er, in the last resort, it may not be able to 
get along without it altogether.” Doubt
less he referred only to ourmaterial bodies, 
and the wonder would then be quite natu
ral. But clairvoyance and the intuitions 
of gifted thinkers, teach us that “There is 
a natural (or material) body, and there is 
spiritual body.”

Death is the passing out of the spiritual 
body, which had existed within and grown 
with the growth of the perishing form 
which it leaves—the spirit, inmost in
herent and immortal, going with it. Man 
is a spirit, served here by a bodily organi
zation fitted to this initial stage of his 
eternal and progressive existence.

When the time comes for us to “get 
along altogether without”-these bodies, we 
shall be better served by finer bodies fitted 
to the higher conditions of the celestial 
life. “All roads lead to Rome,” is an old 
saying. So all psychic research, all spiritu
alistic experiences, all intuitive insight, 
lead to the great truth that, although we 
shall “shuffle off this mortal coil,” we can 
never loose our personality; that in the di
vine plan there can be no such shadowy 
intangibility as a disembodied.spirit. The 
discovery and conviction of that truth set
tles the question of our continuous person
al life after the change which we call 
death, and meets the great need of the 
waiting world. G. B. Stebbins.

Detroit, Mich., Aug. 6. 1892.

SCIENCE CRITICIZED.
T<) the Editoh: Ptolemy the ancient 

Egyptian astronomer gave to the world the 
Ptolemaic theory, that the earth stands 
still while the celestial bodies revolve 
around it. Whilst in vogue this guess
work was as popular, perhaps, as the 
present Copernician system, sired by Co
pernicus, the Prussian astronomer, who, 
after all, borrowed it from Pythagoras. 
He simply revised ths order with amend
ments.

The proposition here given which 
by a logical deduction substitutes atmos
pheric friction as the sole cause of so- 
called solar heat popularly ascribed di
rectly to the sun, is sustained by the fol
lowing well known facts with new deduc
tions doubtless often suggested to the 
common mind. First, the atmospheric 
belt surrounding the earth say fifty miles 
deep gravitates according to its specific 
weight and location. Therefore from the 
earth’s surface upward the atmosphere is 
gradually attenuated and the gravitating 
force lessened.

Now an infinitesimal ray of sunlight 
traveling 185,000 miles per second over the 
intervening space of 92,000,000 miles be
tween earth and sun in an etheric vacuum 
of immeasurable frigidity, certainly by all 
known analogies enters the earth's atmos
phere at the lowest temperature (deduc
tion 1) where it first encounters sensible 
friction, which at once augments in a geo
metrical ratio in its descent to the earth. 
These rays when perpendicular are known 
to be more numerous and are claimed 
here to generate by frict’on as well as 
evolve increasing heat in their descent to 
the sea level. As the earth in its annual 
round is constantly changing the angle of

incidence to the sunlight, a corresponding 
change in temperature follows.

Suppose we are at the base of a moun- 
iuin by the sea, recorded temperature, DO 
degrees. Immediately ascending il one 
mile to a plateau, we observe a fall to 80. 
This problem (deduction 2) we solve as fol
lows: The sunlight having one mile less 
to travel in the more dense atmosphere 
giving more friction, loses the 10 degrees.

Now if solar heat as the wise men claim 
(hence the name solar heat) is inherent in 
the ray of light, why should its intensity 
be less on the plateau one mile above the 
sealevel? The text-books concede that a 
heated ball dropping one mile through 
space loses heal, but art stultified when 
claiming the counter effect for a ray of 
light with its own heat.

The frictional theory gives us every 
clear night direct and overwhelming evi
dence in the meteoric display. Millions of 
the world building aerolites are caught 
within Ae earth’s gravity in frigid space 
and precipitated to its surface. On enter
ing our atmosphere friction sets them 
ablaze (deduction 3). All such phenomena 
should be classed under the same law, but 
science, while conceding the meteoric fric
tion, ignores the fact.that sunlight is a 
corollary. Sunlight supplies our free elec
tricity, charges the storm-cloud, and is the 
foundation and viUlizing>rMple in all 
animal and vegetable life.

This elucidation of the function of elec
tricity developed by friction iu the passage 
of sunlight through our atmosphere 
places the scientistsand profound thinkers 
on the defensive and presents the anomaly 
that.while they are usual^soaring in em
pyrean heights, they havc’for centuries 
overlooked this egregious error in their 
elementaries.

Helena, Ark. W. R. Rwhtor.

“IN THE MULTITUDE OF COUNCIL
ORS THERE IS SAFETY.”

To the Editor:— I have been verv 
much interested in the discussion of land 
tenure, single tax, etc., that has been going 
on between Edgeworth, Seecey, Stebbins 
and others, through the columns of The 
Journal, and have some times been made 
to feel somewhat as I suppose Elihu did 
when, on listening to poor old Job and his 
comforters.—“miserable comforters,” un
til he could bear it no longer, he broke 
forth with: “Great men are not always 
wise, neither do the aged understand judg
ment, but there is a spirit in man and the 
inspiration of the Almighty giveth them 
understanding; therefore I also, will shew 
forth mine opinion.”

In The Journal of July 30th of the 
current volume. Edge worth criticises Mr. 
Seecey; and, while I agree with Edge worth 
that the single land-tax idea is a fallacy, 
believing, as I do, that all governmental 
revenue should be raised by a direct levy 
upon an advalorum basis, comprehending 
a “graduated income tax,”lam inclined to 
question some of Edge worth's positions, 
notably that of his slur at Mr. Seecey’s 
statements, saying: “Mr. Seecey, dupe of 
bogus reformers, concludes with a flourish 
of trumpets from a convention of ‘Free 
Soil Democrats,’ viz., ‘Ah men have a na
tional right to a portion of the soil, and, as 
the use thereof is indespensable to life, the 
rights of all men to the soil is as sacred to 
the individual as the right to life itself.”’

Edgeworth attempts to criticise this 
proposition as involving the idea that this 
right, if conceded, mvqlves, as a sequence, 
an obligation on the part of the individual 
in whom rests this right, to use it by ply
ing himself to the use or tillage of the Soft; 
and that every other avocation,—weaving, 
sewing, building, etc., must be neglected 
that all may till the soil; and begins by at
tempting to ridicule its authors as a set of 
“bogus reformers", and Mr. Seecey as their 
“dupe.”

Now I do not suppose that Mr. Seecey, 
or any other “Free Soil Democrat,” would 
contend for this, for one moment. The 
right in me to do a thing, work the soil or 
anything else, does not necessarily make it 
my duty to do that thing. If it is right 
that I should do any given thing, then it 
becomes my duty to do that thing; but the 
mere right to do a thing leaves me to elect 
as to whether it be expedient for me to do 
it or not. Thus Paul found that “all 
things were lawful” to him, (since, as he 
also discovered, “to him that is pure, all 
things are pure,”) but it was not “expe
dient that he should gratify his appetite iu 
all things, hence he said: “If my eating 
meat shall cause my brother to offend, I 
will eat no meat while the world stands.” 
But Paul was less selfish and more chari
tably inclined than most of us perhaps.

Then Edgeworth, referring to the prop
osition that every man has the same 
right to the use of a portion of 
the soil as he <has to . life itself, 
says, “Suppose it were so, is land, any 
morelhan life, sacred to the state which 
confiscates and conscripts both at its descre- 
tion?”and then asks “Or does the sanctity 
consist in the sacrifice, as when inorder 
and pillage in national war become vir
tuous?”

To my mind this question, if it is in
tended to address itself to a civilized and 
enlightened, not I") say a Christian age and 
people, is based upon a false predicate in 
that in such an age and among such a peo
ple the slate has no right either to confis
cate the natural right or conscript the life 
of any citizen. For “murder and pillage 

•in! national war” belong alone to an age 
of barbarism, and ’obtain among a people 
characterized by anything but a Christian 
spirit, even though it should occur at the 
present day and in this country, and can 
never be reckoned as “becoming virtuous” 
in any age of Christian enlightenment any 
more than can the monopoly of the land 
and the deprivation thereby of the nat
ural right of any citizen to its use.

Before dismissing the subject I wish to 
say that stigmatized men who are seeking 
to improve the conditions that so seriously 
effect the interests of the great masses 
of the people of this nation, as does the 
present tenure by which the lands of this 
country are held, “bogus reformers,” and 
our woVmpomrmnd perhaps our super
iors in the work of reform “dupes.” is a 
cheap and easy, but not always a satis
factory method of disposing of knotty 
questions.

Many are the examples in life that are 
calculated to awaken in one the sentiment 
that animated Pope when, in addressing 
himself to his patron-friend. Sir John 
BoHnbroke upon the subject of. man. he 
said;

“Truths would you teach, and save a 
sinking land?

AH fear, none aid you, and few under
stand.”

adding
“Painful pm-emiHence, thyself to view, 
Above life's weaknesses and its comforts 

too.”
J. B. Cone.

Gonzale*. Texas, Arc. 5, 1892.

“OUR DUMB ANIMALS’* REVEAL 
THE LIVING EARTH.

To the Editor; The anerfdote of pigs 
with geographical conscience copied in The ’ 
Journal of July 23, page 110, is one of a 
freat many well attested facts of this sort.

interpret it as a triumph of lucidity in 
vital passiveness. Of this magnetic con
science. terra solar endowment of individ
ual lives, I say with Emerson:

“Where it cometh all things are, 
And it cometh everywhere.”

Bearing a compass in its brain, the pig 
finds intelligent conscience of place anddi- 
rectiqn in its passiveness. Give man, so 
circumstanced, knowledge of topography, 
as by a chart of Von Moltke, yet his active, 
efforts, doubts, conflicting ideas, would 
leave him pitifully inferior to the pig. If 
there are exceptions, outside of transcen
dent clairvoyance, they will be found in 
races classed as lower Tasmanian perhaps. 
Somewhere there is a race that follows on 
the scent like a superior hunting dog. 
They are used as detectives.

Now,*consider the moral or passional ad
vantages of realizing our oneness with the 

-Living Earth, soul,- not dust. In education 
what a paradisal respite from toil ungrate
ful alike to pupil and teacher. In good- 
fellowship with animals, including th? 
human, with plant life, with the gnome 
lore conned by minerals as well as with 
the sympathetic flashes of Auroras or those 
storms in which syncronous with sol a ft 
events, the telegraph wires run riot.

Oh the beauties, the coquetries, of sci
ence, the whole lyre of symphonies, terra- 
solar inspirations, awaiting the awakening 
of susceptibility to that conscience of the 
fountain life, in which sophistical meta
physics have allowed the pig to precede 
man.

In this connection 1 will allude to the 
“dog-ghost” of Mrs. Emma Miner in a past 
number of The Journal. I do not know 
whether the lady would declare him rather 
an observation or an analogical creation; 
but somehow, I invest faith jn that dog. 
I can afford to spare him some out of my 
economies with the Bible and other gov
ernments. Was not that dog one of the 
Penates of his family hearth? The emo
tional eruption of the Earth Soul, as Spir

itualists would call ihe interfusing radi
ance of the Living Earth through the con
science of the individuations, corresponds 
with the “new birth” expected after 12,000 
years by the Magi and the traditional re
flections of this hop? in Christian milleni- 
urns.

In passiveness there are departments or 
different sorts of susceptibilities. The 
pigs ^specially as th? localization of 
home, the natal spot.

Paschal was passive to the geometrical 
series of terra-solar ideas. Genius presup
poses greater passiveness in certain direc
tions.

The most prolific source of ideas is pas- 
.sion, the passion of passions, sex-love; yes, 
of ideas as well as of combats, but honora
ble ones, as are personal duels.

Now, the universality of sex-love, in the 
animal and plant lives, and which ho 
crystal I know can disavow, proves 
community of inspiration—-and whence? 
But in the terra-solar embrace?

Remark the personality, as it were, with 
which this idea—the Living Earth—is thus 
revealed to her children, as contrasting on 
the one side, with the charlatanry of Ko$- 
mos X Order of atomic juxtaposition, * 
God; or on the other, with the theological 
metaphysics of the church ? 1 )< mbtless the 
Church would as lief draw revenues from 
Earth-worship as from the breasts of the 
Virgin Mary. What’s in a name? Bnt thy 
first idea that would oecur to one of her 
inveterate religionists would be to capital
ize Earth’s charms in a paying ritual and 
ceremonial.

The. Living Earth dispenses with the 
flatteries of such a priesthood, she, is gra
cious only to the prayers of Science, Art 
and Sense.

She insists on being lov-d for her own 
sake, nut for that of her dower. I am far 
from supposing clergymen incapable of 
mending their ways and cultivating a 
proper respect for nature; only, when this 
happens, they are no longer characteristic 
churchmen—they are naturalists not super
naturalists. M. E. Lazarus.

A LETTER OF SYMPATHY.
Winnetka, III.. Aug. 15, 1892.

, Dear Mrs. Bundy: In unison with 
thousands of other thoughtful people the 
human side of my nature cries out at the 
blow smirk by the transition of your hus
band. Surely “man proposes and God 
disposes,” for to mortal short-sightedness 
Mr. Bundy’s life in the flesh seemed nec
essary to the world’s present progress.. 
However, we can only say that some one 

’ ranking us is managing these matters. My 
only’little daughter was taken from our 
sight the 7th of this May, and I had 
thought that I could not live without her. 
But from the. moment of her sickness a 
holy, unseen influence speaks to my soul 
with wordless authority, compelling calm
ness and a perfect, trust, that all is right 
and for the best. Tears well into my eyes 
and are dried ere I am aware. No one 
but the family witnessed the burial of 
her body, no services were held except 
the following remarks made by my father 
as he scattered wild trilliums over the 
box: “We deposit the house beautiful 
recently occupied by our Hazel; the fires 
and lights are gone and we leave the house 
to the tenants of decay. But !$ie we love, 
in her spiritual embodiment , lives a higher, 
broader and more glorious life.” Flowers 
sent in by her child-friends hung at the 
door.

At the tim? of so-ealhal “death,” with 
what glorious strength our faith imbues 
us ’. How nearly the throbs from the 
unseen life beat with our own ! True, we 
are terribly lonely at times, but since this 
life is only a school, an opportunity for 
spiritual drill, we can well afford to ac
cept it patiently, knowing, as we do, that 
our loved will be allowed to be to us a 
guidance and blessing whenever possible 
and best. It was with pleasure I read of 
your simple, consistent burial services, 
especially that your daughter wore 
white. I have often thought it the 
most appropriate funeral color, but did 
not know it had occurred to anyone else.

It must be a great pleasure to you to 
feel how perfectly your husband consid
ered himself a partner with you. I always 
noted the pride with which he said “ Mrs. 
Bundy.” Such men cast a great influence 
towards a recognition of the equality of 
the sexes. Their noble characters lift 
humanity above the sex plane into that of 
the brain and heart.

I almost feel to apologize for this lengthy 
note, but you will forgive, since I write 
from the flowings of a sympathetic desire.

Della B. Morrison.
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BOOK REVIEWS.
[AU books noticed under this head are for sale at, 

or can be ordered through the oilico of Tuk Re- 
LI4a(>~Plin,OSUPHICAL.hHTKN*AL.;

The PriSHit Qihafitiii. By (.’Imries IL 
Reeve. Chicago; Knight, Leonard K Co.: 
A. C. McChirg xV Co. pp. 189,

This vuhinie is an examination of sqmn 
matters mint ng to crime, punishment, 
prisons ami reformation of convicts, with 
a glance at mental, social ami political 
conditions, with suggestions about Pauses 
and tin* piovenlion of crinv ami the pro
duction of criminals. First (Mining the 
prison quf\sikm, the work proceeds 
through chapters on mentality, mental 
and physical energy, mind, theology, mar
riage, natural forces, soeMy, government 
and the criminal, legislation, tip law and 
the convict, punishment, prisons and 
reformation, to disrhw thedorigin of crim
inals. the causes of crime; tip principles 
involved in the treatment and disposition 
of the defective classics, the impraetieality 
of many methods now followed, and oilers 
suggestions fur the- disposition of the 

'defective classes, and " decreasing their 
numbers. The subject matter is of vital 
importance io every lover of order, and 
the reader of this book will find the time 
profitably spent. As au attempt to show 
how society may protect itself against the 
disorderly elements and check the rapid 
increase of the prison population, the 
work possesses real merit ami deserves 
high praise.

The Colmnhittit //M^fteitf Sheths; A 
Complete History of Our Country, from 
Columbus down to the Present Pay, in the 
form of Twelve Complete Stories. fly 
John II. Musick. Issued bi-monthly. 
Now ready: Vol. L, Columbia: a Story of 
the Discovery of America, 35! pp. Vol. 
IL, Estevan, a Story of the Spanish Con
quests. 399 pp. Illustrated with full-page 
half-tone engiuvhigs and other illustiu- 
tious. Cloth, per vol.. $L5o. New York, 
London and Toronto; Funk and Wag- 

• nails Company. These two volumes, now 
ready, supply a contribution of value to 
American educational and historical liter 
atu re. The proverb, "Duly first and
pleasure.afterwards,'* has received a new 
and special illustration iu the Columbian 
Historical Novels. To the average Ann ri
can schoolboy and schoolgirl. Columbia, 
like Sinbad’s "Old Man of tin* Sea,” is an 
ever-present burden. The sins of ali the 
fathers, from Columbus to the Civil War. 
have been visited on the children of this 
generation, who have been compelled to 
learn events from well-intended but. pure- 

- tically, Dryasdust histories. Now all I his 
is past; the chronicler of events has given 
place to the story-teller, and in the firsi 
volume of this series we have a story of 
fascinating interest in which flu* wooden 
Columbus of the treatises is replaced by a 
living, breathing actor on the page of His
tory,

The second volume,'Estevan, covers tlm 
whole period of the conquest; treading the 
ground cleared by Prescott in his "Con
quest of Peru/’ Estevan, a Spanish boy 
of noble birth’ is introduced to us in tlm 
first volume. The story of his boyhood is 
a romantic one, and as a youth he accom
panies Columbus on the vuyag" of discov
ery. In the second volume we recognize 
him at once as an old acquaintance,, in 
whose fortunes we take a lively interest, 
and find him and his sou after him, among 
the chief actors in the moving scenes of 
history. From Columbus down to the 
present day. if divided into the ordinary 
period of human life.- the author claims 
makes twelve lifetimes or ages; and 
by studying each of these lifetimes or 
ages, one may discover that the spirit of 
the age or time changes in about forty 
years. Having deduced these facts by 
careful study of history, Im gives to each 
period a separate existence in the form of 
a complete story, and yet links them all 
together to make the whole series a correct 
and united history, and at tlm same time a 
fascinating romance. The historical divis
ions are: 1st. Age of Discovery: 2d. Con
quest; 3d. Bigotry; 1th. Colonization; 5th. 
Reason.; (>ih. Tyranny; 7th/ Superstition; 
Sth. Contention of Powers for Supremacy; 
9th. Independence; Bnh. Liberty Estab
lished; 11 th. Supremacy Abroad; 12th. 
Ln ion.

- MAGAZINES.
Among the features of the World’s Co

lumbian Illustrated for August are articles 
of unusual interest. Among these is "Born 
of Patriotism.” in which the mhantnges to 
each country participating in the Exposi
tion are forcibly presented, and the loss to

any eonnlry failing to take part in "this 
grand opportunity to improve its condi
tions” is well told. Especially inHTestmg 
is the article "A Visit to the 'World’s t’o- 
himbian Exposition/’ In about two 
columns is embodied a description of tlm 
entire Exposition as it will appear when 
thrown open to the world, ami from it ran 
be gained a more perfect understanding of 
the scope, grandest and worth of this 
“great interchange of practical thought” 
than could ft^had by reading volume alb r 
volum<* of the disconnected accounts ap 
praring in the daily press. J. B. Campbell, 
publisher.--Edwin A. Start op<-us the 
August New England Magazine with a <!<■* 
scriplion of Gloucester, -the pirtun'Sipie 
old Massachusetts fishing port, and tlm 
beautiful ('ape Ann country. Tlm article 
is well illustrated by J. B. Foster, a well- 
known water-colorist, Jo. IL Hatfield, 
Louis A. Holman and Sears Gallagher. AH 
who have read Elizabeth Stuart Phelps's 
Gloucester stories will turn to this acruunt 
of the old town with pleasure, Don Juan 
S. Ait well, of the Argentine Legation at 
Washington, contributes a very valuable 
and comprehensive paper km "The Argen
tine Republic.” Then1 are three strong 
papers of a sociological tendency. One is 
"Just, Taxation/’ by J. Whidden Graham, 
a very forcible writer: another is "Profes
sions or Trades for Workingmens Boys.” 
by Forrest Morgan, who explodes the cant 
beliefs that tile trades are any less mowded 
than the professions, ur contain any ele
ment of certainty which the professions do 
not: the third paper is toy Kate Gannett 
Wells, and deals with tin1 frasibiliiy of 
providing sane ami adequate free summer 
pleasures for the poor peopleof our cities.
-A sketch of some features of tlm Colum

bian Exposition in the August number of 
the Phrenological Journal includes a fine 
portrait of Columbus and the supposed 
place of his'birth Genoa. A notable article, 
entitled "Mental Causes and Physical Ef
fects,” follows. It isau appeal to society 
for the higher moral culture. Mr. LdiIkt 
C. Bateman, a talented lecturer of Maine, 
is given a place among the short biogra
phies, and evidently deserves the notice Im 
g«*ts. "Vacation Time Suggestions,” Our 
Children’s Deformities from dress and Im
proper Education, A Barbaric Fashion, 
make "Child Culture” piquant and service
able. of the brief contributions to phren
ological biography, Alexander Campbell, 
forms the larger part. The old style por
trait gives him a Roman sturdiness in fare 
and pose. The scientific reader will enjoy 
the Anthropological Notes, and the Edi
tor’s pithy comments on very telex ant top
ics. $ 1.50 a year. Address Fowler A Wells 
Co., 25 East Twenty-first street. New 
York,—The Free Thinker Magazine for 
August has for its opening nrtirlr "The 
Christian Religion--What is to be its Fi
nal Outconuf’by "An Old Farmer.” "An 
old Farmer” is a scholarly writer and if 
asked lo guess who he is. judging from the 
style, we should name A, B. Bradford who. 
when he had been a Presbyterian minis
ter a number of years, became a rational- 
ist in’relignm, an abolitionist in polities, 
and by vocation a farmer. The magazine 
contains other thoughtful papers but this 
number is not quite up to the high-water 
mark of this publication.

Mr. Hamlin Garland in his forthcoming 
book, "A Spoil of Ollier/' which will be 
.issued by the Arena Publishing Company, 
depicts scenes in which he has not touched 
upon in any of his previous hooks, such 
as a country polling place, deetmn night, 
the Slate capital, a convention finder the 
oaks, a grange picnic, etc. Nearly a third 
of the book is taken up in dealing with 
Bradley Talcott’s impressions of Washing
ton ami Congressional life, with novel 
results. The book will have as a 
frontispiece- a drawing of Bradley 
Talcott, in the corn field, made by Mr. 
John Frye of tin* Art Institute of St. 
Louis,.

Ella A. Jennings, M. D.. 93 chnnm 
Place, New York City, has begun tlm pub
lication of an excellent monthly journal 
called Humanity and Health, The editor 
quotes soiim golden Words from Horace 
Greeley in IK?), and the past issues of her 
magazine give evidence of a sincere desire 
to live up to these words.

The American Journal of Polities is a 
new candidate for public favor with peo
ple who are interested in the discussion uf 
vital questions. If the July and August 
numbers are an index lo the plane it aims 
ft) occupy, it will prove a valuable addi
tion to the best standard literature on 
social and economic topics. "The Grange

in Politics/’ by H »n. Mortimer Whitehead; 
"Woman’s Part inlhe Columbian Exposi- 
fmm” by Mrs. Poller Palmer; "The 
Woman's National Council,” by Frances 
E. Willard, and “Is Corporal Punishment 
Degrading'/’ by Andrew ,L Palm, are 
among the coniributions. The demand 
fur the abb* ami fearless discussion of sub
jects that pertain to the social welfare is 
rapidlv growing and ther- is an ample 
Held for tiiis new monthly. Ils eontrihu 
tor* include sonm of the strongest names. 
Andrew J. Palm, editor. Address Amer 
iran Journal of Politics, 92,<Temph* Court, 
New York. Our year, $1; single ropes, 
35 cents.

Clifford BlackmmL

Eyesight
T/</./pTM

” My Ii<>y had Scarlet 
Fever when -I years old, 
leaving him very weak 
and with blood pois
oned with canker. 
His eyes became jn- 
llamed. his .sufferings 
were intense, and lor 7 
weeks he could not «wii 
open tits ryes. I began 
giving him WOOW’SMARKAPAKILI A.

which soon cured him. I know, it mired his 
wight, if not his very life.” Adrie F. Bl.v k- 
man, 2«sk Washington St.. Boston, Mass,

HOOD'S Pills are Hie b<-.R after-dinner Pills, 
assist digestion, cure headache aud biliousness.

Chicago Musical College
Central Music Hall, Chicago.

Aelwv'l'tigfti the superior Munirs I ami Dramitite 
ImIiIhIv^S Anarixa. Unsurpassed Eclhi^s the 
World's Fair Year. Free Scholarships awarded the 
deserving. Mth Year Open* Sept. IKth.

New Catalogue mailed Free.

MY UI IC SI SAYS HIS C.WSOT SM now Wire 1UU DC IT FOK WK BthW.
♦ Buys **65.00 Jsyrtwd OifordMinfW 
ijH Z St win* MwMw; pufixiwliot nA 
able, finely tmifhwl, fkhpteJ to light fUldllMW 

ni work.wilh awwktc Bet of t hoi start IispnnW 
rtUchreiiUfrMt JLvhniwhlne guaranteed for 5 
KassteMKisss 

MAh COASTA3Y, DU”I B .liClUCAUO, ILL

AfiEMTS**^0118*1*87UMmIV ■ VorfPMMissiOX.tohtiiunetheWcw 
■ ' ■ P»p«tfbMtlc*I Ink Krnltr I’mcil. Agents nnW 
lid per week. IwrwkrwtrMfirta. x 401 Ut'MW.Wl'

The Open Door,
OR

TH E SECRET OF JESUS
BY

John IIamhn Dewey, ML D.

The author dedicates thin book to ‘•Those who 
took, pray mid work for the spiritual emamlpation 
and tiansfigumlon uf humanity; and he believe,' it 
Is a key to spiritual emancipation, illustration mid 
mastery.

The exposition ot the divine possibilities of bn 
nmnjty given in this hook is based upon the recogni
tion of ft psychical and spiritual side to both nature 
and mini. "In recognizing a super renmimtn and 
spiritual realm to which we are related.” shjb the 
anther, "we must reckon It ax a portion m Hie uni
verse to which we belong. and our relations to it and 
Its Intmenre upon us as perfectly natural and legit 
Imate under normal conditions."

"This book Is an earnest effort, from the stnmlpoin 
of a seer, t<» become a help nut an oracle fur others, 
ami io so unfold the law and conditions through 
which the spiritual consciousness Is uUtiincd and the 
emmidpaHon nt mind realized-...thatthe truth may 
be practically mid readily tested by all who desire to 
know It lor themselves....That the wurdsoftbfs 
hook may lift many to the mount of vision to behold 
the nearness of Hie kingdom, ami inspire them with 
boldness and courage to enter >n mid possess Rs 
treasuries, is the prayer of the author.'’

The work is printed from large clear type and 
c«*vers Ksi pages.

Trice, RO cents, postage fl cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail at Tin. ItH.lnH1 

Tim.OSUPHft Al. JOI KNAI Office.

MIND, THOUGHT AND CEREBRATION.
BY ALEXANDER WILDER.

Pamphlet form, price JO cents.
F<>r sale, wholesale and retail, nt The Uhi.icio- 

I’lHKiSOI'AlCAlJllVlXAl, Office,

is easily made by any one <if either sox in any part 
of the country wh<> la willing to work Industriously 
at the employment which we furnish. We tit you 
out complete, so you tuav give the business a trial 
without expense to yourself. Write and see. JI. 
HALLETT & CO., Box 1750, Portland, Me.

ONE DOLLAR

EVERYHOUR

A PROPOSAL
FOR EVERY LADY

IN CHICAGO 
and vicinity to 
make delicious 
Custard with
out eggs, with 

BIRD’S 
CUSTAHD 

POWDER, 
An English 
table luxury, 
providing dain
ties m endless 
variety, the 
Choicest dishes 
and the richest 
custard, with
out eggs. , 
A ®c. package will he sufficient to make four pints, 
which can either be served in dishes or from glasses.

A supply, fresh from. England, has just been re
ceived by 
bFRAGUE, WARNER A t'G.......................... i hp’a^o.

klcau:
W.D. CLARK X C‘>..............^RCuTiKi'ilrev-Avc. 
GILLESI'Ii; X <’G..............Iinlwra An'.aiisih'iSl.

And other leading giovrrs.i’iucago, HL

A Summer’s Beading
mH for $1

A Family’s Pleasure

We wilt send by nrst Expr-s* an .r-.-orted packium 
ol Jun illustrat'd map;<.Gm?;~ and wveklu's; story 
paper,-, and daub s: religious, family andagre aitm’ai 
pap-r t<» any address amt ail for >S1 <m.

The Key to your Fortune may to vonreab d s-mv-- 
where in this great b.af>rr. of in-ttwJive, entertain
ing Jannly reading.

To any persep sending us
Special Offer: S^XSS.

Urs'- xxv. will put !5 extra 
magazines and papi rsjn th. ii ion.die;
READING THU LE I'D.. IL RamP'lph st., Chicago.

Daily Lake tainy
TO ST. JOSEPH ANO BENTON HARBOR. MH H„

THE (ONEY ISLA NO o.P 'IHE WEST,
SIXTY MILES I RON CHICAGO, 

A LAKE RIDE RETLRNTN'G
EM MILES.

Bv Hu* Graham un4 Moit<m Transportation Cv’s. 
steameis. CITS <T CHICAGO ami CHICORA the 
Largest. Finest and Fastest nraiMiHi Mourners on 
Lake Mti-liiiiaii. At tin- rummer ib sons yon will 
timl good fishing, hotels. bat hit.garni hount'lul drives 
through the turnons peach on hatd districts.

This is the Place to go for
A Day’s Rest.

SEASON TIME TABLE:
Leave Chicago Daily at IHBD m . return S:3O P. 
M.. round trip* Us*. I.euv CIPimu daily at. 1 1:30 
p. M., single fare Dtp SI/W Leave Cbhagu Sundays 
sit in i, M.. return anout in p. al. round nip--i.Mi. 
brave Chicago Saturdav afternoon at 2 orhirk. 
round trip J!-1*1, tickets good returning same night, 
Sunday at o p. u.or Monday’s steamer. In all vases 
meals ami berths extra. , , , ,

The CITY OF CHICAGO, which leaves dally at 
0:30 A. n.. makes rinse conn-cti<ms at St. Joseph 
with the special fast steamboat express on the<'nJ- 
ragoA West Michigan Ry ., lor Grand Rapids. Tra
verse Citv. Petoskey. Maektmie island, Holland. 
Ottawa Beach. Bay City, East Mminaw. Lansing and 
all summer nsortsamt towns in Northern Michigan. 
This is the cheapest and ipnckest unite from Chicago 
ami the West, only 7 hours to Grand Rapids by this 
route. '■limb, fare

Also counerttug with th.* t nienmatL Maba'-h.k 
Michigan Ry. i Big I Systems, bn- Niles, Elkhart and 
Southern points.

Hoeks foot >f Wabash Axe., or nt state st. bridge, 
through central Market, 'i eleph.me Main :H4b»„ 
J. H. Ghau ot. G. K XVhi rsi.on.

President. Passenger Agent.
J. S. Morton.Secretary A Treasurer.

^KHOMENURSING
A pretty cloth bound took of Ill patter, 

that telis home mirses
How to tapmilH oonvrBlenrr* for the ihlsnuH.
How to »wurs good nttiiilbii,
How to orrango the room,
How to protore and eerie de!M»u food.
How to ono** th* Mid,

»How tldtor* okouid be Uught to kekore, 
with many other helpful suggestions.

Price, including postage, fifty cents. Agents wimurS, 
PAMIKIj 1IDH081, Poblhher, ii Randolph OtrethOMtig*,
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CLAIRVOYANT EXAMINATIONS FREE
Th*1 first ami most, important thing for 

the proper understanding of and rational 
treatment of chronic or lingering disease of 
any kind, is its thorough examination and 
true diagnosis. Yon can weurr this with 
a full explanation of the cause, nature and 
extent of your disorder frm* of expense. 
Write at ouee to hr. E. F. Butterfield, 
Syracuse. N. Y. Enclose lock of hair with 
name and age. 

The Constitution of Man considered In relation to 
external objects, by George Combe. More than three 
hundred thousand copies of the Constitution of Man 
have been sold and the demand Is still increasing. 
It has been translated into many languages, and ex
tensively circulated. A celebrated phrenologist 
said of thia work: The importance and magnitude 
of the principles herein contained are beyond those 
to be found in any other work. For sale at this office, 
price, ILM.

OFFICIAL WORLD’S FAIR GUIDE.
It is very seldom that we are abb* h 

recommend a book so unreservedly as we 
can the '•Worlds Columbian Exposition 
A. Chicago Guide." The work is oHh-iai 
ami reliable and is no catch-penny product, 
but a hook which, having the greatest 
interest at the present time, possesses value 
so permanent as to entitled ii to a place in 
every household. More than .'hm pages 
richly embellished with superb illustra
tions of the h ghesi order. Elegantly 
printed and handsomely bound.
, The guide does not only describe to the 
minutest detai everything of inestimable 
value pertaining to the Exposition and 
C'hicago, but hasa full page picture of each 
of the mammoth exhibit buildings in 
eight oil colors. Also many others, illus
trating artistically the useful, the curious, 
and the beautiful that, will be then- in 
m agn i Iicen t d is pl ay.

It cups the climax with a magnificent 
cyclorama view, “Bird's-eye View of the 
Exposition Grounds and Buildings." beau
tifully lithographed in eight oil colors, 
size 9x25 inches.

It is a book fertile millions whocontom- 
plate visiting Chicago in 1W,. It will be 
purchased by the millions who cannot go. 
but will desire to know just what their 
friends are seeing. The price of the hook 
adapts it to the wants of the masses.

Agents are wanted to sell the book in 
every town. Full particulars ami terms 
will be sent on application. Address 
Archibald & Co., 5UV Chestnut street. St. 
Louis. Mo. M. K. T.

G. A. R. ENCAMPMENT.
Washington. I). ( •., Sept. 20. Ish?.

The Motion Route to Cincinnati in con
nection with the Chesapeake. A Ohio Route 
to Washington is the (Hlieial Route of the 
Department of State, of Illinois. Special 
trains will leave. Dearborn Station Satur
day night awl Sunday morning. Septem
ber 17lh and iSth, arriving at Washing
ton the. following day. This route passes 
all the famous battle Helds of Virginia via 
Gordonsville. On the return, tickets will be 
honored from Richmond passing. Lynch
burg and Appomattox. Only *2.00 Wash
ington to Richmond via the Potomac 
River and Old Point Comfort.

Special stop-over privileges will be 
granted, enabling all to visit the battle 
fields without extra cost.

For circulars, maps, and further infor
mation cull or write.

F. .L Reed. C. P. A..
.232 S. Clark St., Chicago. RI.

’ SUMMER TOURS TO COOL RETREATS
VIA THE BIG FOUR ROUTE.

Prominent among the popular tourist 
lines of the country the Big Four Route on 
account of its superior facilities and excel
lent train service occupies a pre-eminent 
position. With solid vestibuled trains from 
St. Louis, Indianapolis and Cincinnati to 
New York and Boston, passing along the 
cool shores of Lake Erie to Chautauqua 
and Niagara Falls and across the Em pin* 
Slate via the Great Four track (New York 
Central & Hudson R. R.) it offers unequal
led attractions to the Eastern tourist. To 
the westbound passenger it offers thmfiuest 
trains in America with palace sleeping 
cars, reclining chair cars and parlor cars 
Lo Chicago, passing in full view of the 
World's Fair buildings aud io Peoria and 
St. Louis making connection with ’Trans- 
Continental lines for all Western p»in(s. 

. Elegant dining cars on all through trains. 
Be sure your tickets read via the Big Four 
Route, I). B. Marfin, General Pass. Agent, 
Cincinnati, Ohio.

VALHALLA.
In sb- lireinn «*,’ He* Northern pm'i-.

The brave who iu batik* die, 
right un hi dwihmy phalanx

In th’-tiebh m the tipper ^y;
And ;e w»* read Hie ^mndiiij rEmex

'Tlm reverent Gnev hears
Tbreglristly ring <4 Hie liiavlis. awnh.

And tls'diGb of tire >.p> etr;d -)«".it -

We think with imperion. tpioHuttiuu*.- 
uf the hrofinT'. that we hare bed. ■

And uestriv*1 to ir.rek in dmilh'.- mretoj
Tli<> flight t*i ‘-aeb valiant ulma.

Tire N»riln>rn myth e>!u>s back b» u...
And w- b.d through tiiir ,M>rn»w’.- itrjr

Th.u thoM- vunno »(.)ih arc siriviug .till 
Somewhere b>r th*- truth mid light.

It wo- not th< ir time fuj rest and -b * p. 
Their ht-arf-)»■ at high and 'iruh;', 

hi their I’re-h retire Hu- blond >4 youth 
Wa-.MiieiiA itsh„l,..wn'i -.ore, 

Th*-open heavire hunt »rer th* tn,
‘Mid Hower-.He ir lithe fc, f trod;

Their live- lay vivid tn lu:h», mid bh -* 
Kj tlu'Miiib.-H vvvincu and God,

There i< m» pow« r in the gloom "1 heli
Tu'iueuch tho-.c-pipt- pre:

Tb-re re n-» eharm in the hire.-of h- ie u
To bid them u**i a.-pirc;

lint Mnnc.«ln*re in Hie eternal plan
Thai strength, that life, ,-urviye.

And like the lib's I'll Lockout's ere-’.
Above death's efc.uds they drill'.

A fb<-encorps, they are niMchiiu • si 
in a wider H"M than nur-;

Tho-e bright battalion- -till fulfil
The scheme-.of tic heavenly power-.

■And high, brave thought- itowdowu re. i,
* The eelioc^ of that far tight,
Like the |J reh of .* distant pii'k“i\ gun

Through the .-hmbreof the s^venng night

.No tear for them! in our lower thud
L»’t u- iuil with arms nrretuuted.

That ’.if I.ret vre ire worthy to stand with them 
on thoshmiug heights they’ve gained.

We shall Hired and greet incbbin.' raak- 
In tint'1-,.declining -tin.

When the hug''*-**: < red shall sound ' recall,' 
And the battle of life Ire w>>».

- .Imre lire.

SUGGESTIONS FOR A SUMMER TRIP.
If you wish to Ukt'ihe trip of a hleiiun*. 

purchase tin* low rate excursion ’ickeG 
sold by all principal Hues in the UniDol 
Stales ami Canada via the Northern Pacific 
Railroad to Yellowstone National Park. 
Pacific coast and Alaska.

The trip is made with the highest th-gnu’ 
of comfort in tin* elegant vestibuled trains 
of the Northern Pacific Railroad, which ; 
carry dining cars and luxurious Pullman i 
sleeping ears from Chicago. St Paul and ; 
Minneapolis tn Montana ami the Pacific 
coast, without change, and special Pub 
man sleepers from St. Paul and Minneap 
oils to Yt-lhiwsb.me Park.

The scenery en route is the most mag 
nificent to be found in the seven slates 
through which the road passes. Beautiful j 
mountains', rivers, valleys, lakes and plains : 
follow each other in rapid succession iu 
delight the tourist, who will also find in 
forests in the agricultural, mining, lum
bering. industrial and other interests assn 
dated with the development of the great 
Northwest.

The crowning glory of ihr trip ihrough 
the Northwest, however, isthe visit to Yd 
lowstom* Park, the hind of hot springs, 
geysers and gorgeous canons, ami to Alaska 
with its endless ocean channels, snow
capped peaks, Indian villages and guild 
glaciers.

If you wish lo investigate this sugges
tion further semi to Charles S. Fee. Gen
eral Passenger Agent, N. P. R. Il . St. 
Patil. Minn., for copies of the handsomely 
illustrated “Wonderland" book, Yellow
stone Park and Alaska folders.

BEATS ’EM ALL.
Grand Excursion via C. II. A D. to Mon

treal and Quebec,Thursday, Sent. HtY 
The great excursion route, the Cincin

nati, Hamilton A-Dayton R. IL. will run 
the first ot their annual excursions to Mon
treal and Quebec, from Cincinnati and 
Indianapolis, Thursday. Sept. 8th. The 
round trip rates are marvelously low be
ing $12,50 from Cincinnati or Indianapolis 
to Montreal ami return and but $15.00 to 
Quebec ami return with side - trip to 
Ottawa, returning. Tickets will be good 
returning for. twenty days from date of 
sale. This is the first cheap excursion ever 
run lo beautiful Montreal or historic Que
bec from Cinmnnuti. For tickets, sleeping- 
car berths, etc., call on or address any C.. 
IL A D. agent, or E. O. McCormick, G. P 
A T. Agt., Cincinnati, O.

BW, instead of 
siekkud suffering; 
heidniy ami vig- 
or«msV instead of 
worn-out and 
weak; bright eyes, 
clear skin, m-y 
checks — y on 
wouldn't think it 
was the same wo
man, nnd it's mH 
<lue to the use. of 
a few bottles of

I)r, Pierro’s Favorite Prescript ion.
What this medicine has done for thousands 

Of delicate women, it will do for you. if 
vou’re overworked and debilitated, it will 
build you up-if you're borne down with the 
chronic mhes, pains, mid vmikmiers pm- 
liar to your sex, it relieves and cures, it 
.regulates and promotes all the prejKT films 
lions of womanhood, invigorates tlm system, 
purifies the blood, improves digestion, and 
restonshealth, flesh, and strength.

F*ir all tlm painful irregularities mid dis
eases of women-—p’riixlical pan:-, prolapsus 
ami oilier displacements, b arm^ »k*wn s- n- 
saHous, and “ female complaints" ami weak- 
Ito-iX it's the na/g remedy », effective that 
it can he r/H'tHtHft'i’tl. If it ibx s’i’t haielil or 
cure, you have your money buck.

•Tutt’s Tiny Pills
Mpuwer of motion. A gentle aperient 
^effect Is only required. Tutt’s Tiny 
•Liver Pills are prepared with special 

view# to the permanent cure ox
' COSTIVENESS and HEADACHE.

A The arc mild and remain in the sys- 
w tern until they act on the liver, cause 
• a natural flow of bile and their tonic 

properties impart power to the bow
els to remove unhealthy accumuio- 

• tions. Good appetite and digestion 
result from t he use of these little pills. 
Price, 25c. Office, 3B Park Place, N. Y.

Made with the Natural 
44 Manitou ” water combined 
with Jamaica (linger ami pure 
fruit juices.

It is a most delicious and 
exhilarating beverage, and 
being heavily charged with 
Natural Gas taken from the 
44 Manitou” spring it sparkles 
for hours after being uncorked. 
For family use it has no equal, 
and is unexcelled for admix
ture with wines and'liquors. 
Once tried, always used.

I’H.'VreUed lor LihiHj'. Chib amt Kc-Uiicam use. 
A'Mn 're lei Literature,

NluiHlou Mineral Wafer Co., 
Manitou Springs, Colo.

S'M by «H ihst-class greteiies, AG-* Jg nil 
iDWglM*.

UNITY®
Frcet/om, Fellnxvsliip and 

Olmm^t^r in Kvlitrfon*
Eight four-column pages,we)l printed. A liberal wnnon 
every seek, with live articles on current topics. 

<Wn dollar a. year.
Ten week, on t-lal for ten wnt«ln ohmiM.

CJUItU»H. kKUK ♦ (O., Puhb., 175 JlrsrlwrnM..(hlti«.

••♦ Dur High tirade JLlat M# 
Bnruuin Book sent io any ad 
dress on receipt uf a 2-c stamp

LORD & THOMAS, 
Newspaper Advertising 

as RANDOLPH STREET.
CHICAGO

OPIWVl’l^o-Ont*”’ *»3 up-want AgWatTgDbM 11 FREE Un’l F Beatty, Washington N. .L

The Sixth Sense,
OR

ELEGTHIG1TY.

A Story for the People.
By Ma by E. Bl ell.

12mn.. Chilli, 521 pages. Price, $1.25,
This admirable book might have been culled Doro

thy, but then the title would have given no clue to 
the contents. The author "hopea llm story of 'The -, 
Sixth Sense’ nitty notoul v prove sweet and rich to all 
young people, but that it may till their receptive 
minds with nhigher and luller sense of that ‘Elder 
Brother' and Ids mission on earth eighteen hundred 
years ago." Some writers have described wonder- 
ini psychical experiences without daring to attempt 
a discussion or explanation of their causes. Mrs. 
Knell essays the task of explaining the laws and 
naming the forceshy which denizens oi the Spirit- 
World return anil manifest. Whether site is wholly 
correct will remain a moot question with many; but 
It may be truthlully said that she is very much in 
earnest, ami in tin* simplest language possible sets 
forth her views. While the story has a high motive, 
it is nut prosy, on the contrary it is a breezy, 
healthy, inspiring volume, adapted to both old and 
young./. . ■

I or sale, wholesale ami retail, at Tin: KiltiMo- 
PHB.usnpinc.M. .DdllXAI. otlice.

LIGHT ON THE PATH.
With Notes and Comments.

A treatise for the personal use of those who are 
Ignorant of the Eastern Wisdom, and who desire to 
enter within its influence.

Written down »y M. C.
Price, doth bound, 40 cents; paper cover, 25 cent#.
For sale, wholesale ami retail, at Tin; Rhijgio* 

Pho .-opiih a i. .Ioi kx AKUIio*

THIi INFLUHNUE
OF

FOOD ON CHARACTER
OR ■ '

VEGETABLE VS. AMAL WET.
BY

REUBEN PERRY.
The objeet of this essay Is to point out the influ

ence that the different kindsuf food for a long time 
exclusively eaten have had in the formation 
character.

Price, IU cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, rtf The KKligio- 

PHJLUsuPHH Al, .lol UMI. office.

The Salem Seer
RoniinismMic.os of

Charles H. Foster,
THE FAMOUS MEDIUM.

BY ?
(JEORGE C. BARTLETT.

The writer of this book was associated with Mr. 
Foster for some years and took every advantage of^ 
testing his peculiar gifts. Urged by many who were" 
knowing to this Mr. Bartlett finally consented, and 
the result Is a plain statement of facts and descrlp- 
Hun» of many seances held in all parts of the world, 
which he hopes may be of service to Investigators 
and a stimulus to practical and scientific researchers.

Kev. S. C. Keane Unitarian). In a letter written at 
the time of Mr. Foster's obsequies and read by Rev. 
Georges. Hosmer, who conducted the service#, ha# 
this passage: “Whatever one's theory might be. In 
his presence the reality of a future life seemed to 
possessand command even the habitually indifferent. 
To thousands of thoughtful men and women on both 
aides of the Atlantic, he has been a voice from the 
eternal world."

Bound in cloth, and illustrated with a picture of 
Mr.Foster. Price.#!. Address

F<>r sale, w hole,-ale ami retail, at Tin, UKMGio- 
PHIl.u.surAK \i, .lot i:\M.miiee.

Maria M. King’s
•PAMPHLETS

Comprising: Social Evils; God tlie Father, and 
Man the Image of God; The Brotherhood of Man 
and What Follows from It; What is Spiritualism? 
The Spiritual Philosophy vs. Diabolism; Medium
ship.' ■

These pamphlets have been published and sold 
separately for several years and are now bound to
gether tn a convenient form.

Price, <1.25.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at THE KeEUUO- 

I’UIl.osufllU Al. .DH HNAI, Oilice.

LOGIC TAUGHT BY LOVE.
MARY BOOLE.

Part of the object of this work is to call attention 
to the fact that our life is being disorganized by the 
monotony of our methods of teaching.

Price, Il .00.
Fur sale, wholesale and retail, at The Remciu- 

PH l I.OSOPHUAI. .ku KX AL ( Hhce.

I
i
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taijfBTake 
And prompt to cure, Ayer's Pills art 
on the intestines, not by stimula
ting, but by strengthening them. 
They promote the natural peristaltic 
motion of the bowels, without whieh 
there can be no regular, healthy 
operations. For the cure of consti
pation, biliousness, jaundice, ver
tigo, sick headache, indigestion, sour 
stomach, and drowsiness,

Ayer’s Pills 
are unsurpassed. They are equally - 
beneficial in rheumatism, neuralgia, 
colds, chills, and fevers. Being 

' purely vegetable, delicately sugar- 
coated, and quickly dissolved, they 
are ad in irably adapted for household 
use, as well as for travelers by land 
or sea. Ayer’s Pills are in greater 
demand, the world over, than any 

* other pill, and are recommended by 
tnemost eminent physicians. * 
'Every Dose Effective

Prepared byDn.T, (A Ayer & Co., LoweIl,MaM» 
Sold by Druggist* Everywhere,

WRITER'S CRAMP

Address,
PRICE 25c.

PRAIRIE CITY NOVELTY CO.,
45 Randolph Street, - CHICAGO

ME WAY, THE TRUTH AND THE LIFE.
A HAND-Bv ,OK OF

1 Christian Theosophy, Healing, 
AND PSYCHIC CULTURE, 

A NEW EDUCATION,

BASED CPON

Pho Ideal and Method of The Christ

BY J. H. DEWEY, M. D.

The object of the book la not to teach a philosophy, 
but a method; a method by whieh all may come to 
an Immediate Intuitive knowledge of the truth, each 
for himself, by an Inward illumination, which ia 
claimed to be within reach of the humblest.

A clear exposition is given of the law and principle 
npon which all forms of Mental and Faith Healing 
are based, with plain, practical and specific Instruc- 
Uon for self-healing as well as for the healing of 
others.

More Important still Is the thorough exposition of 
the higher psychic powers, vis., Psychometry, Nor
mal Seersblp, Mental Telegraphy, Distant Healing, 
etc., and the new and stwdfle processes for their Im 
mediate development and exercise, which the author 

t claims are as normal, practical and legitimate as are
the development and tialning of muscle, the musical

WOpp. Price, $2.00 Postage, 10 cents.
P'or sale, wholesale and retail, at THE Keekho- 1 

J paiuoeupmcA JurKNAbomee.

THE DAY THAT NEVER GOMES.
. I'm tired of waiting for “some day." 

Oh, when will it ever be here!
I'm sure I have waited anil waited 

A good deal more than a year.
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, 

And all the rest of the week. 
Keep coming, and coming, and coming;

But at "some day” I don't get a peek.
I've looked all the almanac over, 

And showed every page to my doll;
And we're sure (how I hope we’re mistaken'.* 

"Some day” is not in it at all.
The things I’m to have on "some day” 

Icould’nt half tell in an age;
A tricycle, pony, a parrot, 

A birdie that sings in a cage.
A cute little smutty-nosed pug-dog.

The prettiest tortoise-shell cat:
And papa says, maybe, the measles- 

rm sure I don’t care about that.
And mama is going to take me 

To see lots of beautiful thing-.;
Ami big brother Jack and Kilty 

Will give me two lovely gold rings.
And "some day” I'll find out the reason 

Of things I can't now understand;
And "someday" I'll have a big dolly 

That e»u walk and hold on by mv hand.
*

Oh. I'm tired of waiting for “seine day.'"— 
It. makes me just cross, I declare.

I'm afraid, when it really does get here. 
I’ll be a big girl and won't care.

—<’habi.es H. trains, in Jvuy St. Nicholas.

Rev. M. J. Savace in an address print
ed in the Psychical Review, says: “I 
asked a professor of the Smithsonian In
stitution. one of the hardest-headed and 
squarest-toed scientists I ever saw, for his 
estimate of Professor (-ones purely hs a sci
entific man. I said, we will waive all this 
psychic and occult, matter, but tell me his 
rank as a scientific man. He said he was 
one of the most brilliant scientific men in 
America or Europe. That is his estimate 
of him as a scientist. Professor Coues 
made this statement, which seemed to me 
of immense, significance. He sjdd every 
particle of matter in this universe, so far 
as we know, tends under the law. or in ac
cordance with the law of gravity, down
ward or toward the center. Every particle 
of matter is resistlessly swayed by the force 
of gravity. Now if you discover a case im 
which a particle of matter as large as a pin’s 
head is moved in any way that shows there 
is a power that is contravening the force 
of gravity, you have passed the Rubicon 
between ’the material and the spiritual, 
between that which is under the power of 
gravity and that which is under the power 
of life. Now 1 know that matter is some
times moved without muscular contact in 
a way that you cannot account for except 
by supposing that some other power is at 
work than the ordinary^ powers that are. 
recognized in the category of physica1 
science. I am convinced at least that there 
is a power and that it is intelligent, that 
does sometimes produce these effects. Here, 
then, we step over the border line?”

Il Vessillo Spiritist a relates an inter
esting incident in the early life of Gari
baldi, who, as is well known, was a Spir
itualist. One night, during a voyage to 
China, he witnessed in his sleep, which 
was unusually heavy, the funeral of his 
mother, whom he had left in good health 
at Nice. Some time after his arrival at 
Canton, he received a letter announcing the 
death of his mother, and stating when the 
funeral had taken place. It proved to 
have been on the very day and at the very 
hour—allowing for the difference of longi
tude—at which he had been an eye-wit
ness of it. There can be little doubt that 
his spirit had down back to Nico, while his 
body lay in trance-like sleep on board his 
vessel.

Between an abject bondage to the fear 
or desire of what other people will say, 
and an absolute indifference to public 
opinion, there is a great gulf fixed; andon 
the adequate recognition of both the worth 
and the worthlessness of this depends not 
only one’s peace of mind and harmonious 
poise, but also his power of contributing 
worthy aid to the general progress of life. 
To be indifferent to the judgment of those 
among whom we live is to be defective in 
sympathy and in proper regard for public 
opinion. No one who is good for anything 
is without the desire to deserve and to re
ceive the good opinion of his fellow-men. 
Yet he who looks only to that becomes, by 
that very means, unworthy of it. It is the 
ideal of jiccumplishment that he must set

before himself, an ideal not merely of per
sonal gain, of materia] prosperity, but the 
ideal of contributing, so far as he may, to 
the service of enlightenment and advance
ment, to the diffusion of higher thought, 
to the elevation of noble abdst*‘adfast pur
pose. This ideal is perfectly compatible 
with the average and ordinary routine of 
life in whieh most of us find ourselves. 
There is no possible work but ma’y hold 
within itself this twofold significance; to 
do it well and receive for it that recom
pense which we call *'earning a living,” 
but, beyond this, to also do the work well, 
and refuse to du it ill, and carry into it the 
daily personality that shall stand for some
thing still higher and mure permanent 
than thehnere earning of a livelihood.

He who feeds men, serveth few. 
He serves all who dares be true.

— Lilian Whiting.

The Abyssinian has a singular supersd- 
litiii regardhigeating in the open. To him 
a tit of indigestion from over-feeding 
would mean the evil eye. He would feel 
assured that some part of the performance 
of appeasing his appetite had been ob
served. In walking along a highway in 
this country, I came across what appeared 
to he a large bundle of washiiur just a lit- 
tie off tne road. On approaching it. the 
movement going on within was plainly 
discernible. Covered up in their shvmas, 
or cloths, wen-three men eating their mid
day meal. So much in fear are ihe people 
of* the evil eye. that they carry amulets 
containing prayers, and rullsof parchment 
several yards long; and pictures illustra-- 
live of the triumphs of the good spirit 
over that ocular absurdity are kept in their 
houses for protection. If an Abyssinian 
sells you anything, and is well inclined, he 
will eantion you to keep it indoors or cov
ered up: for if an evil eye should fall on 
your purchase it may spoil or disappear, 
which latter contingency is much more 
probable in Abyssinia. I had some experi
ences of the kind of evil eye that caused 
goods and chattels to disappear. Il 
gleamed for an instance in the head of an 
Ethiopian whom I caught walking off 
with some dollars from a pile in our pay
master's tent; the corner of the evil eye 
smiled innocently when detected, but the 
smile- faded away under the influence of 
the paymaster's boot.™The Century.

“If y<>u want to see a magnificent, a ter
rify imr sight, lake a peep at the planet 
Mars through a powerful telescope.” said 
Prof. P. P. De Witt. ‘’A mighty world, 
with its seas, continents, and icy poles, 
appears to be swinging directly over your 
head. It seems so close that vou instinct
ively begin to look fur the people who in- 
habit it. Mars is mure like the earth than 
any of the other planets, and is well fitted 
tu be the home of human beings. Many 
astronomers believe that it is inhabited. 
The strongest evidence in support of that 
theory is the existence of canals on Mars. 
Some’ astronomers think they may be 
rivers, but they are too uniformly straight 
to be the unassisted work of nature. Be
sides, some of them cross each oth'T at 
right angles, showing conclusively that 
they are the Works of art. Now, as we 
have practically abandoned canals in this 
country, we may pride ourselves on being 
somewhat in advanceof our celestial neigh
bors. Still, it is possible that tlihy may 
have so improved water navigation that 
their boats excel in speed, safety, and com
fort our boasted railways. Perhaps tel
escopes will yet be invented powerful 
en«»Hgh to give us a good view of our 
neighbors. When that is accomplished if 
they arempuilly progressive some method 
of communication may be devised by a 
future Morse or Edison, It is just possi
ble that the people* of Mars are better op
ticians than we, and that the people of that 
planet are well posted in regard to Parisian 
fashions and American inventions. Did 
you ever think when you step outdoors 
that perhaps a dozen people on that dis
tant planet are laughing al the cut of your 
clothes Y‘~-Globe-Democrat.

With the advent of the hot summer davs 
tin* old discussion as to Ihe best drink for 
sustaining the energies of laborers under 
prolonged effort in the open air has been 
revived. Farmers and other employers 
have for a long time pinned their faith to 
beer as a beverage for their workmen but. 
oatmeal has for the Iasi few years been 
rapidly growing in favor and apparently' 
with just cause, A-strong support to the 
advocates of oatmeal has been given by a 
recent experience on the occasion of the 
conversion of the broad gang** which has 
been retained so doggedly by the Great

.Western railway - company in England to 
the standard-gauge now adopted univer
sally in that country. The conversion had 
l<i be effected with the utmost dispatch, 
and the length of line to be transformed 
was over two thousand mik'S. Five thou- 
sand men worked two successive days of 
seventeen hours each, with only short in
tervals for meals. Throughout, this ex
ceptional strain nothing but oatmeal water 
was imbibed by the laborers, and its re
freshing, thirst-quenching and sustaining 
power was unreservedly admitted. An
other valuable piece of testimony to the 
merit of this modern rival of beer is the 
fact that many cricket clubs have adopted 
oatmeal water as the regulation tipple of 
their active members while a match is 
being played. It is found that meh play 
better cricket and an infinately belter game 
than where beer was thought lo ibc the 
only tiling that a cricketer ought, toidrink, 
with the advantage of no undesirable, re
action. The method of manufacturing is 
simple. Pul a liberal lump of ice? into a 
pail with a few handfuls of oatmeal; fill 
up with water, add thr juice uf a demon 
and a little sugar, only just enough io give 
interest to the decotion. ami the result is a 
drink that any man will be grateful*for on 
a sweltering flog day.. Pittsburg 1 iispatch,

A CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY.
After reading of preserving fruit by the 

California (’old Process, I got samples,and 
cleared over $5o last week, selling *liree- 
lions, ' People will pay a dollar for idin-c- 
tions gladly when they taste the ifruit, 
which, not being heated or sealed.Hooks 
beautiful and tastes perfectly fn^h. 1 
think this a grand chance to make A hun
dred or two dollars round home; I Lave a 
friend that has made from ten lo twelve 
dollars a day for the past three mpuths, 
selling directions. The cold process being 
so much better, cheaper and healthier than 
canned fruit, every body wants it; you can 
put up a bushel in ten minutes. I will 
mail sample and complete directions to any 
one for 19 two-cent stamps, which is the 
cost of sample, postage, etc. In this way 
I can help vou to start in a good business.

Miss FRANCIS HUBBERTS, 
New Concord, Ohio.

TYPEWRITERS AT THE WORLD’S 
- FAIR.

About two hundred Remington typewrit
ing machines have been secured by ihe Bu
reau of Public Comfort for use during the 
World's Pair. Expert operators will be 
selected by the Remington Company for 
this service. These machines will be 
placed throughout the various buildings, 
and are intended for accommodation of tin- 
general public, tin1 press and Exposition 
uncials. They will be arranged to -write 
English. French, German, Spanish, Rus
sian. Swedish: in fuel, all the languages of 
ihe civilized world.

—-Chicago Herald, August I, 1W.

THE LAND OF SUNSHINE. .
A Unk/ve <gentry where the Skies 

are almost Never Cuhded. whil s 
ti^ air is Cool and Bracing,

LIKE PERPETVAL SPRING.
As an anomalous southern resort, by. 

reason of the fart that th<-reum* may es
cape summer heat no lessthau winter cold. 
New Mexico is rapidly becoming famous. 
Averaging throughout the entire territory 
5.WK) feet in altitude above sea-level, awl 
characterized by dry air whieh, unlike a 
humid atmosphere, is incapable of com
municating heat, the temperature in mid- 
summer remains at a delightfully comfort
able degree through the day, ami at night, 
becomes invariably’ brisk and bracing. The 
sunshine is almost constant, yet the most 
violent, out-of-door exertion may be under
taken without fear of distressful conse
quences. Sunstroke or prostration are ab
solutely unknown there. It is an ideal 
land for a summer outing. Its climate is 
prescribed by reputable physicians as a 
specific for pulmonary complaints, and the 
medicinal Hot Springs al Las Vegas are 
noted for their curative virtues. The most 
sumptuous hotel in the west, the Monte
zuma, is located al these springs. Write 
to J no. .L Byrne. 723 Monadnock Block, 
Chicago, for “The Land of Sunshine,” an 
entertaining and profusely illustrated book 
descriptive of this region, the most pic
turesque and romantic in the United 
States. 2B

Beecham’s Pills an* faithful, friends,

habi.es
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Lights and Shadows 
OK 

SPIRITUALISM.

•‘With all its pains und joys so sttiuiU'jy bhuub'd, 
SUH lib* is sweet; but ah? bow quickly ended;

Oh, could I see the dead!" I rashly said.
Then suddenly’ a figure stood before me—

But not the grim, gaunt, spectre mortals drend 
And whispered, while a nervous awe crept o < r 

me, .
’•Come, I will show the. dead."

Big Bonanza for Agents!
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Calvin. Wishart martyrdom. Witchcraft. Fa- 
mou- accounts of apparltk s. Bunyan. Fox and 

■ . 'Wesley* ■ ■
CHAPTER VII. THE SPIRITUALISM OF CERTAIN 

’ great seers. ” The Reveries of Jacob Behmen." 
Swedenborg's character and teachings. Narratives 
regarding the spiritual gifts. Jung Stilling. His 
unconquerable faith, and the providences accorded 
him. Zschokke, Oberlin, and the Seeress of Pre
vost.

Fart Third.
MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTORY.
CHAPRERII. delusions. American false proph

ets. Two ex-reverends claim to be witnesses fore 
told by St. John. "The New Jerusalem." A 
strange episode in the history of Geneva. “The 
New Motor Power." A society formed for the at- 
talnment of earthly immortality.

CHAPTER UI. delusions (continued). The re 
viva! of Pythagorean drtmms. Allan Hardee's 
communication after death. Fancied evocation of 
the spirit of a Bleeper. Fallacies of Kardecism. 
The Theosophical Society. Its vain quest for 
sylphs and gnomes. Chemical processes for the 
manufacture of spirits. A magician wanted.

CHAPTER IV. Mental diseases little understood.
CHAPTER v. “PBOPLEFROM THE OTHER WORLD." 

A pseudo investigator. Groplngs in the dark. The 
spirit whose name was Yusef. Strange logic and 
strange theories.

CHAPTER VI. SKEPTICS and tests. Mistaken 
Spiritualists. Libels on the Spirit world. The 
whitewashing of Ethiopians.

CHAPTER VII. ABSURDITIES. "When Greek 
meets Greek," The spirit-costume of Oliver Crom
well. Distinguished visitors to Italian seances. A 
servant and prophet of God. Convivial spirits. A 
ghost’s tea-party. A dream of Mary Stuart. The 
ideas of a homicide concerning his own execution. 
An exceedlngly.gifted medium. The Crystal Pal
aces of JupiteA Re-inearnative literature. The 
mission of John King. A penniless archangel. A 
spirit with a taste for diamonds. The most wonder
ful medium to the world.

CHAPTER VIII. TRICKERY AND ITS EXPOSURE 
Dark seances. A letter from Serjeant Cox. ® 
concealment of "spirit-drapery." Rope tying an 
handcuffs. Narrative of exposed touwstBra. V.. 
rious inodes of fraud.

CHAPTER IX. TRICKERY AND TT8 EXPOSURE 
(continued). The passing of matter through mat
ter. “Spirit brought flowers." The ordinary dark 
seance. Variations of "phenomenal" trickery. 
“Spirit Photography.” Moulds of ghostly hands 
and feet. Baron Kirkup’s experience. The read 
ing of sealed letters.

CHAPTER X. THE HIGHER ASPECTS OF SPIRITU- 
- • alism. The theological Heaven. A story regard

ing a coffin. An incident with “L. M.” A London 
drama. "Blackwood's Magarino” and some seances 
in Geneva.

CHAPTER XI. "OUR FATHER.”
CHAPTER XII. THE HIGHER ASPECT OF SPIRIT!’ 

alibm (continued). “Stella."
APPENDIX.

This covers eight pages and was not Included in 
the American edition. It is devoted to a brief ac
count of a young medium who under spirit Influence 
wrote poetry of a high order. Extracts from thesa 
poetic inspirations are given. The appendix i$ 
an interesting and most fitting conclusion of a valu
able book. - ; ■
Thls is the English edition originally published a, 

81.00. It is a large book, equal to 800 pages of the 
average 12mo., and much superior in every way to 
the American edition published some years ago. 
Originally published in 1877, it was in advance of it* 

; time. Events of the past twelve year# have justified 
the work and proven Mr. Home a true prophet, 
guide and adviser tn a field to which his labor, gift*, 
and noble character have given lustre.

8vo., 412 pages. Price, #.00.
“ For sale, wholesale and retail, at Thk Relhiio-
* "' Philosophical Journal Office.

We reached a graveyard, and 1 ptuwd then- 
trembling.

And thought to seen ghostly host assembling.
And hear the tale no living tongue has told;

But no, the phantom led me to the city,
And showed me things that made my blood run 

cold,
And hearts where vibrated no cord of pity.

Far they were turned to gold:
And bresthingttolHns where dead souls were lying,
Somelwsiutpou.s still. Just as they looked alien 

dying;
Some us if life was struggling hard to stay:

And some embalmed, by selfishness kept solely.
Though cold as stones, from crumbling Luh-euy:

And some that noisome vices almost wholly. 
Like worms, had gnawed away;

And same stillborn, entombed in glided muim—.
That never knew whew real life commences.

And never heard soul-music's holy sound.
“Now," said the figure, “pause awhile ami ponder.

The spectres thou would’st see are* erawdhig 
round,

Dead lives are buried hero, and not in yonder 
Sweet graveyard’s hallowed ground,"

—J. T.CHAPMAN, IN Two WolU.fH.

Some have asked me: ’“Why did Mr. 
leecher so persistently decline the title of 
'Doctor of Divinity;'’ " -writes Mrs. Henn 
Ward Beecher in' the July Ladies' Hunte 
•Journal, - "I know no reason except an 
niter aversion to such a* thing as a title to 
his name. If others accepted the Hile it 
was their right, and in addressing them 
M r. Beecher al ways used it. He used to 
say that such prefix titles as judge, gen
eral or doctor designated an individual’s 
duties or calling, and were more of a con
venience than anything else, and in sonv 
cases were almost a necessity. Arid ’’rev
erend’ for a clergyman might be classed in 
that category. But he would laughingly 
say the ‘reverend doctor of divinity’ was 
too much of a good thing for him to be 
burdened with. This title was offered him 
(I cannot now recall how often), but in 
every instance it was declined. His own 
views are expressed in a letter of declina
ture of that title, now beside me, and 
which I copy:”

Peekskill, Aug. 21, I860.-—To the Pres
ident and Board of Trustees of Amherst 
College. Gentlemen: I have been duly 
notified that at the last meeting of the 
Board of Trustees the title of D. D. was 
conferred upon me,

Il would certainly give me pleasure 
should any respectable institution bear 
such a testimony of -good will, but that. 
Amherst College, my own mother, should 
so kindly remember a son, is a peculiar 
gratification. But all the use of such a 
title ends with the public expression. If 
the wish to confer it be accepted, for the 
rest it would be but an incumbrance and 
furnish an address by no means agreeable 
to my taste. I greatly prefer the simplicity 
of that which my mother uttered over me 
in the holy hour of infant consecration and 
baptism.

May I be permitted, without seeming to 
undervalue your kindness or disesteeming 
the honor meant, to return it to your hands, 
that I may to the end of my life be. as thus 
far I have been, simply

Henry Ward Beecher.

Every Testimonial in behalf vf Hood's 
Sarsaparilla will bear the closest investiga
tion. No matter where it may be from, it 
is as reliable and worthy your confidence 
as if it came from your most respected 
neighbor. __________

Ilog’s Pills cure Sick Headaclm.

“DON’T TOBACCO SPIT YOUR LIFE 
AWAY”

Is the startling, truthful title of a Hille 
book just received, telling all about Noto- 
bac, the wonderful, harmless, economical, 
guaranteed cure for the tobacco habit in 
every form. Tobacco users who want to 
quit and c^iVt, by mentioning The Re- 
ligio-Philosophical Journal can get 
the book mailed free. Address THE 
STERLING REMEDY CO., Box «51, 
Indiana Mineral Springs, Ind.

“Mrs. Winslow’s Booming Syrup for Chil
dren Teething,” softens the gums, educes inSkn 
mation, allavs pain, cures wind colic. 96 oeaU * 
will’ .

Magnetic Penholder,
The intern, and moat wonderful novelty of the century. Basils like wildfire. Everybody want# “-a for the 
following reasons;

It does not tire the hand like other penholders do.
it prevent* writer*’ CRAMP,
It I# the handsomest penholder ever made.
It Is made of nickel, ateel and celluloid In shape of a goose quill.
tt makes one of the finest paper-cutter* you ever saw.
"Asa seller lixoo ahead of anything you ever heard of. It is a perfect beauty, and you can sell It any

where. Agents, are yon in It? If so, strike while the iron 1* hot, and make bushels of "cold, hard cash." 
Thia novelty has just been placed on the market and will have an eunnnmw sale. The first In the field 
secures the cream. Den t miss this opportunity, as it means money to you. Send your order at once 
Don't delay. Sample by mall. 25c; three samples by mail, 50c: 1 down by mall, >1.50.

Address all orders to

PRAIRIE CITY NOVELTY CO., 45 E. Randolph St., Chicago, Illinois.

ETHIOAL RELIGION. ®E SOUL.
BY WILLIAM M, SALTER.

R-SIUFST LKlTURKR OF THE CHICAGO SiiriKTY FO ' 
F.THU’AL CULTI'IIIL

CONTENTS.
Elbl ni Religion; The Ideal Element in Morality; 

What Im st Moral Action. Is (heron Higher Law? Is 
there anything Absolute about Morality* Darwin
ism tn Ethics; The Social Ideal; The Kights uf 
labor; Personal Morality; On some Features of the 
Ethics of Jenns; Does the Ethics of Jesus satisfy the 
Needs of our Time? Good Friday from a Modern 
standpoint ; The Success and Failure of Protestant- 
tsm: Why rnltarinnlsm Falls to Satisfy: The Basts 
of the Ethical Movement; The Supremacy of Ethics; 
The True Basis of Religious Union.

C PINIONS.
W. D. Howell s, in Haw> JlontMj: “Where It 

denis with civic, social, personal duty, Mr. Salter's 
bowk Is consoling and inspiring."

Notion; “Mr. Salter appears as a distinctly im
pressive and attractive personality, modest, cour
ageous, simple-minded, generous and earnest."

^lOiyre^atvoialM' "Mr. Salter Is so radical that 
prnbn'.iy only a few, even among advanced Uni
tarians, agree with him. Yet he Isao plainly desirous 
of finding the truth, and so free from any intentional 
irreverence th ait conservative Evangelical believers 
hardly will object to hts spirit."

Thk rkligio-Philosophical Journal; “A few 
of the lectures give to the theoretical side of Im
portant problems careful consideration and deep 
thought, while they all present the author’s views, 
though sometimes fragmentarlly, In a scholarly and 
attractive manner. Mr. Salter's philosophic and re
ligious position is evidently agnostic, with a strong 
leaning toward theism and immortality of the soul, 
at least for a morally select portion o* humanity. In 
hlaconception of Spiritualism is prominent Dose 
aspects of it which offend his refined taste, and it is 
not strange f trefore that he fails to appreciate thir 
system of nought as understood and expounded b. 
Its representative thinkers. When Mr Salter comes 
to understand Spiritualism through study and In
vestigation instead of, as now, chiefly through the 
interpretation of its opposing critics, he will find to 
hts astonishment, may be, that Its ethics ant his are 
nearly identical.”

Cloth. 832 pages. Price, II .50.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religiu- 

Philumophical Journal Office.

GUES B. STEBBIHS'S WORKS.
After Dogmatic Theology, What?
HIATERIALISM, OR A SPIRITUAL PHILOSO

PHY AND NATURAL .RELIGION.

UV GILES H. STKHH1NS.

“Physiology reduces man to a jelly; Psychology 
lifts him to immortality."

This Is a thoughtful, crisp, well condensed book, 
from the pen uf an experienced thinker and writer, 
well-known in every field of reform, and an earnest, 
consistent BpiritusUst. From out hts ample store of 
experience and reading the author aptly draws innu
merable illustrations to fortify his argument. The 
book may be unqualifiedly commended.

“It alms to state Materialism fairly, and to hold it 
as fragmentary and inconsequent; to give a wide 
range of ancient and modern proof of the higher as
pects of the God Idea in h Istory. The closing chapter 
on Intuition, gives some remarkable facts.”—Detroit 
Post and Tribune.

ISmo, cloth, 1« pages. Price 50 cents; postage, - 
cents

Progress From Poverty.
A Review and Criticism of Henry George’s Pro

gress and Poverty, and Protection or Free Trade.
“it would be hard to make a more effective reply «o 

Mr. George's assertion that land and wage servitude 
1s worse than chattel sis very than is done by quot
ing from slave overseer journals brought north dur
ing the war, and from old advertisements in Southern 
newspapers, showing what chattel slavery actually 
vas.’~New York Tribune.

Price, cloth, 60 cents; paper, 25 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Thk Rei.igio- 

Philosophical Journal Office.

BY ALEXANDER WILDER.

Pi mphlet form, price 15 cents.
? Fur sale, wholesale and retail, at The Relkiio- 
Philomiphical Journal office.

Watseka Wonder!
A NARRATIVE OF STARTLING PHENOMENA 

‘ OCCURRING IN THE CASE OF

MARY.LURANCY VENNUM.
BY DIL. K. W. STRVENS,

Thia well attested account of spirit present 
created a wide-spread sensation when first published 
In the Religlo-Philosophieal Journal. Over fifty 
thousand copies were circulated, including the Jour
nal's publication and the pamphlet editions, but the 
demand still continues.

To those familiar with the marvellous story, it Is
NO WONDER '

the Interest continues, for in it on indubitable testi
mony may be learned how a young girl was

SAVED FROM THE MAD HOUSE,
by the direct assistance of Spirits, through the intelli
gent interference of Spiritualists, and after months 
of almost continuous spirit control und medics! 
treatment by Dr. Stevens, was restored to perfect 
health, to the profound astonishment of all. So far 
transcending in some respect, all other recorded 
cases of a similar character, this by common acclaim 
came to be known as

THE WATSEKA WONDER.
TYrre it not that the history of the case is authenti

cated beyond all cavil or possibility of doubt, it would 
be considered by those unfamiliar with the facts of 
Spiritualism as a skillfully prepared work of fiction. 
As. ■

A MISSIONARY DOCUMENT.
for general distribution, it is unequalled; and for 
this purpose should be distributed industriously, 
generously, persistently far and near.

The present issue is a superior edition from new ste
reotype plates, printed on a fine quality of toned pa
per, and protected by •"laid” paper covers of the . 
newest patterns.

The publisher has taken advantage of the necessity 
for new plates, and with the courteous permission of 
Harper Brothers, incorporated with the case of 
Lurancy Vennum one from Harper's Magazine for 
May, I860, entitled

Psychical and PhysWsychologieal Studies,

MARY REYNOLDS,
A CASE OF

Double Consciousness,
This case is frequently referred to by medical au

thorities, and Mr. Epes Sargent makea reference to 
it In that invaluable, standard work, Ths Scientific 
Hasis of Spiritualism, his latest’Und best effort. The 
case of Mary Reynolds does not equal that of Lu
rancy Vennum. but Is nevertheless a valuable ad
dition. The two narrations make a

SIXTY-PAGE PAMPHLET.
Price, J5 cents per copy.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Religio- 

Philosophival Journal Office.
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A VALUABLE LIST OF BOOKS FOR 
SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

The best works by the most popular 
writers are embraced in this list, 
and now is the time to order. Where 
science is sought for, what is better than 
the works of William Benton? The Soul 
of Things, Our Planet, Is Darwin Right? 
and Radical Discourses.

The Light of Egypt, or The Science of 
the Soul and the Stars. This work has a 
definite purpose, namely, to explain the 
true Spiritual connection between God and 
Man, and the Soul and the Stars.

A new edition of Psychometry by Prof. 
J. Rodes Buthanan. ami The Newliducca- 
tion by the. sank* author.

In the line 0/ poetry are Lizzie Doten’s 
Poems of Progress and Poems Inner Life. 
Barlow’s Voices, ami Immortality Inherent 
in N"lure, . Angel Whisperings for the 
Searchers after Truth, by Hattie J. Ray. 
Consolation by A. P. Miller. Radical 
Rhymes by William Denton, and Poems 
from the Life Beyond and Within com
oiled by Giles B. Stebbins.

Outside the Gates and other tales and 
sketches by a band of spirit intelligences, 
hrough the mediumship of Mary Theresa 

Shelhamer.
The Records of a Ministering Angel by 

Mary Clark.
Beyond the Gates by Miss Phelps is a 

combination of the literary and spirittieBv, 
This popular author has for one of her 
latest works Between the Gates, a continu
ation of her delicate style.

Heaven Revised, a narrative of personal 
experiences after the change called Death 
by Mrs. E. B. Duffey.

Mrs. M. M. King's inspirational works. 
Principles of Nature, and Real Life in the 
Spirit world.

Wolfe’s Startling Facts in Modern 
Spiritualism needs no commendation.

The Way, The Truth and the Life, a 
hand-book of Christian Theosophy; Heal
ing and Psychic culture, a new education, 
based upon the idea and method of the 
ChristbyJ. II. Dewey. M, D. AlsoThe Path
way of the Spirit. A guide to Inspiration, 
Illumination and Divine Realization on 
Earth.

From over the Border, or Light on the 
Normal Life of man by Benj. G. Smith.

Transcendental Physics, being an ac
count of experimental investigations of 
Prof. Zollner with the medium Henry 
Slade.

Scientific Religion by Laurence Oliphant. 
An exposition showing the higher possibil
ities of life and practice through the 
operation of natural forces.

Lights and Shadows of Spiritualism by 
D. D. Home. This work was originally 
publisheain England in 1877, and was in 
advance of its time. Events of the past 
few years have justified the work an^ 
proven Mr. Hume a true prophet, guide 
and adviser in a field to which his labor, 
gifts and noble character have given lustre.

The complete works of A. J. Davis.
Dr. Babbitt The Philosophy of Cure, 

and- Religion.
Epes Sargent The Scientific Basis of 

Spiritualism, which should be in the 
library of all investigators and thinkers, 
also Proof Palpable.

Unanswerable Logic, a series of Spiritual 
Discourses, given through the medium
ship of Thomas Gales Forster. *

The Pioneers of the Spiritual Reforma
tion, being the life and work of Dr. 
justinqs Kerner, and William Howitt.

The Mystery of the Ages contained in 
the Secret Doctrine of all Religions by 
Countess Caithness, also A Visit to Holy- 
riod, being an account of the Countess’ 
visit to this famous castle.

Spirit Workers in the Home Circle is an 
Autobiographic Narrative of psychic phe
nomena in family daily life, extending 
over a period of twenty years by Morel! 
Theobald, F. C. A.

Rev. E. P. Powell has issued a valuable 
work entitled Our Heredity from God.

Space forbids further mention, but any 
and all books in the market can b e orderc 
through this office.

Partial price list of books for sale, post
paid: Poems of Progress, plain, $1.1 O’, 
gilt, $1.60; Poems Inner Life, plain, $1.10, 
gilt, $1.60; The Voices, $1.10;’ Start
ling Facts in Modern Spiritualism, $2.25* 
Psychometry, $2.16; The. New Education 
$1.60; The Principles of Nature, 3 vols., 
$1.50 per vol.;. Real Life in the Spirit- 
<orld, 83 cents; Th'* complete works of A. 
J. Davis, $30.00; Religion, Babbitt, $1.60; 
The Scientific Basis of Spiritualism, $1.60; 
Proof Palpable, cloth. $1.00; A Kiss for a 
Blow, a book for children, 70 cents; Vital 
Magnetic Cure, $1.08; Animal Magnetism 
Deleuze, $2.15; Diegesis, $2.16 Future 
Life, $L60; Home, a volume Poems,

$1.60; Heroines of Free Thought, $1.75; 
Pioneers of the Spiritual Reformation, 
$2,65; Nature’s Divine Revelations, $3.75; 
Transcendental Physics, 75 cents; Records 
of a Ministering Angel, $1.10; Mind Read
ing and Beyond, $1.35; Primitive Mind 
Cure, $1.60; Divine Law of Cure. $1.60; 
Immortality, Barlow, 60 cents; Stories for 
Our Children, 25 cents; Our Planet, 81.00; 
The Soul of Things, 3 vols., $1.00 each; 
Radical Discourses, $1.33; Outside the 
Gates, $1.25; ThoWay, the Truth and the 
Life, $2.00; The Pathway of the Spirit, 
cloth, $1.25, paper, 75 cents; D. D. Home, 
His Life and Mission, plain, $2.00, gilt, 
$2.25; Lights and Shadows of Spiritualism, 
$2.00; Unanswerable Logic, $1.60; The 
Mystery of the Ages, $2.70; A Visit to 
Holyrood, $1.60; Spirit Workers in the 
Home Circle, $1,60; Onr Heredity from 
God, $1.75; Spirits .Book, Kurdec, $1.60; 
Beyond the Gates, $1.35; Between the 
Gates, $1.35; The Light of Egypt, $3.00; 
Angel Whisperings, plain, $1.50, gilt, $2.00; 
Heaven Revised, 25 gents; From over the 
Border. $1.00; Scientific Religion, $2.50; Is 
Darwin Right? $1,05; Radical Rhymes, 
$1.30; Consolation, and other Poems, $1.00; 
Poems from the Life Beyond and Within, 
$1.60; Logic Taught by Love, 81.00; Light 
on the Path, cloth, 40 Cents, paper, 25 
cents; Book on Mediums, Kardec, $1.60.

Upward Steps
<>F

Seventy Years.
7i uTORioanAPiir^ it wan a phw 

WSTOllW.

GROWTH OF REFORMS ANTLHLAVEBy/eTC 
- THE WORLD’S BEEPERS ANU LIGHT- 

BRINGERS SPIRITUALISM PSY
CH KJ RESEARCH -RELIG

IOUS OUTLOOK - COM
ING REFORMS.

—BY—

GILES B. STEBBINS,
Editor and Compiler of “Chapters from the HIM* 

the Ages,” and “Poems of the Lift Keyond”; 
Author of “After Dogmatic Theology, 
j WhatV'et*.t etc.

CONTENTS.
Dedicatory Introduction,

CHAPTER I.“Ancestry; Childhood; Youth; Birth 
place; Springfield, Mm; Hatfield; Home Life 
Oliver Smith; Sophia Smith; Self-Help.

CHAPTER H.—Old Time Good and UI; Religious 
Growth; Reforms; Temperance.

CHAPTER HI.— Transcendentalism; Brook Farm; 
Hopedale; Northampton; Samuel L. Hill; w. E. 
Channing; Pierpont; Theodore Parker.

CHAPTER IV.—Anti-Slavery; Garrison; “The Fleas 
of Conventions;" Personal Incidents IL C. 
Wright; C, L. Remond; George Thompson; Gerritt 
Smith; Abby Kelley Foster; Abigail and Lydia 
Mott; Abigail P. Ela; Josephine L. Griffin.

CHAPTER V.—The Friends; Quakerism; Griffith 
M. Cooper; John and Hannan Cox; A Golden 
Wedding; Experiences of Priscilla CadwalMer; 
Lucretia Mott; McClintock; J. T. Hopper; Thomas 
Garrett; Richard Glaxler; Progressive Friends 
Meetings.

CHAPTER VL—The World’s Helpers and Light 
Bringers; John D. Zimmerman; W 8. Prentiss; 
Wm Denton; E. B. Ward; Emily Ward; Benjamin 
F. Wade; H. C. Carey: Home Industry; Education, 
Scientific, Industrial, and Moral; ‘’Religion of the 
Body;" JugolArinori Mort; Peary Chand Mlltrs; 
President Grantand Sojourner Truth;JohnBrown; 
Helpful Influences; Great Awakenings.

CHAPTER VII. Spiritualism; Natural Religion; 
Experiences and Investigations; Blate Writing 
Spirits Described; Piano Music without Handa; A 
Fact Beyond Mind Reading; Lifted tn the Air; 
Spirit Portraits; A Michigan Pioneer’s Experience; 
looking Beyond; Future Life; Natural Medium
ship; Illumination; Blind Inductive Science.

CHAPTER VIH.—Psychic Science Research; The 
Spiritual Body; Painless Surgery; Psychometry, 
Inspired experiences; George Eliot; Helen Hunt 
Jackson; Prof. Stowe; Mrs. 11. B. Stowe; Savona
rola; Rev. H. W. Bellows; Dinah Mulock Craik; 
A Simple Michigan Malden; Linde Doten; Reading 
German Philosophy; Record of an Hour’s Expe
rience.

CHAPTER IX.—Religious Outlook; Coming Re
forms; A New-Protestantism; Woman tn the Pul
pit; Rev. Horace Bushnell’s “DeepMatters"; Rad
icalism; Ethical Culture; Liberal Christianity; A 
Needed Heaven; Two Paths; Future Religion; 
Coming'.Reforms; Conclusion.
Price. ciothlboundJI.R.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Uki.ighi- 

PHH OM<H*H!<’AL JOURNAL Office.

Herbert Spencer s
SYNTHETIC PHILOSOPHY.

By B, F. UNDERWOOD. *
An essay read before the Brooklyn Ethlenl Associ

ation, with report of a discussion of the essay, A 
pamphlet of 121 pages.

“A very able and satisfactory exposition of the 
synthetic philosophy." Dr. R.G. Kreils.

"One of the most candid and able expositions o 
philosophic truth to which this association has over 
istened.’- JoHN A.Taylor.
Prt ce, 10cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at Tills RM.uau- 

PHii.<>Mt>iuncAi. Journal omce.

“The Denton.”
A Great Premium.

A #40 SEWING MACHINE A ND THE KE- 
MIHO PHILOSOPHICAL JOUR

NAL ONE YEAR FOR #30.

Points ot Superiority
OF THE

•“DENTON”!^
Sa wi ng M a chi n o• 

"THE DENTON" h;c« they:tX<*sl design of bent 

woodwork; with skehdnjHlrawer eases. made in both 
walnut and oak. highly finished and the most dur- 
nEt* made.

The st.-H>d Is rigid ami strong, having brace from 
over each end «dtjeudh* rod to table, luma large bal- 
nm o wheel with belt rejduerr, andjn very easy 
motion of trondie.

The lowt Is free Cmm plate tension*, the {machine 
is so set that wit hout any change of upper or lower 
tension you can sew from No. 40 to No, 150 thread, 
and hy a very slight change of disc tension on face 
jdate. you ran sew from the coarsest,to the finest 
thread. It has a self-setting needle and loose pully 
device on band wheel tor winding bobbins without 
running the machine; has nutumatIe bobbin winder, 
self-threading shuttle with positive feed and positive 
take-up. The finest work, Artiwene, Embroidery. 
Etching,or any work done on any other machine, 
ran easily lu> accomplished on this one. It is adjust
able in all Its bearings, ami has less springs than any 
other t.ewlng marblHc on the market. It is the
quickest to thread, being self-threading, except the 
eye of the needle. It is the easiest machine in 
changing length of stitch, and Is very quiet and easy 
running. Is a high arm machine, which allows of a 
very large space under arm.

Attachments Accompanying Each Machine
ARE AS FOLLOWS:

tine Knitter, with Mhirrcr 
One Set of 4 Hemmers, 
One Binder, 
One Presser Foot.
One Hemmer and Feller, 
One Braider Foot, 
One Tucker, 
One Quilter, 
One Plate Gunge, 
One Slide for Braider, 
One oil Can (with OIL, 
One Thread Cutter.

1 lnte i Attachments In 
J bracket are alt 
: interchangeable 
| Into lout on 
j presser bar.

Six Bobbins,
Seven Needles,
One luirge Screw Driver, 
one Small Screw Driver. 
Oue Wrench.
One Instruction Book.

warranty.
Every machine, is fully warranted for five years 

Any part proving defective will he rephined free of 
charge, excepting needles, bobbins and shuttles.

TERMS, 
I.

Any obi wnlwtrihprwnibeentlthMni "The Deuton' 
machine and one year's ex tension of sulwriptbtn to 
Tug .htPKNAMui payment«>f I2IJ.

II.
Any new suhsbrihor will receive "The Denton' 

murblneuiid Tiik Journal for one year mi pay
ment <»t EU.

For $15 l will send The Jouiinal one rear to 
thirty pew subscribers, and "The Demon 'lu the 
getter-np «»f the eluli; nml 1 will also semi to cm-h 
member of the club a, copy of Dr Crowell's • Spirit 
World." N. B.- This proposal forchibsseeures $145 
for $75. nnd those proposing to canvass fur such a 
club must notify me at once, as 1 reserve the right 
to withdraw the offer, only holding myself obligated 
to such as have notified me that they are at work on 
It-

SHIPPING.
Every machine will he securely packed amt crated 

and delivered on board car at factory free of extra 
charge. The transportation charges, to be paid on 
delivery by the buyer, will be very small; the erated 
machine going as ordinary freight.

“The Denton1' Is manufactured exclusively for the 
KKLKOo-PnH.iiMopniVALJouKNAL and is equal In 
nil particulars to any $40 machine on the market.

REMITTANCES.
Mem! money by I*. O. order, express order, or draft 

on Chicago or New York. Piease do not send checks 
on local hanks.

Stale whether you wilt have the machine in oak or 
walnut,

Address
The RrIlgIo'i’hil<>M«»pbi<*Hl Jourmti, Chicago

GURFLAG,
OR THE EVOLUTION OF

The Stars and Stripes;
—BY—

ROBERT AL®' CAMPBELL,
Compiler of the first Atlas of Indiana, author of “The 

Rebellion Record," etc.
This work as a history of the "Stars and Stripes," 

gives the facts that are recorded in official docu
ments, the Histories of the Country and the Cyclo
pedias so succinctly and interestingly arranged that 
the whole story is told in a moderate volume.

The symbolic meanings of the colors and the de
signs of the “Star Spang ed Banner" are beautifully 
brought out and embellished with 29 Illustrations— 
three of them In colors showing Foreign, Colonial 
and United states ensigns.

Price. 11,1X1, postpaid,
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Relhoo- 

Pnil.OSOPUU AI. ,J<U RX I^ltlivt',

Works of Instruction in

HYPNOTISM, 
MESMERISM, AND 

ANIMAL MAGNETISM-
How to Mesmerize. By J. W. Cadwell a practi

cal and experienced operator. Paper covers. Price 
5i» cents.

How to Magnetize, or MagiietiKin and 
Clairvoyance.: Ry j, V. Wilson. Paper covers. 
Price 25 cents.

How to Mesmerize. Amainml. Ry J. Coates, 
Ph. D. Paper covers. Prive 50 cents.

The Illustrate J Practical Mesmerist. Hy 
W. Davy. Stiff board covers. Price 15 cents.

Human Magnetism: Ils Nature, Physi
ology ami Psychology, its uses as a remedial 
agent, ai d in moral ami intellectual improvement, 
etc, By Dr. H. S. Drayton, Cloth. Price 75 cents.

Hypnotism: Its History ami Present De
velopment, By Frederick Bjornstrom. M. I). Au
thorized translation from the Swedish, by Baron 
Nils Posse. M. G. Paper Covers. Price .“.0 cents.

Animal Magnetism. By Binet and Fere, Cloth. 
Price fl .50, postage Io cents.

Practical Instruct ions in Animal Magne
tism. ,J. i*. F. Deleuze. Revised edition with an 
appendix of notes by the translator, and letters 
from eminent physicians, descriptive of cases in 
the United states. Cloth. Price $2.1X1. Postage 15 
cents.

.’Vital Magnetic Cure. An exposition of vital 
magnetism and its application to the treatment of 
mental and physical disease. By a magnetic physi
cian. Cloth. Price J.On. postage 10 cents.

Mental Suggestion. By Dr. J. Oehorowiez. 
Sometime Professor extraordnarlus of Psychology 
andNatureh pllusophy in Hie University of Lem- 
burg. With a preface by Charles Rtehet.

Translated from the French by .1. Fitzgerald M. A- 
-l»n octavo pages. Paper covers $1.20. Cloth $2.00

For sale, wholesale ami retail, nt The Religio- 
Philoxopioual Journal office.

PLANGHRTTR.
The Scientific Planchette.

Improved from the Original 
Pattern of 1860.

Many devices and Instruments have been Invented 
since Planchette first appeared but none of them 
haveever answered the purpose so well.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE. .
Place Planchette on a sheet of paper (printing or 

wrapping paper will answer!, then place the hand 
lightly on the hoard; in a few minutes it begins to 
move and is ready to answer mental or spoken ques
tions. It will not work for everybody; but when a 
party of turee or four come together it is almost cer
tain that some one of the number will have the- 
peculiar power necessary to enable Planchette to- 
display its mysterious workings. If one be unsuc
cessful let two try it together.

That Planchette Is capable of affording constant 
entertainment is well established by thirty years’ 
use. nor is It less likely to afford Instruction. In
numerable cases are of record where IL has been the 
means of conveying messages from spirits to mor
tals. Planchette offers a wide and never ending 
field for speculation and experiment.

Price, <5 cents. Went by mail packed In straw
board box free of postage.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at Tin: Religiu- 
Phh.osuphh'ai. Journal office.
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The ISeisiiet! of The Soul and The Stars

IN TWO PARTS.

BY AN INITIATE.

Finely Illustrated with Eight Full-page 
Engravings.

American Branch.-

THIS 
iiiili^

It is claimed that this book is not a mere complin 
tlon, but thoroughly original.

It Is believed to contain Information upon the most 
vital points of Occultism and Theosophy that cannot 
be obtained elsewhere.

It claims to fully reveal the most recondite mys
teries of man upon every plane of his existence, 
both here and hereafter, In such plain, simple lan
guage that a child can almost understand it.

The secrets and occult mysteries of Astrology are 
revealed amt explained for the tirst time, it Is 
affirmed, since the days of Egyptian Hieroglyphics.

An effort is made to show that the Science of the 
Soul and the Science of the St^ra are the twin mys
teries which comprise TH® onk GRAND SeikNCR or 
Jars.

The following are among the claims made for the 
work by Its friends;

To the spiritual Investigator thia book is Indis- 
pensible.

* To the medium it reveals knowledge beyond all 
earthly price, and will prove a real truth, “a guide 
philosopher and friend.'1

To the Occultist it will supply the mystic key for 
which he lias been ao long earnestly seeking.

To the Astrologer It will become a "<KHm revela 
tianof Science”

OPINIONS OF PRESS AND PEOPLE,
“A noble, philosophical and 'instructive work.”— 

Mrs. Hmtuu Hardinge Written.
“ A work of remarkable ability and interest.”—Dr 

X IL Buchanan.
“A remarkably concise, clear and forcibly inter 

esting work........ ..It is more clear und intelligible 
than any other work on like subjects.”- Mr. J. J. 
Morse.

“A careful reading of Ths Light of Eg vet dis
covers the beginning of a new sect In Occultism, 
which will oppose the grafting on Western Occultists 
the subtle delusive dogmas of Karma and Reincarna
tion.’—New Fork Times.

"It is a volume likely to attract wide attention from 
that class of scholars interested in mystical science 
and occult forces. But it is written in such plain and 
simple style as to be within the easy comprehension 
...........of any cultivated scholarly reader.”—The CAL 
cago Daily Inter Ocean.

“However recondite his book the author certainly 
presents a theory of first causes which is well fitted 
to challenge the thoughtful reader's attention and to 
excite much reflection.”—Hurt/wi Daily Times.

“Considered as an exposition of Occultism, or the 
philosophy of the Orient from a Western standpoint 
this is a remarkable production...........  The philosophy 
of the book Is. perhaps, as profound as any yet at 
tempted, and so far reaching in its scope as to take 
Jm about all that relates to the divine ego-man in its 
manifold relations to time and eternity—the past, 
present and future.''— The Daily Tribune (Sait Lake

"This work, the result of years of research and 
study, will undoubtedly create a profound sensation 
throughout the philosophic world."—The Detroit 
Commercial Advertiser.

“It la an Occult work but not a Theosophical one. 
........ It is a book entirely new in its scope, and must 
excite wide attention.'’- The Kansas City Journal.

“The book is highly interesting and very ably 
written, and it comes at an opportune time toelim 
inate from the “Wisdom Religion" reincarnation* 
and other unphllosophlcal superstitions of the other
wise beautiful structure of Theosophy.”— Kansas 
Herald.

“What will particularly commend the book to many 
In this country is that it Is the first successful at
tempt to make the truths of Theosophy plain and 
clear to any mv not a special student, and that it lays 
uare the frauds of the Blavatsky school.”—San Fran 
tnsen Chronicle.

Beautifully printed and illustrated on paper manu 
factored for this special purpose, with Illuminate 
and extra heavy cloth binding. Price. $3.00.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at Tun Rkmgio 
Phi gosophica i.jot - r x a i, < iffiee. -

Poems of ihe Life ReyW and Within.
Voices from many lands and centuries saying, “Man 

thou shalt never die,"
EDITED AND COMPILED BY G. B. STEBBINS.
“It begins with old Hindoo poems and will be of 

interest, notoniy to Spiritualists, but to all who love 
the quickening of the best poetry " Syracvhk 
Stan OARo.

“Clear type and tinted paper make lit setting for 
its rich contents.”-- Rochkhtkk Union,

“The world will thank Mr. Stebbins for his work 
long after he is gone.”- J am eh <4. Clark, SiNGKK ani> Poet.

Price, 11.50, mailed free of postage.
For sale, wholesale ami retail, nt The RKMghi- 

PHH.OSOPHK'AI. .hH’RN Ai,Office.

THE

PATHWAY OF THE SPIRIT.
A guide ta Inspiration, Illumination and Divine 

Realization on Earttj.
BY JOHN HAMLIN DEWEY, M. D.

This work is Number 2 of the Christian Theosophy 
Berles and is having a large and rapid sale.

Price*, cloth bound. $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
For sale, who ale and retail, at The Kemgio- 

Philosuphica ournai. office.

The Society for Psychical research is engaged in 
the investigation of the phenomena of Thought 
transferenoe.Clalrvoyance. Apparitions and Haunted 
Houses. Spiritualistic Phenomena, etc., and evidence 
in connection with these different groups of phenom
ena Is published from time to time in the s. P, It. 
Journal and Proceedings, to which associate mem
bers (dues $6.00 per annum) are entitled.

Persons who have had psychical experiences of any 
kind are earnestly requested to communicate them 
directly to the Secretary of the American Branch, 
or to the editor of Tax itti.Kno-pHii.oBoPHic.Ab. 
Journal. with as much corroborative testimony 
as possible; and a special appeal is made to those 
who have had experiences Justifying the spiritual 
istlc belief.

Applicants for Membership In the Society should 
address the Secretary. The Branch is much In need 
of funds for the further prosecution of its work, and 
pecuniary assistance will be gratefully welcomed

Information concerning the Society can be obtained 
from ■

RICHARD HODGSON, LL.D.
Secretary for America, 

5 Boyle on Place, Boston, Mans.

A Course of Lessons for Less Than lets Per 
Lesson.

50c. A New and Important Work. 50c.
I>y the Author of '-'The if/hi of E^pt."
A work that no Mental Healer, Christian Scientist 

or Magnetic Physician can afford tn he without. If 
they would become the real masters of their pro
fession In the study of man and the healing ar 
divine.

The Language of the Stars.
A PRIMARY GURSE OF LESSONS IN CELES

TIAL DYNAMICS.
This important primary work is the tirst practical 

exposition of the Astro-Magnetic forces of nature 
in their relation to man that ha# yet been Issued by 
the American press.

It contains 14 special lessons, embracing each 
department <»f human life In such plain simple 
language, that a child can understand the elemen 
tary principles laid down. And in addition to these 
lesson* there han Appendix, containing a full ex 
planation of all technical und scientific terms In 
general use upon the subject, thus forming a brief, 
yet practical Astro Dictionary.

The work is illustrated with special plates.

Price, Only 50 cts., Post 
Free.

Address: Antro Philosophical Pub. C«>, F 
O. Box 2'83, Denver, Col,

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN 
A SPIRITUALIST ?

--- OK----

Curious Revelations From the 
Life of a Trance Medium.

By Mrs. Nettie Colburn Maynard.

Illustrated with portraits, and a frontispiece of 
Lincoln from Carpenter's celebrated painting.

In this narrative Mrs. Maynard tells of her early 
life, and the discovery of her mediumship, and 
brings her career down to the time of going to Wash
ington. Beginning with chapter VH.,Mra, Maynard 
recounts her first meeting and seance with Crest- 
dent Lincoln and follows it up with accounts of 
further seances at which Lincoln was present, in
cluding some at the White House. *

"I believe that Mr. Lincoln was satisfied and con
vinced that the communications he received through 
me were wholly independent of my volition,” writes 
Mrs.Maynard (page 31).

Lincoln is quoted as saying: “I am not prepared to 
describe the intelligence that controls this young 
girl's organism. She certainly could havq no knowl 
edge of the facts communicated to me.”

Mrs. Maynard tells a plain, straightforward story 
and fortifies It with witnesses. That she did hold 
seances for Mr. Llnco’n, and that he was strongly 
impressed by what he saw and heard no intelligent 
purpose can deubt, after reading this book. The 
publisher declares that he has not spared care, re
search or expense in verifying Mrs, Maynard's 
story before publishing the book: and he publicly 
declares that he “stakes his reputation on the valid
ity of its contents.”

Cloth-bound, 2tU pages. Price, $1.50.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Heehho- 

Puuajisopkical Journal Office. •

The most unique and practical article of the kind made 
can be fastened anywhere. Made of steel, finely plated; will 
last a life-time, can not get out of order and is both useful and 
ornamental. Arms not in use, by simply lifting up, are put 
completely out of the way. Agents sell from 1 to 5 at every 
house. Ladies buy by tho dozen, artistically ornamenting 
them with ribbon, etc., and presenting them to their friends, 
making the most useful, ornamental present imaginable. The 
best selling article out this season. One little boy sold 4 
dozen in one day. The following is a clipping taken from the 
review column of the “Agents Review,” of Ravenswood, Ill., 
regarding this useful article:

“Their ornamental towel rack is a little specialty which 
ought to sell well. It is a beautiful little article, finely nickle- 
plated, and as it folds up very neatly when not in use is an 
ornament to any room in the house. The low price coupled 
with the merits of this article insures for it a large sale, and it 
is an article which an agent will find to his or her advantage

Sample by mail, 25c. One dozen by Express, $1.50.
Address all orders and make all remittances ^inyaldt-. to

PRAIRIE CITY NOVELTY CO., 45 Randolph sreet, Chicago. ILL.

Signs of the Times
From the Standpoint of a Scientist.

AN Awmsw Delivered at the FlIWTMKTIlo 
DINT CHURCH UNDER THE AtWK'ENor THE 

WESTERN SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL 
RESEARCH,

Prof. Elliott Cours, M. h, 
Member of the National Academy of Sciences of 
tho London Society for Psychical Research, etc,, etc.

CONTENTS.
The Woman Question. The Nares, or Cycle of six 

Hundred Years. The International Congress of 
Women. The Opinions of a Scientist. “Substan
tially True as Alleged” Phenomenal Spiritualism. 
Experiment# with a Table. Test Conditions. The 
One thing Indispensable The Spiritualistic or the 
Thsowuhlc Explanation? Animal Magnetism and 
its dangers. The Great Power of the Magnotlver. 
Magnetism the Pass Key to Psychic science. The 
Biogen Theory. The Astral Body. The Better Way. 
Natural Magic. The Outlook. And an invaluable 
stmulantand guide I# the Novice in the Stithy of 
the Occult as well as a most

EXCELLENT MISSIONARY* DOCUMENT.
Pamphlet. Price 15 ce One Hundred Copies, 

#10, Fifty copies, $0; Twenty-fivecopies$8,25. Special 
discount on order# for five Hundred Copies.

For sale, wholesale and retail, at Tur. Religio- 
PHILo^ll’HICAI. JOURNAL office.

An Admirable Story.
BARS AND THRESHOLDS.

By MRS. EMMA MINER.
This story Is full of Interest and spiritual philoso

phy. Its author is a tine inspirational writer and 
medium. When published as a newspaper serial it 
created much intere and the demand has been such 
as to warrant pitting It In book form. Every Spirit
ualist and every liberal thinker will enjoy the story. 

Paper covers. 210 pp. Price 50 cents.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at The Relhoo- 

PHH UHOI'HW'At JOl'RN AT. Office

THE BIOGEN SERIES
Consists of concise Essays on Living Questions of 
theday orof historical research in Religion, Science, 
and Philosophy, prepared by writersof the most em
inent ability. Under the editorial direction of Dr. 
Elliott Cones.

NO. 1. “BIOGEN:’’ A Speculation on the 
Origin end Nature of Life. By Dr. Coues. Now in 
Its Sixth Edition.

NO. 2. “THE DAEMON OF DARWIN.” By 
the author of "Biogen." Now tn Its Third Edition,

NO. 3. “A BUDDHIST CATECHISM.” By 
H. S. Olcott. With Notes by Elliott Coues, Third 
American Edition.

NO. 4. “CAN MATTER THINK?” Byan 
Occultist. With Introduction and Appendix by Elliott 
Coues. A New Edition,

NO. B. “KUTHUMI;”TheTruoand Complete 
<wc<»m my of Human Life. A new Edition. Re
written and Prefaced bv Elliott Coues.

NO. 6. “A WOMAN IN THE CASE.” By 
Professor Coues. Washington. LW. Second Edi
tion. Now first added to the Biogen Series, with a 
new Introduction by Elisabeth Csvsna.

Price, 50 cents each.
For sale, wholesale and retail at The Reugto- 

PlHLOSOPHICAL JOURNAL Oliti'P.

Heaven Revised.
A Narrative of Personal Experiences After 

the Change Caller] Death.

By Mbs. E. B. Duffey.

An exchange in reviewing this work truly says: 
“Thi# is a narrative of personal experiences after 
death, of a spirit that returns and gives it graphic
ally. through the medium, It is just the thing for a 
neophyte to read, who desires to know something of 
the beyond, being one of the most common sense 
production# we have seen in Spiritual literature for 
many a day.”

Another says: “Thi# is an exposition of Spiritual 
philosophy, from the pen of one who is thoroughly 
imbued with the new light of Spiritual science, and 
there la nothing in t lie work that can offend the most 
fastidious critic of the orthodox school........... Alto
gether it is wall worth careful reading by all candid 
minds.

Pamphlet, 101 pp. Price 25 cents.
For sale, wholesale nnd retail, at The Religio- 

PlIILOSOPICAL JOURNAL Office.
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PUBLISHED AT 92 LASALLE ST., CHICAGO 
BY MARY E. BUNDY.

Kntered at the Chicago Post-office as Second-class 
Mail Matter.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One Copy, I Year,........................................... >2.60
One Copy, 8 Months,.,........................  1.25

Single Copies, 5 Cents. Specimen Copy Free.

DISCONTINUANCES.—Subscribers wishing The 
Journal stopped at the expiration of their sub
scription should give notice to that effect, other
wise the publisher will consider it their wish to 
have it continued.

REMITTANCES.—Should be mad« by Post-office 
Money Order, Express Company Money Order. 
Registered Letter, or draft on either Chicago or 
New York.
0TDo Not Send Check* on Local Bank*

, Ail letters and communications should be ad 
dress, and all remittances made payable to MARY 
E. BUNDY, Chicago, 111.

Advertising; Rates, 20 cents per Agate line.
Reading Notices, 40 cents per line.
Lord & Thomas, Advertising^Agents, 45 Ran

dolph Street. Chicago. All communications rela
tive to advertising should be addressed to them.

FIRST SOCIETY OF , PROGRESSIVE 
SPIRITUALISTS OF OMAHA.

Omaha. Aug. 18, 1892.
Whereas, our friend Ooh J. (’. Bundy 

has been called from this present to spirit 
life, and

Whereas, we recognize his great serv
ices in the cause of humanity, and feel 
deeply the loss sustained by his with
drawal- from active life. Therefore be it

Resolved: That we, the First Society 
of Progressive Spiritualists of Omaha, ex
press our sympathy and condolence to his 
family in their bereavement.

W. T. Denn ev.

Henry Hickman.
“ Committer.

THIS PAPER IS A MEMBER OF THE CHICAGO 
PUBLISHER’S ASSOCIATION.

CONTESTS.
FIRST PAGE.—Topics of the Times.
SECOND PAGE-—-Announcement. Goethe's

Views of Immortality. Readjustment of 
Thought. Teresa L'rrea, A Word From Rev. 
M. J. Savage.

THIRD PAGE.—From Rev. H. W. Thomas. Psy
chical Science Congress Notes.

FOURTH PAGE. —The Open Court. Telepathy 
and Kindred Words Descriptive of Telephe
nomena.

FIFTH PAGhJ—President Hall on Religious Teach
ing. / • <

SIXTH PAGE.—Single Tax. Between Two Lives.
SEVENTH PAGE. - Sonnets In Shadow.
EIGHTH PAGE.—Woman and the Home.— 

* Sappho. John C. Bundy. <A Word From A. J.
King. The Illinois Women Press Association. 
Krom J. J. Morse. Resolution of Queen City 
Park Association.

NINTH PAGE.- Voice of the People.-Without a
■■ Body. Science Crltlzed, "In the Multitude of 

Councilors There is Safety.” "Our Dumb Ani
mals” Reveal the Living Earth. A letter of 
Sympathy.

TENTH PAGE. — Book Reviews. Magazines. 
Miscellaneous Advertisements.

ELEVENTH PAGB.-Valhalla. Miscellaneous Ad
vertisements.

TWELFTH PAGE.— The Day That Never Comes. 
Miscellaneous Advertisements.

THIRTEENTH PAGE.-The Dead. Miscellaneous 
Advertisements.

FOURTEENTH PAGE.-Mlscellaneous Advertise
ments.

FIFTEENTH PAGE. —Miscellaneous Advertise
ments.

SIXTEENTH PAGE. — General Items. Miscel
laneous Advertisements.

Russell, Kans., Aug. 15, 1892.
The last issue of The Reltgio-Pihlo- 

sophical Journal was taken from the 
wrapper yesterday, when I was apprised 
for the first time of Mr. Bundy’s death, all 
mention that may have been made of 
the fact in our dailies having entirely 
escaped my notice.

It was my pleasure to meet Mr. Bundy 
but once; that on the occasion of calling 
when pas^ng through Chicago, when I 
introduced myself as the local agent of a 
railway company in an obscure Kansas 
town, but was most cordialb' received, 
notwithstanding.

An acquaintance of-upwards of fifteen 
years through the columns of The Jour
nal, of which I have been a subscriber 
principally, if not entirely, for its editorial 
pages, wherein has been reflected the strong 
personality of an able, fearless, honest 
man, has taught me to respect and esteem 
him in a degree that has been accorded 
but a few of my acquaintances, and I 
indeed feel that in his death, so called, I 
have lost a friend whose place will not be 
readily or soon filled.

I am well aware that any word of 
sympathy at the hands of anyone a^ this 
time, but more especially a stranger, 
must be as most hollow mockery, yet at 
the same time I trust that this feeble ex
pression of the sentiment entertained for 
Hr. Bundy may not be considered intru-
sion.‘ Yours truly, 

M. A. Brundage.

THE JOURNAL will be sent 
FOUR WEEKS FREE to all 
who so request. A careful read
ing is respectfully asked. Per
sons receiving copies, who have 
not subscribed, may know that 
their address has been supplied 
by a friend and that the paper is 
either paid for by some one or 
is sent with the hope of closer 
acquaintance. Those receiving 
copies in this way will incur 
no financial responsibility.

Mrs. J. C. Bundy, 
Chicago, Hi.

THE JOURNAL BINDER.
Every reader who desires to preserve his 

paper and to know where to find it when 
wanted should procure a binder. The 
“Emerson" is the best one I knew of; and 
a size suitable for The Journal in full 
cloth with the sidewstamped with the name 
of the paper in full gilt, will be furnished 
subscribers for seventy-five cents, which is 
fifty cents less than retail price. They 
will be.supplied to none but subscribers at 

- the reduced price. At the end of the year 
the numbers can be removed, if desired, 
and the binder is ready for the next year, 
and as good as new; or the volumes can be 
left in the covers and put upon the library 
shelf, and another binder procured. Every 
number has articles of permanent value— 
as good years hence as during the week of

Mr. Ernest Menduni, publisher of tho* 
Boston Investigator, in a kind letter ex
pressing the great regret with which he 
learned of Mr, Bundy’s death and sym
pathy with the sorrowing family, says:

“He [Mr. Bundy} was a Spiritualist, 
conscientious and sincere. He believed 
the best method of advancing the cause 
he espoused was to weed its ranks of all 
fraud and imposition. Acting on this 
line he, of‘ course, made many enemies, 
but his gain was the respect of all men 
who admire integrity of purpose and the 
courage of battle in defense of the right.

The Iron Clad Age, Indianapolis, in a 
column and a half notice of Mr. Bundy's 
character and work says that he “was the 
best known representative of Spiritualism 
in the United States. His paper. The Re- 
ligio-Philosophical Journal, has a 
national reputation. This reputation 
has been gained by courageous and 
persistent warfare against charlatanry 
and fraud practiced in the ranks 
of Spiritualists and by the advocacy 
of a higher type of philosophic thought 
than appears . in the ordinary run 
of Spiritualistic publications. Col. Bundy 
was intensely hated by every trickster 
and fraud posing as a medium. He was 
respected and honored by those sincere and 
discriminating Spiritualists who have 
sought to distinguish between the genuine

and the spurious in the phenomena 
claimed as due to the agency of spirits. * 
* * The Iron Clad Age does not accept 
Spiritualism, even as expounded by Dol. 
Bundy, but it is com]wlled to recognize 
he honesty and sincerity of his w^ork and

simply a motion of the ether which fills all 
space. “As wind," he says, “is the 
bodily forward motion of the medium 
whose vibratory motion we call sound, so 
a current of electricity is tin* bodily for
ward motion of the medium whose vibra-

it addsits own to the many tributes of re- | tory motion we call light," If the wave 
ipect which the liberal and secular press I motion of the ether will produce light it is 
tas paid to his memory.’ I llot unreasonable to suppose that some ef-

. , I feet will be produced by its bodily move-
At the moment of going to press we re- I . . J , , , ,, n 6 u menu A current of ether or electricitvceive from Professor Elliott Coues the_ „ w... ., , - . “, ,, , passes readily through a copper wire, butnew, by cablegram; "Bundy dead. Ata! (h h ^ „f ^ ^ wjth

bpmtualam bus had no severer blow He „ le3S tpioli„„. BtJCUUS(i of tWs ^ 
lad been confined to bed and very ill for .... . . .,, » « „ . , friction, or electrical resistance, the cur-some weeks, and finally succumbed to I ., v .. ; „ rent heats the wire, and raises one of car-what must be described as an overdraft on . . i . > • n , -i,, bon to a white heat, producing the famil-us strength complicated by the extreme . a .- , . , , . lar electric light. If it can be shown that,heat, a wave of which passed over Amer- ., . .., , _ . . ,, / this hitherto mysterious force is simplyica. We shall recur to the career of a re- f r n , .. , , , the movement of a medium all about ushurtabl. man tor the present we keep Md., thi )t wU, ^ more t„ 
rt« round h« grave.-L.ght. London. ^^ the IXBsjbil|tiw „f it, fntur„

W<* are reaching that period in civiliza- I wse^Jn’*ss* ... ... .........
lion when nations discover the advisability I Daniel B. Stroup, of South Bend, Ind., 
of resorting for settlement of their disputes passed to the higher life while on a visit 
to arbitration rather than to the brutal to his son in Salt Lake City August Gth. 
and deadly arbitrament of war. When He was a rationalist and a very worthy 
antagonisms arise between labor and cap- I man, greatly respected for his high moral 
ital why should not the difference be sub- I character and public spirit. The body 
mitted for settlement to an impartial tri- I was taken to his home, a few miles from 
hinar.'', There does not appear .to be any I South Bend, where on Sunday, the 13th, 
mnorable and peaceful way out other I funeral services were held. After a chant 
♦han this. Public opinion would be found by a quartette, “ The Lifting of the Veil," 
supporting a just decision of such tribu- and the reading of one of the favorite 
nal, and it is a bold interest that would poems of Mr. Stroup, B. F. Underwood 
defy public opinion in order to perpetuate gave an address, which was followed by 
i condition of riot and bloodshed. The j another song. At the grave the services 
federal government is limited by eonstitu- I consisted of singing by the quartette and 
tional restrictions, yet something can be a few words by Mr. Underwood. “It 
done under federal authority to prevent! was," says the South Bend Tribune, “one 
the disturbances which so often arise from I of the largest gatherings of the kind ever 
disputes between employers and employed witnessed in that region. The procession 
and which at times seriously threaten the was nearly two miles in length." 
business interests of the country. Gon- ----------------
gress in 1884 created a bureau of labor. The Investigator’s Society meets in- De- 
daced in charge of a commissioner who I troit, Michigan, Sundays, 3 p. m., at 32 
was required to collect information upon | Monroe avenue. Article 2, of the consti- 
the subject of labor, its relations to capi- tution reads: “We have for our object the 
tai, the hours of labor and the earnings of | free and open discussion of social, politi- 
aboring men and women, and the means I cal, philosophical and religious subjects of 
>f promoting their material, social, intel- general interest, to the end that equal rights 
ectual and moral prosperity. In 188(1 in religion, politics, and freedom and 
Mr. Cleveland, then president of the brotherhood in all human affairs may be 
United States, sent to Congress a message established, protected and perpetuated.” 
on the arbitration of labor disputes, which Section 1, of the by-laws reads: “No sub- 
did not receive, and has never. since re- ject of a moral, ixilitical, philosophical, 
eeived, the attention which its thoughtful religious, or scientific nature, shall be de- 
suggestions merit. His idea was that the nied a hearing on account of any prevail- 
abor bureau which Congress had created | ing prejudice." Everybody welcome, 

might be enlarged by the addition of two Seats free. __________
mote commissioners and by supplement- | Mrs. Adaline Eldred, to whose psy- 
ing the duties now imposed upon it by c)iometrfc power The Journal has many 
such other powers and functions as would times# borne testimony; has returned to 
permit the commissioners to act as arbi- chicagOj much improved by her few 
trators when necessary between labor and I ^g^ vacatjon spent in Michigan. She 
capital, under such limitations and upon I m&y ^ geen ^ rOom 33, Central Music 
such occasions as should be deemed jj^ Chicago.
proper and useful. ----------------

----------- -— I Mrs. E. T, Stansell, known to the
Some years ago it was generally be- readers of The Journal as a psychom- 

lieved that electricity was a current I etrist, has taken rooms for a few weeks at 
flowing through or along a conductor, ex- Hotel Vendome. 780 North Chirk street, 
erting a force at the point of exit just as Chicago.
in the case of water or air passing through I ------—--------
a tube. Later for this the obscure terra of SICKNESS AMONG CHILDREN, 
force was substituted. Now that electric- Especially infants, is prevalent at all 
ity has become so important an element in times, but is largely avoided by giving 
the mechanical welfare of the world, ef- proper nourishment and wholesome food, 
fort, to uncover rhe m^teryof tacxis J Se^-Ea*#^

ance have been redoubled and the early Milk. Your grocer and druggist, keep it. 
assumption that electricity is a current is | __________
now believed to bo « fact. Experiments ^ ^ ^ atmosph„ic infla. 
Loo technical for explanation in a limited I eiie(!g sre ^^ counteracted by keeping the 
space, have been undertaken by a promin- 1 blood pure and vigorous with Ayer’s Sar- 
ent scientist, which tend to prove it. He saparilla. A little caution in this respect 
commenced his extents to. September
last, and he feels that he cannot be wholly round medicine in existence, 
certain of his conclusions until a year has __________
elapsed, as the experiments «1« the R ^ ^ , ^^ ^ of 
movements of the earth around the sun. ^^^y hair of a natural color, nature’s 
But he has le&rne^ enough to induce him crowning ornament of both sexes, use only 
to believe that a current of electricity is I Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer.


